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A lack of civility 
Initial response to team's repoD 
shows much work is needed at PCC 
The initial response by 
some to a. report aimed at 
easing tensions at Prest-· 
onsburg Community College 
was to ignore one of its rec-
ommendations: A return of 
civility. 
That reaction is indicative 
of just how much work needs 
to be done to heal the 
wounds caused by a contro-
versy over PCC President De-
borah Floyd's management 
style. 
Tom Matajasic, · a history 
teacher and leading critic of 
Floyd, was quick to criticize 
the report by three consult-
ants hired to. ease the con-
flict. 
"As a taxpayer, I'm kind of 
outraged if that's all they did 
to get $5,000 each plus ex-
penses," Matajasic said. 
The report said the contro-
versy over Floyd has become 
so divisive that co-workers 
have stopped speaking to 
each other. Some seem more 
interested in bringing down 
the administration, while 
still others express fear of 
retribution if they disagree 
with anyone about anything, 
the report said. 
"We urge each· ... member 
of the college community to 
begin the healing process by 
taking responsibility for his 
or her own behavior and 
making a personal commit-
ment to respect opposing 
viewpoints and return civil-
ity to discourse," the consult-
ants wrote. 
That's wise advice, but 
early reactions to the report 
indicate it may not be heed-
ed - at least by some. 
The report pointed to a 
lack of communication be-
tween the PCC administra-
tion and faculty members, 
saying that college com-
munity lacks understanding 
of the school's systems and 
Those involved in the 
controversy are 
professionals who · 
should be able to put 
aside their differences, 
listen to other 
viewpoints, 1;1.nd try to 
reach a consensus. 
. . 
operations, particularly on 
personnel and financial is-
sues. It added that staff needs 
to have a ·larger role in deci-
sion making. 
However, Matajasic's re-
sponse to the report's recom-
mendations that a college-
wide committee be named to 
address specific issues was to 
criticize its suggestions of 
some pro-Floyd individuals 
to serve on that committee. 
· As long_ as those involved 
in the controversy view oth-
ers as either _pro-Floyd or 
anti-Floyd, the problems at 
the community college can-
not be solved. Those involved 
in the controversy · are pro-
fessionals who should be able 
to put aside their differences, 
listen to other viewpoints, 
and try to reach a consensus. 
Like most controversies, 
we suspect there are small 
groups of people on both 
sides of the conflict who are 
not likely to change their 
minds. 
However, we also suspect 
there are a number of people 
in the middle who earnestly 
want to get the conflict be-
hind the college and get on 
with the business of educat-
ing people. Those are the 
people who need to come for-
ward with a willingness to 
serve on the committee and a 
resolve to try to find work-
able solutions. 
iNewdegree 
programs offered 
FRANKFORT - Five 
independent Kentucky 
colleges have received 
approval from the Council 
of Higher Education to offer 
new degree programs. 
The programs include:. 
bachelor of arts in arts 
management at Bellarmine 
College in Louisville; 
associate of arts in religion 
and bachelor of arts in 
social science at Lindsey 
Wilson College in 
Columbia; bachelor of 
science in history at 
Kentucky Christian College 
in Grayson; bachelor of 
science in occupational 
therapy at Spalding 
University in Louisville; 
and diploma and the 
associate of science in 
medical office management, 
the diploma in clinical 
assistant and associate of 
science in medical assistant 
by Sullivan College in 
Lexington. 
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Purdue encourages 
deaf engineers 
Purdue University is trying to 
encourage deaf students to study 
engineering throul!h a program 
called the first of its kind in the 
country. 
The -program includes mentors 
who are deaf or hard of hearing 
themselves and who can offer ad-
vice to the students based on their 
own experience. · 
The students also will receive 
one-on-one help to prepare them 
for Purdue's cooperative education 
program, . where they alternate a 
semester of classes with a semes-
ter of work in their field. And they 
get interpretation help from ste-
nographers and special equipment 
that translates spoken English into 
written. 
The program coordinators hope 
to have 50 professionals available 
to speak to the students. fn,m--
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·· Prestonsburg 
campus fails 
to heed cail 
for civility 
BY ANGIE MUHS 
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER 
PRESTONSBURG - The Prestonsburg Comm_uni-
ty College advisory board yesterday endorsed_ the idea 
of restoring civility to the campus - but at times had 
to act to do that at the meeting itself. 
The· board met yesterday to discuss and praise a 
report by consultants that suggested ways to try to 
mend a dispute that has split the campus. ~ut o~ca-
sionally, speakers' comments. were met with wise-
cracks, muttering and grumblmg and applause from 
the clearly divided audience. 
During the meeting, the faculty 
representative to the advisory board 
also called on President Deborah 
Floyd to resign, and another faculty 
member.warned that he would start 
looking for a new job H Floyd 
stayed. 
"We're not looking to take a 
position of supporting one individ-
ual over another group of individ-
uals," she .said. "Nothing is gained 
in taking sides." 
The dispute between the facul-
ty and Floyd began to surface sev-
eral months ago. In March. a 
group of 22 faculty members 
wrote to Ben Carr. the system's 
chancellor, asking him to request 
Floyd's resignation. 
Later that month, the faculty 
took a no-confidence vote against 
Floyd that passed 47-27. Floyd at 
that point asked UK to hire out-
side consultants to try to mediate 
the matter. 
But some faculty members 
have since criticized the resulting 
report. 
The advisory board's resolu-
tion yesterday said that it was 
"disappointed and perturbed at a 
tiny segment of the faculty who 
continue attempting to denigrate 
the consultants' fine performance." 
John D. Sammons, the faculty 
representative, told the board that 
he thought the report was "worth-
less" because it didn't tell the fac-
ulty anything new. 
"The nucleus of the problem 
with the·teaching faculty is our re-
lationship with Dr. Floyd," he 
said. "This issue is not going to be 
resolved until Dr. Floyd resigns as 
president of this college." 
Thomas Orf, the chairman-
elect of the Faculty Assembly, 
said he also agreed with Sam-
mons. 
"If Dr. Floyd is here in the fall, 
I will be looking for other jobs," he 
said. "It's that simple." 
But the faculty members 
haven't been able to come up with 
specific complaints, other than ac-
cusing Floyd of lack of leadership, 
said board member John Triplett. 
"The first thing that John 
Sammons ever told me at a meet-
ing, about four and a half years 
ago, was that Debbie had to go, 
and he's never had any other posi-
tion," Triplett said after the meet-
ing. "This is a tempest in a teapot 
and as long as you keep writing 
about it, they'll keep stirring it 
up.'' 
During the meeting, Judy Hale, 
a Prestonsburg resident whose 
two stepchildren attend the col-
lege, made an emotional appeal to 
the faculty to settle the dispute. 
"What is the problem here? 
Somebody pinpoint the problem 
and quit b.s.-ing about it," she 
said. "We need to keep Dr. Floyd 
right where she's at and let her 
run this college." 
The meeting came three days af-
ter the ·university of Kentucky, 
which runs the system, released a re-
port written by three outside consul-
Deboratt--=I;, Floyd .. : ~?·Tr::-;;:;, ... ,,,. '.7 . 
Work hlst~ry:,Pre~ident, Prestonsburg. co"mm(mity C~llege;1991-preserit:' . 
vice president of student development, Collin_ County C9mmunity College,. : 
1985-1991; Dean of.studenrdevelopment; ScottCommunity College of.thei 
Eastern·lowa C,ommuiiity College district/1980-1985;',Vlsitlng asslstani pro-
fessor, University of Iowa, 1979-1980; Research assoclate,.Virginla Polytec~ 
nic lnstitute;-1979; director of student activities, psychology.Instructor, 
The faculty 
tants. 
Its primary recommendation: 
that the college set up a campus-
wide committee to try to talk 
through any differences of opinion 
is divided 
over Presi-
dent Deborah 
Floyd, above. 
Odessa.Co)leg~. 197,5-77. · · :'. , .:.:,·' .. ' .. '.; • .,:.:,_ • ,_, , 
5ducatlon: Bachelor's degree· in speech anci English, 'East;Texas State Uni-, 
versity, >1973;.master's·degree in counseling;, EastcTe~as:sJate, .1975;:doc- i 
tOfate IIJ ·eduCBtion; 1979.~ _·_.., , ~ / ~;/r'.'f~ ---.A~~.:;7,~~:.,'~("'·:';;"i-~- ,=· ' 
that people had. 
The consultants also said that the campus commu-
nity needed to "restore civility," an action the board~ 
resolution also endorsed. . 
Board member Jean Hale urged the crowd of abol!t 
35 to look at the college's future. 
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Other,activltles: Active ·1n numerous national pri)f~iiirial organitatio~s.~,,; 
. including ~ervirigoritJie'boaro of,thia.Americari '~soi:iatlon'of, Co'mmunity Co! 
leges Commission on Small/Rural.CominunityColleges;·Has written numei-: 
o~rtlple~ an'!,.~p~tl_li~~;~d_f1a.t~~~~S-~,!Jt'!fl_k,;~_, 
Floyd's exit from Texas job 
fuels. debate in Prestonsburg 
BY ANGIE MUHS 
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER 
Deborah Floyd, the embattled president of 
Prestonsburg Community College, was hired 
by the University of Kentucky after her previ-
ous employer declined to renew her contract 
because of 15 allegations ranging from plagia-
rism to inability to get along with the staff. 
. And at the time UK hired her, Floyd had 
been on paid administrative leave for almost 
10 months while Collin County Community 
College in Texas investigated the allegations. 
Floyd vehemently denies having done any-
thing wrong. But her history in Texas has be-
come the latest issue in an ongoing Prestons-
burg campus dispute that flared up several 
months ago. 
In March, the faculty voted 47-'Zl that they 
·-,had no confidence in Floyd. As a result, UK 
·•took the unusual step of hiring consultants to 
help heal the wounds. • 
Some of the Prestonsburg- faculty, includ-
ing a vocal group of Fioyd·s critics. say they 
knew nothing about the Texas . 
charges until recently when old 
newspaper clippings about her trou-
bles began circulating in town. They 
also question what UK knew. 
UK officials. who have strongly 
supported Floyd. continue to do so, 
saying that they knew about the 
Texas case and that Floyd came to 
them with high recommendations. 
"There's been nothing new re-
vealed in this process," said Ben 
Carr, UK's chancellor of the commu-
nity college system. 
But others say that they're con-
cerned about what they've heard. 
"She had problems in Texas, 
and she's had problems here," said 
Henry Fitzpatrick, the former chair-
man of the PCC advisory board and 
a vocal Floyd critic. "I think that's a 
pattern." 
Flovd ~ \\"ho later sued her for-
mer eniployers. charging that th~y 
conspired to fire her - said there 1s-
n ·t any pattern of trouble. 
"I am a strong-willed leader, and 
that's one of the reasons I was hired 
for this position," she said last week. 
"I think it's expected that not every-
one will always agree with a strong-
willed leader." 
Floyd also vigorously defended 
her record in Texas and questioned 
why it mattered in Kentucky: · 
"My question is why is this an 
issue in 1996? rve never had any-
thing to ·hide," Floyd said during 
one of two hour-long interviews 
with the Herald-Leader in recent 
weeks. "I could see this if you wer~ 
asking me about it in 1991, when I 
was interviewing for the job." 
But some on the campus say 
they would have asked back then -
but thev sav they didn't know. 
··J ,~as shocked. I just could not 
believe it." said Faculty Assembly 
chairwoman Kathy Smallwood, -who 
said she knew Floyd was on leave in 
Texas but only learned a few weeks 
ago of the circumstances surround-
ing it. 
"I think it might have affected 
things if we had known," Small-
wood said. 
FL~YD: President's exit from Texas 
. ( Q.,,,__,t•.J.) . 
She got off to a fast start in 
Texas; college records show several 
memos and letters in her personnel 
file, praising her performance. UK knew about leave 
In an interview last week, Carr 
said UK officials knew that Floyd 
was on leave from her job as a vice 
president ~t Collin County Commu-
nity College. . 
But Carr could not recall 
whether he knew if Floyd had been 
involuntarily placed on leave while . 
the college conducted an investiga-
tion. 
"I don't know if I knew that or 
not," he said. "She told us she was 
on administrative leave and that I 
was free to talk with the president 
and others in Texas .... I'm sure we 
must have known that" , 
He. later said he thought UK offi-
cials knew abmit the Collin County 
case because it had been covered in · 
national community college journals. 
When Floyd visited Prestons-
burg for her job interviews,. all agree 
that she told faculty, members.at a 
forum that she was on leave and of-
fered to answer questions~·· '5 ,, · :i 
One faculty member ask'etl her'if · 
that meant that she was in favor of · 
sabbaticals, reCl\lled Bob McAninch, . 
a political science professor ·Who 
chaired the local searcli committee; 
"That was the end of it:" he said. 
"There weren't any questions." · s 
'Nineteen faculty members who 
were at the college in _199_1 have 
since signed a petition· contending 
that they did _not know the full de-
: tails.of Floyd's situation.·;,.•:§'j:;';.",:; :- · 
" iOn leave'· means"'.1lUot-iof 
things," said Smallwood, the faculty 
assembly chairwoman who' also 
signed the petition. "We thought it 
was a leave of absence." 
Contract· not' renewed 
Carr also said he didn't recall if 
he knew that F)oyd's _contract at 
Collin County had not been renewed. 
"It was obvious she was leaving 
the institution,". he said. "She may 
have told:me.that" ·---•,,.,. ·;,_. . 
Carr said he had riot seen the let-. 
ter that John Anthony, Coliin Co\m-
ty's president, sent to Floyd onJan. 
31, 1991, informing her that her con-
tract would not be renewed. It ex-
pired on Aug. 31 of that year. 
The letter - which the Herald-
Leader obtained because it was an 
exhibit attached to a· deposition tak-
en for Floyd's subsequent 'lawsuit 
- listed 15 accusations. against 
Floyd It noted that the accusations 
were preliminary, pending the out-
come of the investigation that had 
prompted Floyd's leave.. · · 
.. That letter. said .-the·~.college · 
would not reveal the contents of the 
letter to anyone without a· court or-
der. (It became public because· of . 
Floyd's suit.) 
Carr, after reading the letter last 
week, said he had no comment on its 
contents. · 
Floyd strongly disputed the let-
ter's charges. 
She pointed out that the college 
allowed her to stay on administra-
tive leave for seven ·months,' receiv-
ing her $62,480 salary and-all-.of her 
benefits, including a $4,800 annual 
car allowance. She also continued to 
represent the college at professional 
conferences, with the college paying 
for some of that travel, college 
records show. 
"If, in fact,'Mr. Anthony believed 
any one •of these (charges), if he had 
any evidence to support that I did in 
fact do those things, why did he not 
terminate me?!' Floyd said. "Why 
did he continue to keep· me in his· 
employment?" · 
As for some of the charges, such 
as plagiarism, Floyd said she had no 
idea why the college accused her of 
them. 
Anthony did not return ·cans 
seeking comment But according to 
court records, in a deposition taken 
in November 1992, he said: "As a di-
rect result of evidence uncovered 
during the investigation; the deci-
sion was ·made that Dr. Floyd's ad-
ministrative contract not be renewed 
following itli°expiration date." .. 
Richard Abernathy, the attorney 
for Collin County, declined to dis-
cuss why the college decided not to 
renew Floyd's contract or why it did 
not fire her. ·· 
In a formal evaluation in July 
1989,_ Anthony rated Floyd's-overafi ~ 
perfonnance as -"superior," the high-
est possible rating, records show. 
She scored no lower than "excellent" 
in any category. . 
· Floyd was "highly creative, 
imaginative and visionary," Antho-
ny wrote in the job appraisal. He did 
note that her "high-energy" style 
might be perceived as threatening to 
some, but added that she was work-
ing hard to dilute that perception. 
· _;;Then, on Sept: 12;' 1990, Antho: 
ny informed Floyd in a meeting that 
I . she was being placed on admiilistra-' . 
live leave with pay while the college 
inv~tigated allegations·against her.· 
1he allegations revolved around_' 
charges that Floyd had misused col-
lege. resources while' planning her 
wedding &nd running her consulting 
business, according to Floyd's initial 
complaint iil the lawsuit. 
'Far above the others' F'.loyd denied those charges in 
Carr said last week that Antho- recent interviews, saying that. she 
ny had given Floyd a good recom- .had been "devastated" by the inves-
mer,dation w~en he called him to in- • ligation. .. . . .,. . ,..,
1 quire about her .... : ;;:~: . . , · ·· She contended in'the suifand in· 
At the time/ Anthony said in in- ' an interview that Anthony and ·other·! 
terviews -with, .. Texils'<newspapers ' ! college officials started the investi-
that he had sP9ken with earr; and.. gafion because sheliad •gjve,r a de:~ 
to!~ him of Floyd's positive"coritrt' ' 1)(1Sitiop ·oc'l.lY a,f~w days bef9re on,; 
bunons. • :; , , · · l:iehalf of a student who had filed a 
. That alsb i(consistent with an- • ·civil' rights . complaint against the 
other document in the college's file college: ···. • ,. i'''. · ., ,.,, 
- a May 1991 ·letter from F!oyd·to ! ,. ,Floyd also suggested in an inter, 
Anthony, four months. after he had view and hei suit that the'investiga-" 
sent her the Jetter with the 15 allega- tion might liave had something to; 
tions. . do with the breakup of her four-
In it, Floyd wrote, "It is my un- i month marriage to a lawyer whose . 
derstanding that you have offered to . mother served on the college's . 
write supportive letters of recom- 1 board. Her husband had filed.for di-• 
mendation and to offer congruent , vorce .only a few weeks .before the 
oral r_efer_e_nces in sup~rt of Il!Y can:-., 
1
1: co!lege's · investigation began, she 
didacy for other-:'mfessional posi: l said. . . -<, ;, , -C.; 
tions." ·. : · ,'.f,i,fii"t1f P:{f¥'-~t'" :Floyd_ said she was not given an· : 
Carr said he-'calied""other. ac- opportunity to respond to· Tue 
quaintances who worked iii Texas 'charges, and also wasn't told of spe-
higher education to ask them about dfic a~ti~i1s. at ~t · • '.i.' "0,H· 
Floyd in addition to checking .her While she was on leave, ~he 
refere~ces. · said, she wrote professioiJal articles 
"We were aware of the situation. and a chapter of a book. She also did 
That's why we made a lot of calls 10· 'volunteer work, she·said_However, 
people in Texas,''. Carr said. "We got she was not allowed to_ t1;50 her off!ce 
good recommendations from every- or come on campus without pnor 
body we talked to." · . 
1 
permission froin An:thony. · 
UK denied a Herald-Leader open In July 1991, six months after 
records reguest fo!_fl~Y,,\i'.~ _re<;<JIO· Anthony had written that her csn-
mendation · !titters, saying that· it tra~ would pot be renewed, Flqyd 
would violate the· privacy of.Floyd nonfied Collm County CommUlll_ty 
and the people who wrote them. 1.Coll~ge tha_t s~e had accepted \jle 
For the same reasons· ·UK de- president's Job m Prestonsburg. ·: 
dined to provicje .. any. c~rrespon- . Collin County_neyer p~blis_hed a 
deuce that Carr or other officials · wntten report on its investigation.. 
might have had with Collin County Federal suit flied 
officials. A few inonths after arriving at 
Carr said Floyd had been the Prestonsburg, in September 1991, 
overwhelming favorite among all Floyd filed suit in federal court 
UK and PCC groups that inter- against Anthony, the Texas college 
viewed.finalists for the job. anil'its trustees. 
"She was far above the others," The suit charged that Anthony 
he said. and others denied Floyd due 
Highly rated performance , process, conspired to have her fired 
That's how Texas ·community and were retaliating against her for 
college officials felt ir, _1_985 when her testimony in the student's case. 
Deborah Lee Floyd left Iowa, where. I~ also charged that the college had· 
she had been a c'ornniunity college , dispara300, slan~ered and -~laslf-
dean, to return io iier hoine state. ' balled her.· "·,· ,· ~:: ~--;,,-
She took the job as vice president At the district court level, the 
for student development. college won its motion to dismiss al-
_ Floyd arrived at Collin· County most all the claims in.the suit--Flqyd 
with a fast-track resume and a stack appealed all the ·way to the lJ.,S. 
of glowing reference letters. Supreme Court, which declined. to 
hear the case. ,r; 
on ~~ co11:r~:di~h5:tt~tu~~~~~ .Coll i"h~f eb1i'nt"c~~C.cffflmunrt= 
$tr!:: ~~~~di~~ll~~e co:d do: Cblli1~1'i'.tl~iJintf\l;jltioli~, ... 
ments. :-, =T: .. :'1•1!'.,J;,,b;;~:~,;~·:'•r,i.,,-;.J:.;:;:v._.,~-,;,;.,s;ci,·<', .::., 
Floyd said she appealed the law- · ' H~~'S!,W REPOl!T-~',,·::,':r.:,,;u;3'.'.Unauiho'' ,,. •a sences or;,;; 
suit because she wanted to clear her . >, Theii,:~ident./i(Co~iii;Coifui;,;\yhi~~l~ye'ymsfno~taken;~j;/.t:,f; 
name ty Commuruty .College• hsted·l5',C : :it •:::11:•4'>p1a· mii.4" · _.,, ,,,,.,,1 :,1::;-,JZi'" ,.:-: · 'lirn.•-,, .... , ..,.,,.a!"' r··; ... .,,..-~ ,. ·,·.1: •~_.,;>~. • e.~.~sm,."'«J-,rvtt1,k". t:ti"'····, 
·1 had been treated unfairly, in pre ~bo-\.. H!~glaEci~_w_henJ.i~ '',':f,i~!i;;Inabilify to'w;;i;IEfwiilistaff{'. 
the rumor mill and I didn't do any- ·wrhaoteh e ra _:F o_y_d to tell hf: · ;_k,,•','6'..·Intimidati6n'cis'fuff·' •: :; . 
thing wrong,". she said. "This did .t t t e.colleg~,~as not renewing",, ::,,.:.·7 1Corifl"ctif f' t . ~• _-'. ,::,;:, .. 
not become an issue of money. It be- her:contracti''-',·~ ·, ; '· ,:, ,,., : --:,. ,, -~,' -i'i(;: ,, ... !_ · . ? .:1.n ~'."'t,c" ,i,-,.; 
· fh TheHeiaid'.Lead;;;-'00iaiited· : · .;;,8 .. V1olations·ofthe.College's• •. · came an issue o oner and dignity." -th--. ·i ·tt· · '1.0:·,.;."' , •i• _,.,. _ . • ... , ·,,: 'Etliical Policy; .~_';,: '.'.i.:C,1~1'-)1 •. ;::,<, . 
... e, e __ e_r---~us~r_lt:,_~a~ an.ex-:1-'- _-. --''. .. • ,,,__+~i-,9· -,,N,. : ..... · ~" .~~--:~ •• .,;;~_i:;.\)d'"c¥_-,.;rt' 'i-
'Hasn't changed anything', liibifattachedtoYa:depositiori;tilk:J:;~;•,., A., eg!~~ ofiju~es;\~.i,t:'!1: , · 
UK officials have strongly SUP· 'en'ii1 connectionwit!i.cthe'ia\VS\lit '-:;ti,ii'.·WC:.~nd~~})g !Af~o'ru,\l,h~sj: ·., 
ported Floyd throughout her recent . that Floy cf ~Joo' agait1sitthe':col:. "~ i•:;-J)718~iJ~g,~!iool _ h~urs; }:'. <" ;;.,;~; 
disputes with the Prestonsburg tac- ·Jege; charging°:conspiracy ti>"fire•,1:·•.,,:~;,J!\::Failureto:,co111ply with,,,:·: 
ulty, some of whom accuse her .of her;;-tlefamaliilffiaiJ.d slander-'""~ ' . llege';(i:!glidesior'a' ,, . fui:;:~; . 
being autocratic and of lacking lead- : among'.otlten.thingli;?t,,n.:;;.; ;:: ·'.re'gµlaticiris;Q:, c,jii': 
ership. . · .. ~\ '-\iF1oyd'.!a~Kweek'ii~l€J1eii&, \iilsil!Jf' ··".. 1 ~;N 
The consultants UK hired COO· • ofiliealle"tidns·'si(' ··•thafin': . ''jy;witlisofficiaH:lirectives·' ~., .. ~ ga __ ,-'•~ .. YJD&--. -_-' . ,-,--,J~i .• ,,, •.• '!.~·-•-~- ,,__,y,-- ., :-- • ,-,, 
eluded that the atmosphere on cam- severah:ases:·she aid!nofeveru, -' :, \ 3,•,Faillire to" nieet''the Coh-,' '" 
pushhad becobe me poisoned and there 'Jtrnh_oiif~t~tH!lifJI~§!f)~ted)'::< •• ts.e~aw,s:❖t:,ii~{~!§11ill~\ 
oug t to a campus-wide commit- . \ ~m~ .. ~ ,,_,f;"::'J:;;t:i1,it'?fft-~tri,1./;,f conuuct;:,,-,..,.~-::; .. ;i:/+tt:=Jef"'~;;/if.; .L"-.S 
tee 'armed to seek a· soluti'on. • . ·_; ', < c _.,,._ ·h'e' al __ Je'<iiit1'•o'··ns·_··· ''u_·_, ·cY •c '0 ' '" F' !<'"'. "t·"<cfr•1•·•4'1ik::.'"".·"''.tf,'-."'· 11 1 >;;,.;.t:J.· o.-~ tvwere:;. \t-,.;73 auure~ 0'·tnallb,<4u1an•c1· "-~ 
The Texas case doesn't' change · ;;;, ,-'>lrUriliutitdfu&i,~inisfi~'l\;., ... . . :wcirk_iiig'~Ja!ionsliipo'l-;'~f:'; 
UK officials' opinions, Carr •• ;d loot -and/or;iilisif ··ro iiationof'Col-•-,t:•-i!,l'rufm~.::,n:~,.- , ... ,-..L';''th' "' ·· 1,,:-,, 
Week.
,., a-.-. . ;- .. - ·=-,-~·;u:'!f.P_l '· l_eg'· e· 'r·es• o·ur'..,;;,_c• esRti;l ,t~V ,- ~-. "<-·'!~t,~·;;,:,.~·1-- 't>,_,ew•;~.;-~dyv<-1,, 'tli_,r~PP2,1J.::-:.!?:-,"'S7~~~t{ ~-
"· . . . ..... ,;r:,;~-,w-><.a""t:,:.,;,,.:-. ,/;::-::..ea es an _- e-commumfy;::.;~,,; •~ 
•_It d·oesn't -"ect anything_ I wil'· ·1 • • ' -_2· 'Una"'· .:i..cN ·•·" ~-··"'-_· • ·••W,v,\; .,, · · '· .. '" .. """ti"•"··0'"f'"'-st"·'-' "'" • .. ,.,,.,, .. uu, · · · •· · ~ .., on ·o ,~£1,j· ·· 
do," said Carr,.the system's chancel- /aiiolo ~~of- " :, .... ' ' ... ,·, ic 
!or. "It hasn't changed anythmg.~ ; ;.!~~,.?, ir~J. 
Carr said Floyd has been ai,i' ~-
cellent leader for ~e college. ',';,ij• THE COURIER-~0RNAL i;-r,,jONDAY, JUNE 3, 199S 
dyn:1mti:n~r~n:d~:swi:~:~ ·Pr0 stonsburg· college 
to make a difference and make a lot · \., 
of changes in an institution," Catr 1 •• ·_ • • • • · , 
~~:s~n:t!:~i:::o~e ~~JZ ·p114es1·dent e,Ynla1·ns 
the ind~viduaL proposing al,! the A ' :.i:-.J:' 
changes. . · . · •· 1+ I . . . • . , .. 
- UKspoke~man Bernie Vorider: tw-.oubl·es' .. T . 
h_eide also_ questi?ned t~e m9tif.i: , ,1. , ID .1. exas 
hons of those askmg about Floyd's / 
tenure in Collin County. .· . _,;, ;As . · But others say that they're con-
"lt makes us wonder, against.the 
1
. soetated Press I cerned about what they've heard. 
backdrop of a president l11Illlll!&a .PRESTONSBURG, Kv. _ When "~he had problems in T~as, and 
very successful program, why, th_ey 
1
, Deborah Floyd was hired as president I s~e s ha_d problems here," s~d Henry 
are brought up now;" he, said: js . of Prestonsb~ Community College, Fitzpatrick, the former c~amnll!l of 
there another agenda here?~·. .,,-;,ti{ ;she was on paid administrative leave ihe rrestdnsbw ~olleg~ s .~dVIS~ry 
Floyd said her perfo~- fro'!! her previous employment, The· ~a~s aanp It a ,,oy cntic. I think 
peaks
, · If .. -~-,., .· ,. Lexington Herald-Leader reported a em. 
s ,oritse . · -"< . ..j,-, I yesterday. , - Floyd, who later sued .her former 
~My record of service is exeni: But Floyd .said the investigation empl~yers - settling for $20,000 after 
])lary," she said. "My work record-is that led to her being on leave• for hchargmg _that they ~onspired to fire 
exemplary." .. u• nearly 10 months was prompted by er - said there 1sn t any pattern of 
■ ■ ■ : . .,, her role as a whistleblower in a stu- trouble. 
Herald Le de t ,,, •t B ~.:;_ dent's lawsuit and by a vendetta by/ Floy~ also vigorously defended her 
· a . r s a,, wn_ er _nu: . her estranged husband. record m Texas and questioned why it 
get Mount contnbuted to this arlic~., Floyd came to Prestonsburg from ,mattered in Kentucky. . 
Colliri County Community College in 1 "My question is why is this an issue 
Texas in July 1991. Her history in in 1996? I've never had anything to 
Texas has become the latest issue in a hide," Floyd said during one of two 
dispute on the Prestonsburg campus. , hourlong interviews with the Herald-
In March, the faculty· voted 47.27•!.ea?er. "I could s~ ~ if you were 
that they had no confidence in Floyd. askil!g me_ a~out 1t m 1991, when • I 
As a result, UK took the unusual step, was mterviewmg for the job." 
of hiring consultants to help heal the, In an interview last week, Carr said 
wounds. UK officials knew that Floyd was on 
Some of the Prestonsburg faculty leave from her job as a vice president 
including a vocal ' at Collin County. 
group of Floyd's But Carr could not recall whether 
critics, say they he knew Floyd had been placed on 
knew nothing leave while the college conducted an 
about the Texas investigation. 
charges until re- "I don't know if I knew that or 
cently, when old not," he said. "She told us she was on 
newspaper clip- administrative leave and that I was 
pings about her free to talk with the president and 
troubles began others in Texas .... I'm sure we must 
circulating in have known that" 
town. They also . He later said he thought UK offi-
questi on what c1als knew about the Collin County 
UK knew. cas~ because it had been covered in 
UK officia·ls national community college journals. 
continue to sup- When Floyd visited Prestonsburg 
port Floyd, say- for her job interview's, iill agree that 
mg that they knew about the Texas she told faculty members at a forum 
case a_nd that Floyd came to them that she was .on leave and offered to 
with high recommendations answer questions. 
"There's been nothing · new re- One faculty member ~ked her if 
ve&!ed in this process," said Ben Carr, that meant that she was m favor of 
UK s chancellor of the community · 
college system. 
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, Saturday, June 1. 1996 
Endorsement 
of PCC report 
flares discord 
Teachers 
still upset 
By GEORGE WOLFFORD 
OFTHE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
PRESTONSBURG - The en-
dorsement Friday of a consult-
ants' report calling for healing 
of a rift between the faculty 
and president of Prestonsburg 
Community College appears to 
have had a reverse reaction, 
widening the split. 
The PCC Advisory Board ap-
proved a pre-written .resolu-
tion that upheld the consult-
ai;its' call for restored civility 
and creation of an internal-
external committee to iron out 
differences between teachers 
and PCC President Deborah 
Floyd. 
The measure also lauded Dr. 
Ben Carr, University of Ken-
tucky community college chan-
cellor, for arranging the study 
and Floyd and Carr for-open-
ing the campus for a full and 
free investigation. 
But what angered John D. 
Sammons, history teacher who 
represents the faculty.; on the 
advisory board, · was ianguage 
in the resolution assailing_"a . 
tiny segment of the faculty 
who continue attempting to 
denigrate the consultants' fine 
performance. . .. " It suggested 
that committee appointees who 
have prejudices "should step 
down in the best interest of 
Sammons repeated his com-
plaint that the report cost 
nearly $20,000 and added no 
meaningful insight into prob-
lems at PCC. 
He renewed his call for 
Floyd to step down, saying the 
issue of conflict "is not going 
to be resolved until she resigns 
as president of this college." 
Board member Bob Conley, a 
retired Paintsville banker, said 
after the session he had ex-
pected more specifics in the re-
port. But he said during the 
meeting that Sammons' posi-
tion against Floyd indicated "a 
closed mind with no room for 
compromise or resolution." 
He also told teachers that a 
committee suggested by both 
the faculty and the report 
seems the best way to "get to 
talking among each other, face 
to face." 
Floyd focused on Conley's re-
newed call for healing. "He put 
it well, if we could only talk 
out our differences. I've always 
supported the airing of views." 
Sammons, enraged at the 
way the endorsement was in-
troduced as an apparent done 
deal, begged the board to reject 
the consultants report "or at 
least send it back and ask the 
consultants to get into sub-
stantive matters." 
Board member John Triplett 
acknowledged writing the en-
dorsement. He then made a 
motion to accept it as the 
board's official statement on p* 
6.88 the report. 
Putting the issue on the 
floor drew response from an 
audience of 50 that featured 
only one vocal supporter of 
Floyd. 
H.D. "Buddy" Fitzpatrick, 
retired banker who left the ad-
visory board two years ago 
after siding against Floyd, 
asked all participants to go 
slow in their attempts to re-
solve their problems. 
"Have all the reports that 
you need to make such an im-
portant decision," he sug-
gested. 
But he made it apparent he 
was there to support the dis-
sident teachers, saying that 
the yardstick of quality in any 
college is its faculty. 
I r OU. !, I,,. in T.ex a. S CC,,..:1- a) 
sabbaticals, recalled Bob McAninch, a 
political science professor who head-
ed the local search committee. 
"That was the end of it," he said. 
''There weren1t any questions." 
Nineteen facUlty members who 
were at the Prestonsburg college in 
1991 have since signed a petition con-
tending that they did not know- the 
full details of Floyd's situation. 
" 
10n leave' means a lot of things," 
said Kathy Smallwood, faculty assem-
bly chairwoman, who also signed the 
petition. "We thought it was a leave 
of absence." 
Carr said he didn't recall whether 
he knew that Floyd's contract at Col-
lin County had not been renewed. 
"It was obvious she was leaving the 
institution," he said. "She may have 
told me that." 
In a formal evaluation in July 1989. 
Floyd's performance was rated as 
"superior," the highest possible rat-
ing, records show. She scored no low-
er than "excel-
lent" in any cate-
gory. 
Then, on Sept. 
12, 1990, Floyd 
was informed in 
a meeting that 
she was being 
placed on admin• 
istrative leave 
with pay while 
the college inves-
tigated allega-
tions against her. 
He compared the situation 
with professional sports, say-
ing teams don't release their 
players when there's a conflict 
with a coach, "they move the 
coach." 
He asked If the consultants 
had asked departed faculty 
members why they left. Tom 
Orf, geography teacher, said if 
Floyd was here in the fall, "I'll 
be looking elsewhere." 
· · Sammons said the strong 
feeling expressed by Friday's 
audience was evidence of fac-
ulty consensus against the re-
port. 
Teacher Karen Smallwood 
said Sammons spoke for the 
majority. "Some are afraid to 
speak, or need a spokesper-
son." 
Teacher Eileen Lewan-
dowski said faculty morale 
was at a high point five years 
ago but is now gone· because of 
lack of leadership. Instructors 
who serve on committees find 
their ~uggestions ignored or 
denied, she said, pointing spe-
cifically to computer pur-
chases she said were influ-
enced from outside. 
Judy Hale, whose s·tepdaugh-
ters attend PCC, was the only 
audience member to defend 
Floyd. "I don't understand a 
thing (Sammons) has to say. 
What has she done that's so 
bad. We've got a walking 
track, a dental program. . .. 
These complaints are coming 
from a negative camp." 
She said students are begin-
ning to complain about the 
way teachers dress and as-
sailed the faculty for not try-
ing to work out problems in-
ternally instead of going pub-
lic. She alleged Floyd's prob-
lems come from people who 
"don't like the fact that a 
woman, or an Intelligent 
woman" is running the col-
lege. 
The allegations 
involved charges 
that Flo~d had 
misused college resources while plan-
ning her wedding and running her 
consulting business, according to 
Floyd's complaint in the lawsuit. 
Floyd denied those charges in re-
cent interviews, saying that she had. 
been devastated by the-investigation. 
She contended in the suit and in an 
interview that college officials started 
the investigation because she had giv• 
en a deposition only a few days be-
fore on behalf of a student who had 
filed a civil-rights complaint against 
the college. 
Floyd also suggested in an inter-
view and her suit that the investiga-
tion might have had something to do 
with the breakup of her four-month 
marriage to a lawyer whose mother 
served on the college's board. Her 
husband had filed for divorce only a 
few weeks before the college's inves-
tigation began, she said. 
Floyd said she was not given an op-
portunity to respond to the charges, 
nor was she told of specific accusa-
tions at first, she said. 
A few months after arriving at Pres-
tonsburg, in September 1991, Floyd 
sued in federal court. Her suit 
charged that she was denied due pro-
cess. and that the Texas college con-
spired to have her fired and was re-
taliating against her for her testimony 
in the student's case. It also charged 
that the college had disparaged, slan-
dered and blackballed her. 
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Ex~publisher's ·speech 
at·tentre stays· upbeat 
BY ANDY MEAD son in the world was a negative thinker. 
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER "To that I say 'Amen,'" Black said. "For 
DANVILLE - It's a lot easier giving I stand betore you today with an unshak-
away money for a Jiving than being pub- able faith in the democratic process and in 
lisher of the Lexington Herald-Leader, said the power of the individual - which it ex-
Creed Black;who has done both. alts - to make a difference not only•in his 
·Black, who was or her life, but in the larger society." 
c O mmen c e.m en t ....... --, It's not a perfect world, Black said. There 
speaker at Centre Col- are staggering prob, 
lege yesterday, was !ems in the United 
publisher_pf)he news- States and around the 
paper for" li' years be- world. · 
Record 
number show 
_ for ceremony fore becoming presi- But, he said, there 
dent of _t_l]e .John S. ~=~ are also "tremendous 
and James L Knight opportunities in a A record 221 
F d · world where commu seniors took part .oun ahon. · · · · II · · th In Centre Col- . He delivered a msm 1s co apsmg, e 
short speech that Black Cold War has ended, a :~~~a~~~~s-
mixed humor and the technological revolu- terday. 
serious 'message that tion is · under way, School officials 
the world is in better shape than many pea- economies are · being said it also was 
ple think. ,- , . _ • transformed_ and one of the most 
-on:: tlig lighter side, he recalled reaction ~en;~cracy is spread- .successful In -
mg terms of stu-
to. the ~e_wspaper's Pulitz~r Priie-~inni~g. .· ""•-~~~ ~f~ dents' post-grad--
1985'a~cles a.bout abuses m the Umvers1ty . f B,.lack 
1
wats . . _ 
e uation plans for of Kentucky basketball program. , · ··, • · our peop e. 0 _receiv work and gradu-
Th 
·· f' b . . 11 • - honorary degrees from 1 e _ ,rst s1;1 scnpt10_n cance at10n Centre College yester- ate schoo . 
caus~d. 6~. the senes, he s~1d, "'.as from an" day. , . , .. :The top acaderTc-
employee m the !.1ewspaper s mail room who . The others were ic awards went to 
t th f f Jason Muncy of 
go. e papen or ree. · ·UK Athletics Director · Louisville and 
His favorite an~r~ letter :"'.as from a C.M. Newton; Homer Kathryn stel-
woman wJo,.,wrote. Dear Sir. May the C. Rice, a 1951 Cehtre mach of Caris-
sprays ~f a m_1lhon polecats fall upon your graduate who is execu- liad; Calif, 
presses and,.)mger there through e\ermty. tive assistant to .. the '-'--·~,:;_· ----"---' 
Go Bi~ 13,l~e!~. _ - . . -. · president arici director .- ~ -
Black also paraphrased Art Buchwald of athletics at Georgia Institute of Technolo-
' and qu?ted :\'_ogi Berra (''.""..hen you com~ to gy; '!rid' Richard L. Harrison, president of 
a f?rk m the road, take 1t. ) before turnmg Lexington Theological Seminary. •. 
serious. · , : ■■■ 
He"talked ~b'out the negativism of a New Est~blished in_ 1950, the John s:··and 
1 Hampsh_ir~,college student who complained, James L. Knig)lt Foundation makes national 
"I don'ffeel I live in a democracy. I mean, gr;mts in journalism, education and the field 
what doJ'nave.control over?''. ., ofarts and culture. It also supports organi-
Black said he much preferred the atti- zations in• commm:iities where the Knight 
tude of Heather Whitestone, the first deaf brothers were involved in publishing news-
Miss America. After being crowned.in 1994, papers but is wholly separate from and in-
Whitestone. said the most handicapped per-· "dependent of those newspapers. ' 
... -..,....,',j;..',Sc, .. ~ -- • • 
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Centre graduates are urged 
to tackle nation's problems 
Associated Press 
DANVJllE, Ky. - A fonner pub-
lisher of the LeXIngton Herald-Leader 
urged Centre College Jll'llduates yes-
terday to begin their lives after col-
lege with an unshakable faith in de-
mocracy. 
Creed Black, president of the 
Knight Foundation, also told the de-
parting seniors to have a detennina-
tion to tackle the nation's problems. 
Centre graduated 221 seniors, the 
largest number in the history of the 
private college. 
"What America needs today is not 
whining about our problems but a de-
termination - individua11¥ and collec-
tively - to tackle them With the spirit 
that made this country great," said 
Black, who received an honorary de-
gree. "For along with the problems 
are also tremendous opportunities in 
a world where communism is collaps-
ing, the Cold War has ended, a tech-
nological revolution is under way, 
economies are being transformed and· 
democracy is spreading." 
Also receiving honorary degrees 
yesterday were University of Ken-
tucky Athletics Director C.M. Newton; 
Homer Rice, a 1951 Centre graduate 
who is director of athletics at Georgia 
Tech; and Richard L. Harrison, presi-
dent of the Lexington Theological 
Seminary. 
Jason Muncy · of Louisville and 
Katluyn Stelmach of Georgetown re-
ceived awards for the graduating man 
and woman with the highest grade-
point averages. 
j 
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Basketball outscores academics 
Anxiety over Pitino's decision subsides, b~t what about teaching and research? 
The commotion over Rick Pitino's latest flirtat.ion with the NBA serves as a sharp reminder of something that has little to do with basketball 
and everything to do with the University of Kentucky: 
When did you last hear someone worrying that Ken-
tucky might be on the brink of losing a great profes-
sor? No headlines trumpet the offer. Talk radio does 
not mull possible replacements. 
This spring's segment of Pitino Watch points up 
another difference: Money and support were never is-
sues for the coach. True, he passed up a pay raise from 
the pros. But he knew.he'd have more than enough 
money,md support if he stayed. Sadly, that is not the 
case for those who teach and do research. 
In the arena o{ faculty salaries, UK has been cheer-
ing of late because average pay on the Lexington cam-
pus is only slightly behind UK's competitors. That feels 
like great news because a few years ago UK was· well 
behind arid losing ground_ Of course, to maintain 
slightly non-competitive salaries (as opposed to very 
non-competitive salaries) iri the face of diminished state 
funding, comers had to be cut elsewhere, including ar-
eas that support the teaching and research missions. 
UK trimmed everything from travel budgets to office 
supplies to support staff . .Vacant positions now often 
stay that way, Labs are not updated. Initiatives to im-
prove quality come on line more slowly, 
Meanwhile, tuition increases at UK and the state's 
other universities continue to outpace inflation. On the 
. surface, it may appear this upward spiral is not deter-
ring Kentuckians from attending college, that they're 
taking out loans and finding ways, since enrollments 
· also have trended upward. But you have to wonder 
how many ll!Ore Kentuckians might have· entered col-
lege if the.financial barriers weren't so steep. 
It's refreshing that Pitino decided to stay, and for 
such an honorable reason - to fulfill his commitment 
to his young team. What a terrific role model. But let's 
not forget all those young Kentuckians whose options 
are not nearly as attractive as Pitino's or his players'. 
Continued tuition increases might well put their 
dreams of a prosperous, productive future out of reach. 
, The Wildcats are No. 1 in college basketball and 
we'll float on that achievement quite a while. 
But we can't let that overshadow the fact that Ken-
tucky ranks 48th among the 50 states in percentage of 
college graduates in its adult population..We should 
work as· hard to overcome that dubious distinction, and 
all it implies, as we do to stay on top in basketball, 
And we should value our professors as much as we do 
our coaches. . · ..... 
. J,.1:XINGTON HERAU>-lEAl)!a)j, LEx!_N~!Qt-1,_KY. ■ SATUR~Y; J~_NE 1;i9E!6 .. 
'~tees" Q,J college's efforts_ to snare :Q~jgals. 
• .. . . . .. !_r.- .. ·- . . .- - ,.; .. -•,-•.. • ..9-· . .. . - .. . 
Georgetown 
College offl. 
clals have 
been trying . 
since April 
to seal a 
. deal with 
the Bengals, 
who need a 
... CEN!RAL KENTIJCKY BUREAU the National Footoall League team, Leigh Anne Hiatt said; . . ..... .-
•'.'GEORGETOWN The which.needs a new summer home .. ·"·"'··o-' 
Georgetown Col)ege Board of . beginning in 1997: . _. -·rnut at least one government 
Trustees has endorsed the school's But to get the Bengals to com- . seems. ready to commit At a meet-
ongoing efforts to persuade the mit, the school must build a new ing earlier this week~ the George-
Cincinnati Bengals to locate its 7,000-seat stadium, .100 air-condi-; town City Council informally. 
summer training camp on campus. . tioned dorm rooms and oiher mod- agreed to put aside' $50,000 'for the 
. During its regular meeting yes- em athletic facilities. project in next fiscal year's budget, 
terday; the board agreed to allow The college is seeking financial Mayor Warren Powers said. 
college officials to continue with ne- help from the city, Scott County 
gotiations. and state government 
new summer College officials have been try- College officials still are finaliz-
home. ing since April to seal a deal with ing financial details, spokeswoman 
Scott County · Schools might 
also contribute money so the high 
school can use the new field. 
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Clinton propo.ses 
tuition tax credit 
2-year college aid 
would be linked 
to petformance 
By RONALD BROWNSTEIN 
c Los Angeles Times 
PRINCETON, N.J. - Appearing at 
one of the most expensive private uni-
versities in the United States yester-
day, President Clinton proposed a tax 
credit intended to make college more 
affordable for all high school gradu-
ates, 
In a commencement address at 
Princeton University, Clinton said the 
new tax credit was intended to ex-
pand the "standard of education" •for 
Americans from the current 12 years 
of primary and secondary education 
tti~ at least two years of colleg~ educa- __ 
on. . 
With earnings incre~y tied to 
education, Clinton said, .'.Ow: goal 
must be nothing less than to make the 
13th and 14th year of: edu_C!llion as 
universal as the first 12· are today.'' 
To reach that- goal, Clinton· pro-
, posed a tax credit for tuition costs of 
up to $1,500 annually during the first 
two years of college. Such a subsidy 
Clinton argued, would ·allow all 
Americans to afford at least a commu-
nity college education. · 
Clinton earlier had proposed a 
$10,000 tax deduction to be[applied 
toward higher education. A tax credit 
works essentially like a direct pay-
mei:it from the government Figure 
what taxes you would ordinarily owe 
and then deduct $1,500, even if that 
means the government owes you 
money. Under the tax deduction, you 
would subtract $10,000 from total in-
come, then pay taxes on the balance. 
Taxpayers would decide whether the 
credit or deduction makes more sense 
for them. 
Campaigning in Vuginia, GOP 
presidential candidate Bob Dole com-
plained that Clinton's proJl(Jsal was 
no more believable than the onehe 
made· in 1992 for a middle-class tax 
cut and abandoned the next year with 
a.deficit-reduction plan that included 
tax increases. 
. "There he goes again," Dole told a 
Chesterfield County audience. "Who 
knows what taxes he'll increase if he 
should be re-elected." 
House Speaker Newt Gingrich, R-
Ga., also dismissed the proj>!>sal. 
"I love watching the president dur-
ing an election," lie told reporters. "I 
mean, every year he's for tax. cuts. 
But it worries me: Does that mean 
that in '97 he'll be for a giant tax in-
crease on college students?" 
Dole campaign officials refused to 
even recognize Clinton's proposal as 
a tax cut, denouncing it as a "tax in-
crease." That's because Clinton said 
he would pay for it partly by raising 
fees on passengers leaving the United 
States on international flights from $6 
to $16 and by reducing a tax credit for 
U.S. companies with international 
sales. The White House said it would 
cover the plan's remaining cost by 
I auctioning off part of the radio spec-- trum now used for subscription-based 
wireless services. 
·The proposed tax credit would cov-
er only a small share of the tuition at . 
elite private schools such as Prince-
ton; which charges $21,000 annually. 
But White -House officials •said the 
credit - which !)rovides a dollar-for-
dollar reduction in federal taxes -
would offset the full cost of tuition for 
two-thirds of the nation's community 
college students; the average tuition 
at California community colleges is 
$363 annually, according to .Depart-
ment of Education figures. 
Under the proposal, high school 
graduates would be eligibfe for the 
credit during their first year in col-
lege. To retain eligibility for the sec-
ond year, students would have to earn 
at least a "B" average and avoid drug-
related convictions. 
.. Just less than half the work force 
now has only a high school degree at 
best. The rest divides equally between 
those with at least a four-year college 
degree and those with some college 
but not a four-year degree, according 
to the Bureau of Labor Statistics. In 
the last 20 years, the gap between the 
. earnings of college-educated workers 
and those .without advanced educa-
tion has sharply widened. 
· "More than ever before in the his-
tory of the United States, education is 
the fault line, the great Continental 
Divide between those Who will pros-
per and those who will not in the new 
economy," Clinton said. "Now, we 
have to work to give every American 
that kind of opportunity." 
With Con~ss unlikely to act on 
the tax credit idea this year, the e,ro-
posal was noteworthy mostly for illu-
minating Clinton's continuing: efforts 
to define a politically defensible role 
for Washington in what he christened 
yesterday "a new progressive era." 
While Dole and the Republican 
Congress have argued that the key to 
economic and social renewal is re-
trenching the role of government, 
Clinton continues to argue for govern-
ment intervention, particularly in in-
creasing access to education and 
trainin 
clinfcin•s call for this new tax credit 
builds on and overlaps his earlier pro-
posal for a $10,000 tuition deduction. 
The deduction would allow families to 
reduce taxable income by ·up to 
$10,000 in tuition costs for any form 
of college or postgraduate education. 
The credit would reduce an actual tax 
bill by up to $1,500 annually for the 
first two years of college expenses. 
The credit would be "refundable," 
which means that if a family's tax 
burden was less than the value of the 
credit, it would receive the balance as 
a refund from the 11ovemment. 
Clinton aides srud families could 
employ either the tax deduction or 
the credit, but not both. 
In all, the administration estimated, 
the credit and the deduction would 
cost $43 billion annually. 
Information for this story also was 
gathered by The Washington Post. 
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Morehead 
State gives 
first nanny 
certification 
BY 5AM GREENE 
HERAJ,.D-lEADER STAFF WRITER 
For years, people hav·e ·been· coming to Morehead State University to get certified. 
Anthony Scott Kuzak is one of 
them, but last week he graduated 
with a degree unique to his class. 
Kuzak is now a certified pro-
fessional ~anny, the first recipient 
of Morehead's new bachelor of 
arts degree in interdisciplinary 
early-chifdhood development. 
"It giyes me more marketabili-
ty," said;"Kuzak, ·25, whb- is from 
Sandy Hook. . . 
Before entering. this new pro-
gram, Kuzak had 'received his 
' teaching certification from More-
head and worked from August 
1991 to January 1994 teaching mu-
sic and Spanish in Elliott County. 
Kuzak returned to school in 
January 1994 to get a two-vear as-
sociate's degree in earlv childhood 
development. -
But when he realized that by 
staying an extra two years he 
could get a bachelor's degree as 
well as official nanny certification. 
the choice was simple. 
"It was something else that I 
could pick up while I was here," 
Kuzak said. "It was another possi-
bility, another door I could open 
for myself." 
\Vhile Kuzak's career choices 
run the gamut - from traditional 
nanny to day care to teaching -
he tries not to be daunted by the 
task of finding the job that best 
suits him. 
"My focus has been just to fin-
ish school, and then focus on 
what's out there," Kuzak said. "l 
don't want to put the blinders on . 
· l'Ye opened a lot of doors for mv-
self. and I just don't want to do~e 
I any. Something will come along." 
There are two other studcms 
in Morehead's nanny program. 
sophomore Tonya Christian and 
junior Megan Mundie. 
For them, and for those consid-
ering the new program, Kuzak ha~ 
some advice. 
"Make sure this is reallv \\'h,11 
vou want to do," he savs. -
. "Your first love has 10 be fnr 
children. Even though you are 1101 
the child's parent. you are going to 
be that parent while the mil par-
ent isn't there. You have to bl" 
ready for 1hat." 
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ifhis week's 
tax cut lure: 
tuition help. 
Clinton's 'HOPE scholarships' 
latest campaign flashpoint 
HERALI>lEADER WIRE SERVICES 
PRINCETON, N.J. - President Clinton unveiled a 
hastily assembled, election-year plan to offer $1 500 
tax '!edits to-pay for_higher education, and said hi~ 
goal 1s to make two years of college the norm in Amer-
ican life. ---·---
Clinton described his plan to use "There he 
the tax code to create a government 
entitlement for lower- and middle-in- goes again." 
come Americans in extravagant GOP CANDIDATE 
terms. He told a graduation audience Boe DoLE, 
at Princeton University, one of the parroting a line 
most expensive private universities GOP preslden-
in the nation, it would "make those tial candidate 
two years of college as universal as Ronald Reagan . used In 1980 
four years of high school,". because against Carter 
"education at the typical community 
college will now be free.••· · 
Campaigning in suburban Rich- -----• 
mend, Sen. Bob Dole complained that Clinton's propos-
al :-- dubbed "HOPE scholarships" - was no more 
behevable than the one he made in 1992 for a middle-
class_ tax cu~ and abandoned the next year with a 
defiCit-reduction plan that included tax increases. 
"There he· goes again, .. Dole said; parroting a line 
GO~ presidentia) candidate Ronald Reagan • used 
agamst then-President Carter in a 1980 debate. "Who 
knows what taxes he'll increase if he should be re-
elected." 
"This is about far more than 
economics and money. It is about 
preserving the quality of our 
democracy," Clinton said. 
~ut critics say Clinton is just 
playmg "me, too" politics. 
His latest tax-break proposal 
came as Dole is weighing whether 
to offer a dramatic tax-cut plan of 
his own to jump-start his cam-
paign. · 
Dole says he is weighing vari-
ous proposals for steep cuts in the 
income and capital gains taxes. 
In fact, Dole apparently praised 
the tax-credit idea when campaign-
ing Feb. 3 in Indianola Iowa ac-
cording to a quotation ihat White 
House aides passed out at Prince-
ton. Commenting on their failed 
budget negotiations of January, 
Dole said, "President Clinton had · 
an idea that was pretty good,. and 
that was credits for two-year col-
leges." 
The administration's latest en-
try in the tax derby would offer a 
one-year, $1,500 tax credit to be ap-
plied to college tuition. Students 
who maintained a B average would 
be eligible for a second $1 500 cred-
it the next year. ' 
Money for the new plan would 
be raised_ i~ part by reinstating a 
lapsed aV!lltion tax on departing in-
ternational flights and raising the 
per-passenger fee from $6 to $16. 
Clinton's call for this new tax 
credit builds on and overlaps his 
earlier proposal for a $10,000 tu-
ition deduction. The deduction 
would allow families to reduce their 
taxable income by up to $10,000 in 
tuition costs for any form of college 
or postgraduate education; the 
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■ ST. CATHARINE 
1
Colle~e to name bulldlng after donor: St. 
Ca\ha:ine College ~ounced yesterday that it will 
~e its new a~tration building for Lexington 
busmessman and philanthropist Hilary J. Boone, ·who 
gaye !he ~allege a ~100,000 gift. The administration 
~wldmg 1s hous8? ~n a r~ovated two-story 1910 build-
mg that the Dollllillcan SISters had originally used as a 
laundry. Boone's gift went toward a matching grant 
from the James Graham Brown Foundation, which 
gave the college $175,09() in 1994, part of which was 
us~ to pay for.renovating the building. Boone is a 
Sprmgfield natJ.ve who grew up across the road from 
St. Catharine. He owns and operates Wimbledon Farm. 
credit would reduce a family's aCIU-
al tax bill by up to $1,500 annually 
for the first two years of college ex-
penses. 
The credit would be "refund-
able," which means that if a fami-
ly's tax burden was less than the 
value of the credit, it would receive 
the balance as a refund from the 
government.. 
Clinton aides said families 
could employ either the tax deduc-
tion or the credit, but not both. 
In all, the administration esti-
mated, the credit and the deduction 
would cost $43 billion annually. 
The timing of Clinton's new 
plan left White House officials la-
borin~ to explain why Republicans 
were mcorrect about Clinton's moti-
vation. As a practical matter the 
import of Clinton's proposal .'..... at 
least for the near term - is almost 
solely political. 
Clinton made his remarks to· a 
group of students and their families 
who had paid dearly for their Ivy 
League education. Princeton's an-
nual comprehensive fee, according 
(~ university materials, includes tu-
1t10n of $20,960 and living expenses 
that b:ing the total to $29,400. 
With Congress unlikely-to act 
on· the tax credit idea this year, the 
pro!)osal . wa~ noteworthy mostly 
for 1llummatmg Clinton's continu-
mg ~orts to define a politically de-
fensible role for Washington in 
what he christened yesterday as "a 
new progressive era.11 
While Dole and the Republican 
Congress ~ve argued that the key 
to economic and social renewal is 
retrenching the role of government, 
Clinton continues to argue for gov-
ernment intervention. 
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EDITORIALS 
Campus strife 
A more open search might have prevented acrimony 
It's awfully difficult - perhaps impossible - to draw any con-clusions about the allegations of 
professional misconduct that drove 
Prestonsburg Community .College 
President Deborah Floyd from her 
previous job in Texas. But one 
thing is undeniably clear: The de-
tails should have been aired before 
,he was hired in Kentucky. 
Somehow, the search process 
failed to illuminate this chapter in 
i<'loyd's life. As a result, the college 
.s suffering. 
That's not to say the efferves-
:ent Floyd should not have been 
1ired. Perhaps even if her Texas 
roubles had been trumpeted from 
Bredciriridge Hall to Betsy Layne, 
;he 'still would have ranked ''far 
;ibove" the other candidates, as 
::Ominimity College Chancellor Ben 
:arr says she did. . . 
~ ,Those involved in· her hiring, in-
;Juding people at PCC,_ might have 
nade the same:decision, even if 
:hey, bad questioned Floyd about · 
:he 15 allegations that landed her 
m involuntary leave of absence 
'rom Collin County Community Col-
ege, where she had been :vice presi-
ient for student development. · 
But they never had the chance: 
' Faculty members in Prestons- • 
Jurg say the circumstances of · 
:<'loyd's departure from her old job 
:ame to light only after she had lost 
:he support of a good many of her 
1ew colleagues in Kentucky. 
When news clippings about her 
roubles in Texas started circulat-
ng on the small campus and in 
=>restonsburg, she already was the 
:enter of controversy. In March, the 
"CC faculty voted 47-27 that they 
1ad lost confidence in Floyd. Back 
1 t the mothership in Lexington, 
)niversity of Kentucky officials 
: rongly back her. · 
Who is to blame for keeping the 
'acuity in the dark about Floyd's 
1istory? She had the chance to air 
1er troubles during a forum with 
:he PCC faculty when she was be-
ing interviewed. But she chose to 
give only minimal details. And the 
PCC teachers, accustomed perhaps 
· to giving students the benefit of the 
doubt, didn't ask the right ques-
tions. 
The faculty members can be ex-
cused for assuming that Carr was 
looking out for their interests in the 
search, though that apparently was 
not the case. When Carr was recent-
ly interviewed by Herald-Leader 
higher education reporter Angie 
Muhs, his memory seemed awfully 
fuzzy on the details of Floyd's de-
parture from Texas. But he said he 
was aware of her problems there 
-through articles in professional 
journals. Carr insisted the Texas al-
. legations reveal "nothing new,"·al-
though he wasn't sure what he 
knew at the time. · · 
Maybe nothing new to Carr: B~t 
it's easy to see why the allegations 
seem significant to Prestonsburg 
. faculty, especially since some of the 
'Texas criticisms - intimidation 
. and. inability to work with staff - · 
also are being voiced by her Pres-
tonsburg detractors. 
Floyd steadfastly denies she 
did anything wrong at her old job. 
And certainly there's no proof, only 
allegations .. She suggests she may 
have been the victim of a reprisal 
for helping a student who filed a 
civil rights suit against the college-
and because she was having mari-
tal problems with the son of a col-
lege trustee. Floyd sued the Texas 
college and collected $20,000 for vi-
olation of her due process rights, 
court records show. 
Perhaps the revelations mean 
nothing. But coming five years too 
late, they only worsen the conflict 
at Prestonsburg Community College 
and undermine Floyd's credibility. 
The whole episode should serve as 
an object lesson: When public offi-
cials are being hired, discretion can 
be a disaster. There is no such 
thing as too much openness. 
Ju. o e. ", IC/'U. 
M:.:U Cli,1 
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ieroes of the past 
ireate a better world ..... 
,. The following are excerpts · 
from two recent commencement 
~~esses on Kentucky campuses: 
Berea College 
· '""John Egerton, award-winning 
Nashville author; native of Cadiz, in 
Western Kentucky 
tJ,:; ou are finished with ~o~ work here, and today you can look back and take pleasure 
ili'1t. You have the traditions and 
vftitues of this historic institution 
to; sustain you. 
c.b ~ The Berea story is the heart 
and soul of the American Dream, 
the American Ideal. I hcipe and 
trust that the exploits bf John Fee 
;jjia Cassius Clay in the founding 
<)f Berea have· been permanently 
jmprinted in your minds. At the . 
~sk of repeating too much of what 
:you already know, rd like to draw 
0n a few details of that story to 
make a point. : · ,_ 1 ~ 
: __ :Toe· Rev. John Fee, as you may 
~. was a Presbyterian minister 
ffi and raised in Bracken Coun-
tr, '.Qn the Ohio River between. 
Mmrsville and Cincinnati:-Cassius 
Marcellus Clay was born iiiMadi-
son'County, a son of one of tlie 
wealthiest land and slave owners 
ih Kentucky. · · -··- ·-' 
: Fee-became an outspoken -abo-
1):tionist out of religious and ·moral 
~onviction. Cassius Clay was just 
as vocal in his opposition to slav-
~. but his motivations were eco-
nomic and political. The two. men, 
as different.from each other as 
night and day, had the courage of 
tl1air convictions, and for their sup-
port of full freedom for African 
people in America, they paid a . 
hrovy price. 
-uuFee was disowned by his fa-
ther and disfellowshiped by the 
FR:sbyterian Church. Clay's aboli-
tlbfilst newspaper, the True Ameri-
can, was destroyed by a vigilante 
mob. 
And yet in 1858, on the eve of 
thbVCivil War, these two men; then 
m'their 40s, joined forces to fourid 
Berea College - Clay providing 
laoo. and money, Fee contributing 
a'vision of an academic communi-
ty'ln which people of different . 
racial, social and economic charac-
tM"istics would work together in 
1™!mony for the good of the 
greater society. ·.... .· _;,. 
~~~They were run off by angry 
pro-slavery mobs. But Fee returned 
aiter the war to reopen the CQllege 
a§' li biracial institution serv.mg the 
fio(ir sons and daughters'·of whites 
ffl)l\t the mountains and blacks 
n!Y{ly freed from slavery. 
J•.'I retell parts of this familiar . 
story to underscore one pertinent 
point Without the courage and vi-
sion of the John Fees and Cassius 
Clays of our history, there would 
b\-!'no Berea College, no national 
n~twork of higher education, no 
Alnerican ideal of liberty and jus- • 
tree for all. · · 
~!!: Centre College 
"t">t 
.:mt::reed C. Black, president, John 
S.,und]ames L. Knight Founda-
ti{jt,; former publisher, Lexington 
Herald-Leader; Paducah native 
•4... ' ram truly bothered these days by deadly serious people ... who seem to see nothing but 
gloom and doom as they look at 
[the] world. 
····• Yorn Berra's advice in a speech ·~1· .,. 
ew.,iier in this commencement sea-
son-was as follows: "When you 
come to a fork in the road, take it." 
~.;:.Well, Yogi, there are a lot of 
voices out there today whose ad-
vii;e seems to be to just hunker 
down because no matter which 
v;j.y you tum you'll run into insur-
mountable obstacles. · 
-- -It's troubling enough to hear 
ci@"geezers from my generation 
say that the country is going_ t9 
hell in a handbasket and that noth-
ing - including our noble experi-
ment in self,govemment - works 
anymore. But it concerns me more 
to hear such talk coming from 
your generation - as it did from a 
New Hampshire college student 
during a political campaign there. 
"I don't feel I live in a democ-
racy" she told a reporter. "I mean, 
what do I have control over? We're 
turning into a nation of serfs and 
kings, with nothing in between. It's 
like it's almost impossible for peo-
ple to go after their dreams any-
more." 
I don't buy that, and I hope 
you won't either. 
I ask you rather to contrast 
that dreary statement with what 
another young woman told the 
press just a few years ago after 
she became the first deaf person to 
win the title of Miss America. She 
said she believed the most handi-
capped. person in the world is a 
negative thinker and expressed the 
hope that her example would moti-
vate children. 
"To see me speaking with my 
voice, see me dance,'' she ex- . 
plained, "they can realize that the 
only thing that keeps me-from suc-
ceeding is me. So they have no ex.-
cuse for not making their dream• 
come true." 
~ II-\ o( o1- ►1-1q- I 7 :; ,1 ';;Uf;Cf VES 
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To that I say Amen .. For I 
stand before you with an unshak-
able faith in the democratic 
process and in the power of the in-
dividual - which it exalts - to 
make a difference in his or her 
own life and in the larger society. 
Certainly, as even Art Buch-
wald would agree, it isn't a perfect 
world - or a perfect country. We 
face staggering problems at home 
and abroad. But this is not the 
first time this country has known 
adversity or come up against 
tough problems. And in an era 
when the democratic idea has bro-
ken down Berlin Walls and Iron 
Curtains, I refuse to succumb to 
despair about our own democracy. 
And despite our problems, our 
record isn't all that bad - as we · 
need to be reminded from time to 
time, For me, one such reminder 
came on a recent Fourth of July in 
a column in the Miami Herald 
written by an old colleague from 
our newspaper days together down 
in Nashville. Only after it was pub-
lished did'! learn-it was his last 
column, written from the bed 
where he was dying of cancer. . 
• ,. •rm ·an American and proud of 
it," he wrote·in a celebration of 
everything from the ragged little 
band of revolutionaries who 
brought free self-government to the 
world more _than 200 years ago to 
American cars; hot dogs, country 
music and blue jeans. 
• 
1'Listen," he said, umy gen·era-
tion of Americans weathered the 
worst economic depression of mod-
ern times, fought the most ruinous 
war in man's history, took on the 
Soviet bloc and beat them in 45 
years of Cold War. At the same 
time, America built the greatest 
peacetime economy man has ever 
known, poured her treasure into 
the gigantic postwar effort to put 
our former enemies back on their 
feet, and threw our full support to. 
the creation of the United Nations, 
perhaps the most far-reaching in-
strument for peace ever con-
ceived." · 
Remember that; ladies and gen-
tlemen; the next time someone tells 
you that this country doesn't work 
any more or that the American 
dream is dead. 
■ ■ ■ 
Established in 1950, the John S. 
and James L. Knight Foundation 
makes national grants in journal-
ism, education and the fields of 
arts ·and culture. It also supports 
organizations in the communities.,· 
where the Knight brothers w~ 
volved in publishing newspa 
but is wholly separate frorl"(! · 
independent of those newsK ( 
J" u.n-e.,'11 /99" 
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I Ex~Gov. Collins .to run 
, UK buSiness center 
By RICHARD WILSON 
Staff Writer 
LEXINGTON, Ky. - Former Gov. include $1.5 million to co11struct and 
Martha Layne Collins has resigned as furnish the center. 
president of St. Catharine Collei,:e to Another $2.5· million will be used as 
become director of the International' an endowment to support the cent•~ 
Business and Management Center at and provide scholarships -for UK s_tu-
the University of Kentucky. \ dents to study abroad and for foreign 
Collins resigned yesterday after six students to study business at UK. 
years .at the helm ·of the private two- Collins also will help develop a se-
year college in Springfield. She as- , ries of programs to support Japa!'ese-
sumes her UK post in July. Her salazy American business and econonuc re-
will be about $60,000 a year. Jationships, and direcf a number of 
Col)ins said she regrets leaving St. domestic and international programs 
Catharine, which she called a good of the college. . . 
school with much potential. She said , "Once our new center 1~ built, we 
she had been offered a new contract , will be on our way to having one of 
but had told officials some time ago I the finest executive manage.ment pro-
- · . - _ j grams anyWhere," Furst said. He said· 
that she might leave when her current I the center also . ru,:is all ~f the col-
contract expired this summer. . [ iege's non-credit mstructional pro-
. "I'm as enthusiastic about the L. __ -=----------
school as I have ever been. We've · gramming, including executive man-
been progressive and we're competi- agement programs for both American 
tive ... but life goes on and you go to and ·international corporations. 
the next challenge and I'm looking Michael Reynolds, chairman of St. 
forward to it," she said. -Catharine's board of trustees, said ev-
Collins acknowledged that the St. eryone at the school was "extremely 
Catharine's job was physically taxing, grateful" for Collins' tenure as presi-
in· part because she commuted from dent and her accomplishments. He 
her Lexington residence to Spring- said they included a broadened cur-
field. Under those circumstances, she riculum, new technology, building 
said,-"you just wonder if.you want to· renovations and major increases in 
sign on the dotted line for another enrollment and private giving. 
three years." Former state Sen. Ed O'Daniel, a 
UK President Charles Wethington St. Catharine trustee from Spring-
Jr ... welcome~ h~r. . field, called Collins "an inspiration 
Gov. Collms expertise and her ex- and driving force" behind improve-
--- -ceo - ments at the college and its increased 
perience in the international arena , v_isibility in Kentucky higher educa-
will be very valuable, (to UK). The t10n. 
success she had in workini,: with in- _ 
ternational contacts, especially con-
tacts with Japan, will be an asset to 
her and to us," he said. . 
As governor from 1983. to 1987, Col-
lins convinced Toyota Motor Manu-
facturing to build its giant auto-as-
sembly plant near Georgetown, which 
now has about 6,500 employees. 
Richard Furst, dean of UK's Carol 
Martin Gatton College of Business 
and Economics, said a key part of 
Collins' job will involve·raising money 
to build quarters for the international 
center, which eventually will . be 
housed in a fourth-floor addition to 
the Gatton building. He said that will 
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~ KSU student president Indicted: Kentucky \ 
State University's recently elected student body presi-
dent, Christopher L. Gray, has been indicted on a 
charge of attempted rape. Gray, 21, was indicted 
Wednesday by a Franklin County grand jmy, which 
charged him with first-degree attempted rape and kid-
napping. The acts allegedly occurred in his dormitory 
room on May 3. He was arrested last month and plead-
ed not guilty in Franklin District Court. He remains free 
on his ciwn recognizance. Arraignment is July 19. Gray 
was elected president of the student government in 
April. His term begins in July. 
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-am would open 
campus crime logs \ 
Contending that some colleges cover up crime, 
critics testified yesterday in favor of a bill that 
would force many schools to keep daily crime logs 
and open them for public inspection. They claim 
colleges and universities underreport crime statis-
tics to make their campuses appear safer, and I 
handle incidents through campus disciplinary sys-
tems, which are shielded by privacy laws. 
.. - - .. J°u.f">e. ,o, 1'19~ 
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~Tuition tax cre:dit .. -Would do. 
tlittle to further education~~-;-
,-.-· 
:presid~nt Clinion's !~test edu-
; · cation proposal offers $1,500 
: · · in tuition tax credits to fami-
;lies with incomes up to $100,000 
·for each of tlie first two years of 
:eellege. "The 13th and i4th years 
:or,education," Clinton declared at 
:the Princeton ·commencement 
:where he unveiled-the plan, should 
:be ::as universal to all Americans 
;$:'.the first 1-2 are today." 
~".:;;;The goal is certainly worthy 
:~gh. But the·:::... · .. 
'!lllm itself-is a· · 
:km of Clinton 
~ture, in the--\ 
:neg&tive sense: a-.:; 
~e.elections i·· 
~ device with·-., 
:1it!Ie chan~e•of'·-·-.'. ·· 
~ent, offer- · ·_ 
~ng)lid at a t<;>- • -.. ROBERT 
:}terr level, mam-· ·. 
•Iy-designed to·• . KUTTNER 
steal the other :-·.'SYNDICATED 
side's playbook COLUMNIST 
~-but winding · -----• 
:Up inadvertently· , · 
i:atifying the Republicans' larger 
P.hilosophy ofgovernance. 
· On tlie whole;- Clinton's record 
on education is-excellent. In.an at-
mosphere of budget-cutting, Clin-
toR's spending projections hold to-
ta'r'education funding about level. 
Clil'i~on would.increase funds for 
I'_eWGrants (direct aid to lower· in- · 
CQ!!i.e college.students), for- work . 
study and for· Head Start. He also 
succeeded in' introducing direct 
loans into the college loan pro-
gram, saving middleman costs and 
offering a repayment option calcu-
lated as a fraction of future in-
come. . -·~ -.. 
But his new "America's Hope 
Scholarships,'' billed by the admin-
istration as "a tax cut to make 14 
years of education the standard for 
all," is dubious policy and risky 
politics. As tax policy, it escalates 
the bidding war·between the two 
parties to pander to tax-cut fever. 
The Republicans have pro-. · 
posed a $500 per child tax credit, 
another $500 tax credit for charita-
ble deductions; and Dole is now 
flirti_ng with deeper tax cuts pro-
posed by six conservative econo-
_mists, which would increase the 
six-year ~eficit by over $400 bil-
lion. Democrats can't beat Republi-
cans at this game. But by propos-
ing tax cuts of their. own, they sig-
nal that tax-cutting is the approach 
to government and politics. 
The tuition credit is also dubi-
ous budget policy. Clinton has al-
ready tilted the playing field in the 
Republican direction by accepting 
the basic ground rule that the bud-
get must be balanced by the year 
2002. Within these constraints, any 
new tax credits must be offset- by 
new revenue. Clinton proposes to 
pay for the increased $8 billion in 
tax breaks by closing a loophole 
used by_ multinatiorial corporations, 
· by auctioning off more of the 
broadcast spectrum,. and by raising 
the tax on international airline de-
partures. · _ . . 
But, if you accept the premise 
that we need to balance the bud-
get, all these revenue-raisers 
should be devoted instead·10= 
deficit-reduction. As it is, Clinton's 
budget' projections show more than 
$40 billion of as yet to be identified 
budget savings (i.e., deficits), in the 
years 2001 and 2002. If the books 
don't balance,· government must 
find other program cuts, very like-
ly including education cuts. So the 
plan robs Peter to educate Paul. 
And is this really the best way 
to spend $8 billion new dollars on 
education? If the goal is more kids 
in college, more money for Pell 
Grants would be far more efficient. 
Also, $8 billion might be much bet-
ter spent on inner-city high schools 
and grade schools, where many 
kids emerge unprepared for any 
job market. 
Further, much·of; this new fed-
eral outlay could simply turn into a 
new form of subsidy to the states. 
With the first $1,500 of the first 
two years of college being paid by 
the federal government, states. -
would be sorely tempted to raise 
tuition at public colleges, to save 
state outlays. LiRewise private col-
leges. '· .. 
Of course, the _logic of this pro-
gram must be understood not 
mainly as education policy, or bud-
get policy, or tax policy_:_ but as 
re-election policy. In this case, the 
program is· intended to. signal that 
the president cares ~bout young 
pecple facing <:Qll~ge,:parents grap-
pling with tuitirnf:bills, ·and that 
Clinton, like Dole,.can.bestow tax 
cuts to the middle.class. Stated 
that way, it reaches key groups of 
swing voters, and seems wickedly. 
clever. -.;:;,_;:;_. -
No incumbent prei.iden°t; of 
course, has the luxury of being 
able to ignore election-year politics. 
But this program; like so many of ' 
Clinton's others, is smart tactics 
and dumb grand strategy. As poli-
cy, the program is poorly targeted, 
leading to perverse. incentives; and 
too small to make much difference. 
As politics, it reinforces the larger · 
Republican view.,of the world: · 
Ultimately, Clinton finds him-
self having to bomiW bits from the· 
Republican game· plan mainly be- ·: 
cause he purloined' the entire GOP. 
play book last spnrig';'when he -
agreed to the Republican pr~ise . 
that we needed a balanced bµµget 
by 2002. Once he accepted that 
goal, the rest was detail; and the 
entire game had to be played on 
Republican turf; 
WASHINGTON POST WRITERS GROUP 
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l\finorf i~~llegeN,;~oH;;iit g~g, 
but still lags .behind white peers 
AssoclATED PR£SS 
WASHINGTON - Minority 
student enrollment at U.S. colleges 
rose 5 percent in 1994 - nearly 
double the increase of the previous 
year ..:.. yet.a new report says gaps 
still exist in higher education be-
tweeR" students of color and their 
white peers. 
The report, being ·released to-
day by .the American Council on 
Education, says about 23 percent of 
the nation's high school graduates 
are black,· Hispanic or American 
Indian, but they make up only 16 
percent .of:the enrollment at four-
year colleges. . · 
. 'The ·report says miit~rity stu-
dents have made steady advance-
ments. in college enrollment since 
the mid-1980s. Between 1993 and 
1994, minority groups achieved 
small to moderate gains in college 
enrollment - -
est gain of four ethnic groups. 
Since 1990, the number of Hispan• 
ics enrolled in higher education has 
increased by 35 percent. 
■ Asian' American enrollment 
in 1994 rose by nearly 7 percent. 
Since 1990, these students have 
posted an · enrollment gain of 35 
percent. . The number of Asian 
Americans at colleges and universi-
ties has nearly doubled since 1984, 
from 390,000 to 774,000. 
■ American Indians and Alas-
ka natives posted a 5 percent gain 
in enrollment Since 1990, the num• 
ber of American Indians in higher 
education. has risen by 24 percent. 
■ Black students' enrollment 
gain of 2,5 percent in 1\194 was the 
smallest of the four ethnic groups 
. for the fourth consecutive year. But 
since 1990, the. number of black 
students enrolled in colleges and 
universities has increased by 16 
■. I:Jispanics posted a 7 percent percent. 
increase in•enrollment - the larg• . Freeman Hrabowski III, presi-
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dent of the University of Maryland 
Baltimore County, said he's con-
cerned that black students tend to 
go to two-year, instead of four-year, 
institutions, and some don't get the 
two-year degrees. 
"Has it . been the trend for 
minorities to go· on to four-year 
institutions? No. That hasn't been 
the case," Hrabowski .said. "We've 
been making progress because of 
affirmative action,· but ·the gap is 
still wide and the question becomes 
what will happep to future stu-
dents if we abandon affirmative 
action?" · 
Edward Foote II, president ·of 
the University of Miami where 
minority students make up 49 per-
cent of the enrollment, says he 
thinks economics; not discrimina: 
lion, are to. blame for lagging 
minority enrollments. 
"At this stage in American 
history, I do not think it reflects 
outright discrimination," Foote 
said. 
M 
• -___ -•' -_..- - ~ Enrollment· of Asian Amencans "I do not think it reflects outright I 
lnonhT rose by nearly 7 percent in 1994. discrimination," he said. "I think it re-I' ~J Since 1990, those students have post- fleets the economic reality that minor-
. . . -. -- .: "'... .. ed a ~ain of 35 percent. The number ity students tend to be less well off." 
number. s 'up of Asian. Americans in higher educa- - - . -.. lion has nearly doubled since 1984, The Daily ln~_ependf!nl, Ashland, Kentucky, 
. . . '""'' ,, . from 390,~00-to 7?4,000 .... -- .. Fnday,.June 7 1996 
t Olleg-·es• ~ Amencan Iridians and Alaska na- - ' a C_ _ .. _ .·, f;90,fl:':1~it~;~~~~:1in= PCC teacher·not .. 
. : - . • in highe~ ~~tication has risen by 24 pa1"d to ,:adm1"n"1ster gaps ~ema1n percent ...... _'·"·"· . --. _ .I. ' - ~ Bl~~,' gain of 2.5 percent. in I have one piece of advice for'Tom 
. . - . 1~94 was the smallest of the four ~- Matajasic, who can't seem to find . ' 
By DEB RIECHMANN. rue groups tor the fourth c9nsecutive . anything to his liking about the re- 1 
Associated Press 'fii~i}: hl~e~9~~u:tio~~,.:r (;,! cent ~eport oif Prestonsbll!g Com-
WAS!IlNGTON - Minority student creased by 16 percent . - '·. : . mumty Colleg~; He was _hrred _to 
enrollment at U.S. colleges rose 5 per- Asked what the barriers were. Llno , teach. Our tax dollars are paymg for 
cent in 1994 - nearly double the in- Carreras, a Hispanic student ~t Mi-I that assignmen_t_: -- · .. ,_· · 
crease of the previous year - yet a " ~ 
new report says gaps still exist in ami-Dade Community College in Flor- · If Mr. Matajasic wants to be an ad-
higher education between minorities id~ said: "My parents CIII!1e ~ver to ministrator, then he should put his 
and whites. this countcy, and they didn t have credentials ui;i. against ·others: Then 
The report, released today by the much money. Most of us have to work let's see if anybody' int st d . 
American Council on Education, says and go to school. From as early as . . th . . s ere E: 11;1 . 
about 23 percent of the nation's high junior high most of us have worked." hnn. 0 erw1se, he should qmt his 
school graduates are black, Hispanic Freeman' Hrabowski m, president: petty complaining. · · · 
or American Indian, but they make up of the University of Maryland Balli- . , ,.:: Judith Moore 
only 16 percent of the enrollment at more County, said he's concerned , ,. ·' Prestonsburg 
four-year colleges., .. · that minorities tend to go to two-year, ·---- .... 
The report says minority students instead of four-year institutions, and People ~·are --tired- - . 
have made steady advancements in, some don't get the two-year degrees. , .. ,.,.. , . 
college enrollment since the mid- ·''We've been making progress be- of PCC'sf whiners 
1980s. Between 1993 and'l994,-minor- · cause of affirmative action, but the , 
ity groups achieved small to moderate gap is still wide and the question be- : 
gains in college enrollment: comes, 'What will happen to future students if we abandon affinnative 
~ Hispanics posted Ii 7 percent in- action?' " Hrabowski said. . 
crease - the largest gain of four eth- Ed ard 'd f nic groups. Since 1990, enrollment w Foote II, pres1 ent o the 
Hisp · has · ed b 35 University of Miami, says he thinks among arucs mcreas · Y economics are to blame for lagging 
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..... ¢.:.,,,.,._t._ 'A strong college .. ~hi~f,:'·· __ · . 
"·· .... -.J•. ,. -~ _, •• --
The Prestonsburg Gommunity :COllege 
situation really makes me angry! The cur-
rent president is a strong and intelligent, 
woman, and that is the real issue. She de., 
mands excellence from· everyone, and 
gives nothing less herself. Could it be the. 
fact that she has expected .more fi:om, 
everyone and that is a little intimidatjt)g? :L 
AMY ·PIERATT 
- l.EJjifj_GToN • 
■■■ 
I have some advice for prof~qr, Torri 
Orf, who said that he'd quit his jol>-Jf.,f;re-
stonsburg Community College Pres1c!~nt' 
Deborah Floyd did not resign her-job.- Bye;· 
bye. Lots of .laid off teac~ers want rour-
job. Floyd is an outstandmg leager~who 
cannot be replaced. You can. , .. ,. ··u 
WALLY,, SCOTT 
: .• : ~NGTON 
People are getting sick and tired of 
the same old whiners at Presto-
nsburg Community College, whiners 
who appear more interested •in 
themselves. than in their students .. 
This college has tnany f'me and· 
dedicated faculty members. It's a. 
shame that a few are trying to dis-
rupt the progress being made there. 
· Angela Uttle 
Plkevllle 
Ju..ne II, /'Ifft,. 
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'.Ex-official 
at Pikeville 
College 
admits fraud 
He used fake names 
to get student loans 
By ALLEN G. BREED 
Associated ·Press 
PIKEVILLE, Ky. - A fonner Pike-
ville College official pleaded ~illy 
yesterday to creating eight fictitious 
people to collect nearly $232,000 in 
federal student loans. 
Bobby Price, 44, of Pikeville plead-
ed guilty in U.S. District Court to a 
one-count infonnation charging him 
with obtaining student loans by fraud. 
Price was director of financial aid 
for the small liberal-arts college. Price 
told Judge Joseph Hood that he used 
fake names and Social Security num-
bers to apply for the loans, then set 
up a post-office box and bank account 
to receive them. 
Assistant U.S. Attorney Tom Self 
said Price obtained about $18,000 in 
loans in his own name. The scheme 
started in May 1991 and ended in Jan-
ua,y. 
College spokeswoman Gerri Kinder 
said Price tripped up by leaving some 
paperwork about one of the fake stu-
dents on a copying machine. 
"It showed a person's name that 
had applied for a loan, and we did not 
have that person listed as a student 
here," Kinder said. 
The college reported the fraud to 
federal authorities. Self said federal 
officials intercepted only about 
$12,000 worth of loans before they got 
to Price. 
Price told Hood that he had no idea 
how much money he had collected. 
"I didn't keep any record," he said. 
Defense attorney Bernie Pafunda 
said Price disputed the amount ·but 
acknowledged it was "significant." 
After the hearing, Price said he 
would offer some explanation of his 
actions at his sentencing on Sept. 3. 
He faces up to five years in prison 
and a $250,000 fine, and may have to 
make restitution. 
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·college official 
received fake 
students' loans 
Pikeville financial aid director pleads 
guilty to obtaining funds by fraud 
ASSOCIATED PRESS 
PIKEVILLE - A former 
Pikeville College official pleaded 
guilty yesterday to creating eight 
fictitious· people to collect nearly 
$232,000 in federal student loans. 
Bobby Price, 44, of Pikeville 
pleaded guilty in U.S. District Court 
to obtaining students loans by 
fraud. 
Price was director of financial 
aid for the liberal arts college. Price 
told Judge Joseph Hood that he 
used fake names and Social Securi-
ty numbers to apply for the loans, 
then set up a post office box and 
bank account to receive them. 
Assistant U.S. Attorney Tom 
Self said Price obtained about 
$18,000 in loans in his own name. 
The scheme started in May 1991 
and ended in January-1996. 
College spokeswoman Gerri 
Kinder said Price tripped up by 
leaving paperwork about a fake 
student on a copying machine. 
''It showed a person's name that 
had applied for a loan, and we did 
not have that person listed as a stu-
dent here," Kinder said. "We all 
were surprised'." 
The college reported the fraud 
to federal authorities. Self said fed-
eral officials intercepted only about 
$12,000 worth of loans before they 
got to Price. 
Price told Hood he had no idea 
exactly how much money he had 
collected. 
. "I didn't keep any record," he 
said. 
"I don't guess you would," Hood 
said. · 
Defense attorney Bernie Pafun-
da said Price disputed the amount 
but acknowledged it was "signifi-
cant." After the hearing Price said 
he would offer an explanation of his 
actions at sentencing- Sept. 3. He 
faces up to five years in prison, a 
$250,000 fine and possible restitu-
tion. 
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General Fund 
receipts ·ren 
last month 
capital construction projects and 
Patton's entire "Empower Ken-
tucky" program to automate and 
update state government are to be 
financed with surplus. 
Finance Secretary John McCarty 
said forecasters were "cautiously 
optimistic" the surplus would reach 
Patton's hoped-for $30 million but 
more confident the surplus would 
be at least $18 million. 
ASSOCIATED PRESS 
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Centre College given $2.6 million 
FRANKFORT - General Fund 
receip(s fell dramatically in May, 
but still appear likely to meet the 
forecast for the fiscal year that ends· 
June 30. 
Total receipts .for the 11 months 
of the fiscal year are up 2.6 percent 
from the previous year. The Gener-
al Fund must grow by 2.2 percent 
to meet the budget figures. 
. "It's just so hard to say yes or 
no," McCarty said. 
While the dollars might seem 
staggering, they are minuscule in 
terms of the entire $5.1 billion Gen-
eral Fund - barely one-half of 1 
percent. 
DANVILLE, Ky. - A New York executive and his wife have left 
$2.6 million to Centre College, school officials announced yesterday. 
The gift came from the estate of Alfred P. and Katharine B. Jobson. 
He was an executive vice president with Marsh and McLennan Inc., a 
financial-services firm. 
Much of the gilt endows a Jobson Scholarship fund. while a por-
tion has been placed in the college's permanent endowment lo estab-
lish a Jobson professorship, officials said. 
Carol E. Bastian, a member of Centre's English faculty for 20 
years. is the first holder of the professorship. the school announced. 
Alfred Jobson became interested in Centre College through a 
friend, Robert E. Wallace, a 1926 graduate of the college and a mem-
ber of the board of trustees. Jobson died in 1974, and the gilt came to 
Centre this year after the death of Katharine Jobson at age 102. 
· But Gov. Paul Patton had actu-
ally hoped for more than that. And 
the budget for the 1997 fiscal year 
that starts July 1 is based in part on 
an expectation of a surplus at the 
end of this year. About two dozen 
Receipts plummeted by 8 per-
cent in May compared to the same 
month a year ago. But April re-
ceipts grew by 122 percent. The cu-
mulative figures for the two 
months, growth of 3.2 percent, are 
more in line with expectations, Mc-
Carty said. 
-. Lt I AJ~ - t...}- ·19-J 3 
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president for management and 
budget. · UK approves 
$1 billion-plus 
annual · budget 
The money - which covers 
the clinical income that medical 
school professors earn from seeing 
patients - now will be put directly 
into the UK budget, rather than be-
ing transferred from other ac-
counts. 
Wethington also told the board 
that this was the first time that 
UK's state appropriation was larg-
er than what it got in the 1991-92 
budget year. 
The share of UK's budget that 
comes from the state - which now 
stands at about 30.5 percent -
also has steadily decreased since Money to cover 
faculty raises, 
Lees College 
BY ANGIE MUHS 
HERALe>,LEADER EDUCATION WRITER 
The University of Kentucky's 
board yesterday approved its annu-
al budget - more than a billion 
dollars'. worth of programs and pro-
jects reaching all over the state. 
It includes salary increases of 
an average of 9 percent for commu-
nity college faculty, and money to 
run the. former Lees College as a 
satellite campus of Hazard Commu-
nity College for the first time. 
The 1996-1997 budget also pro-
vides money to expand programs 
ranging from small business devel-
opment in the state of Kentucky to 
an overseas program that teach~ 
UK classes in Malaysia. 
The budget calls for an average 
3.2 percent increase for UK faculty. 
"This budget is a good; pro-
gressive budget for the University 
of Kentucky," said UK President 
Charles T. Wethington Jr. 
. Once again, students will be 
paying more in tuition - a 3.5 per-
cent increase at UK, or 2 percent 
more at UK's 14 community col-
leges. 
· Community college students 
also will have to pay a mandatory 
$40 a semester fee to pay for up-
grades in computers and other 
technology there. 
- But Wethingtonsa1ct he was 
pleased that the tuition and fee in-
creases had been relatively low. 
The proportion of UK's income that 
comes from student fees declined 
again th_is year, from 12.5 percent 
to 11.5 percent. 
"Nobody likes tuition increases, 
but we've got to have them, and 
they're modest this year," Wething-
ton said. 
It was the first time the UK 
budget, which is $1.134 billion, has 
topped the billion-dollar mark. 
UK's budget last year was $993 
million; however, it readjusted its 
income figures later in the year to 
just over a billion dollars. 
The UK budget encompasses 
the Lexington campus, the commu-
nity college system, the UK Chan-
dler Medical Center and the umver-
sity's affiliated corporations, such 
as the athletics association. 
This year's budget also is the 
first one to include income from 
UK's operations in the Robinson 
Forest in Eastern Kentucky. About 
$6.1 million of Robinson Trust 
money will go toward running Lees 
College and creating a scholarship 
program, among other things, 
Wethington said. 
Another reason that the budget 
increased so markedly this year 
was an accounting change in how 
$62 million from the Kentucky 
Medical Services Foundation is 
handled, said Ed Carter, UK's vice 
1991, Wethington said. · 
"Most of the good things we've 
been able to do have come from 
something we've been able to gen-
erate ourselves," Wethington said. 
That means that UK board 
members need to lobby state legis-
lators in the coming year for more 
funding for higher education, said 
former Gov. Edward T. "Ned" 
Breathitt, the chairman of UK's 
board. 
"Any way we can exert influ-
ence as citizens and board mem-
bers, we must do that," Breathitt 
told the other trustees. "We can't 
just depend on the president and 
his folks going over to Frankfort 
with his hand out." 
~Billiqn-doJiar-plus budget,a ;fif~t::for UK;. 
.":~:;,'"';~•~\~.~-'t;:~•-~~.. H~~R·ST~~t[;iit>. .' •· ... :. .l. 
.. cThis is the.first year that the UriiversityofKenfiiclcfhas bu~geted 
for.a-billion'<lollar-plus year, although its firiaLtally;'for last year did 
. . ,.,;..h . tha;.,,. . t ; ' .· ·". '.~'.""' J1'·,···'-~]~/ '._- . . ' sn.,,.. over. t arnoun . . . . ,. , : •.• , , , . 
,So how· big ·is a billion,. anyway? Here are' soine 'compariso11s ·to 
UK's budgeti.wliich weighs in this year. at $1,~~ billion. _ , . · ,:- ..• 
;: ■:The state of Kentucky's 1996-97 budget 1~~!lout$~3 billion.B:1t 
UK's budget.is.more than double that of the Justice Cabmet ($400 mil-
lion), which oversees state·police and priso~;]t'!l'nearly six times the 
budgets of- the :Tourism Development Cabtn7t,~q !he Natural Re-
sourcesCabinet (about $200.niillion each.) ,:·, ;i'S',hi'.' .. : . · , 
, · · 1■ The. Lexington-Fayette Urban County Government budget for 
'1996-97 is about $170 million. _ : ./~;/'. ·. :·: . . . 
, '■ UK isri"t:out-of line budget,wise, when•,you· 16ok-at other state 
. universities..Among UK's comparable state universities;the University 
•of•North Carolina at Chapel Hill had a-$1:.liilliori'.:budget in 1995-96. 
This.year 1·t•s· $1 050 bill1'on · · ·; • ·• '""· · ,;' , · · ' , • • ... r • _.,, , ., . • - • -
·, · 'Soine other "universities' 1996-97 budgel5:·$950·million for the Uni-
versity.at ;mnois;,$677 I?illion for . h_idi~~ ,_t,Jriiv,ei:9/ty:BJoomingt<in, 
$960,5 llllllion for the. Umvers1ty of Vrrguua's mam:carnpus·and $990 
.million for the University of Tennessee-Knoxville.: ·• · : · :_ 
. ,■ UK's budget is as big or almost as big.as,se"l'.eral cities or._metro-
, politan counties. It barely outranks Dallas. ($1:098·liiHion), Cuyahoga 
County', Ohio ($1.096 billion), ·Indianapolis ($_1.074_ ~illion) and Phoenix 
($1 024 billi . ) 
. . .•. '. . .. on · .. v.• ,· 
: ■ The.1992 farm inoome in Kentucky froni li~estock was $1.641 bil-
lion; the 1992•crop·income was $1.58 billion:,-';./'. ,:i, :•:.• 
·. ' . . . .... '.,· . .'· .. • . 
. Herald-Leader staff researcher Linda SmitlzWiemi and reporters 
· Angie Muhs. and Jack Brammer contribu~d to)his report. 
' . '. ~-· ' 
.• 
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,Projects at home, · abi:9ad 
. -, ~.-
to benefit from new budgetf{ 
BY ANGIE MUHS 
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER 
The University of Kentucky's 
billion-dollar budget contains mon-
ey for projects that stretch from 
Morehead to Malaysia. 
Programs singled out range 
from the UK law school to its engi-
neering school to scholarships for 
attracting more minority students. 
■ The budget calls for spend-
ing about $800,000 on Metropolitan 
College, a venture that offers UK 
classes at a two-year private col-
lege in Malaysia. The program is 
expected· to generate about $1.1 
million in increased tuition revenue 
in the coming year, the budget said. 
The program allows Malaysian 
students to complete two years of 
college in their home country,· be-
fore transferring to UK, the Univer-
sity of Tennessee or Oklahoma 
State University. 
UK started its partnership with 
Metropolitan in 1993, and the first 
Malaysian students arrived on 
campus in fall 1994, said Mike 
Reed, director of UK's office of in-
ternational affairs. 
About 300 students are taking 
UK courses in Malaysia now, Reed 
said. But the demand is greater be-
cause UK enjoys a good reputation 
in Malaysia, thanks to its long-
standing work in Southeast Asia, 
he said. 
■ The budget also provides 
$3.3 million to the College of Phar-
macy to help get its "Pharm.D" pro-
gram started. The college is phas-
ing out its bachelor's degree phar-
macy program in favor of a doctor-
ate-level program. 
■ UK will receive a special 
state appropriation of $200,000 to 
~E!U• 
expand its Small Business Develop-
ment Centers, a 15-year-old p;;o, 
gram that's part of the Gatton C::pl-
lege of Business and Economics;;·: 
■ In the area of UK's research 
and graduate-level programs, ~'!e 
new initiative will be an internal, 
university-wide competition for,$1 
million in research equipment. ,,,, .-. 
So far, there have been at least 
76 entries, said Jerry Bramweil: 
vice president for research and 
graduate studies. The awards will-. 
be announced in August, he said.:·-• 
UK also plans to add more mdn:: 
ey for the Lyman T. Johnson Fel-
lowship program, which is for· 
black students, and the Comm~n• 
wealth Incentive A wards program. 
for black and female students. •~ ,,,: 
"There can be no academic-ex-· 
cellence without diversify," 
Bramwell said. , .... 
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UK, community colleges gear up.:"::i 
for building boom with budget 
,u-_. ., . 
n, 
BY ANGIE MUHS 
HERALD-lEAoER EDUCATION WRITER 
The University of Kentucky 
and its community colleges are 
bracing for a building boom - not 
that they are complaining. 
The UK capital budget this 
year is $154.7 million. That's a 
sharp increase over last year's fig-
ure of $97 million. 
Most of the increase comes 
from $64 million in new buildings 
authorized in the state budget this 
year - including three community 
college buildings that had been ap-
proved by the state in 1992, but 
had not been funded in any of the 
subsequent legislative sessions. 
"Since 1992, new facilities in 
higher education have almost been 
non-existent," said UK President 
Charles T. Wethington Jr. "Finally 
that logjam has been broken." 
Here are some of the projects 
listed in UK's capital budget: 
■ $11.5 million for a regional 
technical training center in Hop-
kinsville. 
■ $5.5 million for a classroom 
building at Ashland Community 
College. 
· ■ $5.5 million for a classroom 
and faculty office building at Haz-
ard Community College. That pro-
ject, originally pegged at $11 mil-
lion, was scaled back to eliminate 
an auditorium. 
■ $5.5 million for a health edu-
cation building at Prestonsburg 
Community College. Morehead 
State University will share the 
building. 
■ $12.5 million for UK's ani-
mal science research center at the 
former Pin Oak Farm in Woodford 
County. That money will allow UK 
to relocate some of its agricultural 
operations from Lexington's Cold-
stream Farm, which is being devel-
oped into a research park. 
■ $6.6 million for safety pro-
jects at UK. Much of that money 
will be used to replace laboratory 
·,· 
fume hoods· so that they meet fed, 
era! standards, .Wethington said.'"'" 
■ A total of $53 million ;for 
new equipment. About $13.8 mil•: 
lion of that will be spent on com-
puters, and an additional $16 ilill-
lion will be ·used to buy new rned°'-
ical equipment for the UK Medical' 
Center. WH."I 
~ [Computers, pay raises in stor~ for co~unity coll~ges ? 
~ "The peopie we talked to w~;~ BY ANGIE MUHS 
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER 
When it comes to the Universi-
~ ty of Kentucky budget this year, 
ffl the 14 community colleges will be i getting a list of improvements that 
,,. include rais~s for their faculty and 
■ more computers on campus. 
~ They'll also be getting building 
- projects at five colleges - three of 
Z
~ which had been approved since 
1992, but waiting for money since 
§ then. 
ffi "I'm surprised we did as well as 
o we did," said Jimmy Jack Miller, the 
:1i community college faculty repre-j sentative to the UK board. "We've 
::; moved up and that's progress." 
:c The community colleges came 
~ out big winners for a variety of rea- _ 
z 
§ 
I 
• 
sons. 
First, the Council on Higher Ed-
ucation decided - and Gov. Paul 
Patton and state lawmakers agreed 
- that state appropriations for 
higher education should be distrib-
uted among colleges by using a for-
mula that funneled more money to- · 
ward schools that got proportion-
ately less money than others. 
That meant that the community 
college system got $4.1 million 
from the state. 
In addition, after lobbying from 
community college union members, 
lawmakers in the General Assem-
bly took the unusual step of writing 
specific language into the state's 
budget that directed UK to make 
improving community college fac-
ulty salaries its highest priority. 
The UK budget set aside $2.4 
million for catch-up money for 
salaries, and another $2.2 million 
for regular annual increases. Com-
bined, that works out to roughly a 
9 percent increase in the average· 
community college faculty salary. , 
Barbara Ashley,, a • spokes-. 
woman for the Kentucky Communi-
ty Coll~ge Faculty A11iance, •its 
union, said members had expected 
the increases after seeing the state's 
budgetlanguage. · 
"We're rather pleased," she 
said. "It was a monumental effort 
· on the part of many, many faculty 
members." 
The community colleges also 
expect to raise about $2.5 million a 
year 1:iy imposing a mandatory stu-
dent fee of $40 per semester. That 
money will be used to buy comput-
ers and upgrade technology on 
campus. · 
UK also put another $200;000 
toward that plan in the budget. 
Miller, who is a professor at 
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Ashland Community College, said 
he thought that most students 
woula accept the fee because. they . 
recognize that they need computer 
skills to be competitive; , 
"If w~'re going to move into the 
computer age, we have to do this," 
he said. "It's truly needed." 
Carl Hall, 25, a student at Ash-
land Community College also said 
the fee seems reasonable. Costs at 
the community college are lower 
than in other schools around the 
state, he said. 
"I'd pay it, no problem," Hall 
said. "If this is the only way we're 
going to get some new equipment 
here, sure." 
Students will be watching to 
see how the money raised by the 
fee gets spent, said Joe Harper, 21, 
the student government president 
at Somerset Community College. 
in favor of it, if it's done right,"· h~ 
said. "We don't want it all of a sud-
den going to administraiiire .costs." 
-But sqme students questioned 
whether the fee was fair, saying 
that not all students use tamplis· 
computers. 
"If you're not using it, you 
shouldn't have to pay for it," said 
Tracy Saylor,. 30, of London," a 
nursing student at Somerset Com-
munity College. She said a tuition 
increase should be enough to cover. 
costs. 
"If they're going to raise the bi; 
ition. anyway, why tack this oiii,i" 
it?" Saylor said. · i •~' • 
••• l!Jll 
JI l 'N 
Herald-Leader staff writers 9<iil 
Gibson and Scott Learn contributed 
to this report. · 
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UK trustees approve 
$1134 billion budget 
gress in the school's strategic plan, 
making improvements or advance-
ments in 32 of 37 indicators. 
Progress was made in areas such as 
increasing merit scholarship support, 
increasing private donations and en-
dowment, and support of health care 
and education reform. 12.6 percent increase 
over preVIous year 
By MIKE EMBRY 
Associated Press 
LEXINGTON, Ky. - The Universi-
ty of Kentucky board of trustees ap-
proved Tuesday a $1.134 billion budg-
et for 1996-97, a 12.6 percent increase 
over the previous budget 
"I think it's a sound and progres-
sive budget and one that'will address 
lhe needs of the University of Ken-
tucky for 1996-97," UK President 
Charles T. Wethington Jr. said during 
a presentation to the trustees. 
The budget reflects a continued de-
cline in the percentage of state appro-
priations, from 41.1 percent in 1991-92 
to 30.5 percent. But the $345.9 million 
in state tax dollars is the highest 
amount since $335.8 million in 1991-
92, according to UK. 
"That represents the challenge 
we've been facing at the university," 
said Wethington, who praised Gov. 
Paul Patton's plan to call a special 
session on higher education in 1997. 
Besides state dollars, other. major 
sources of revenue for the budget are 
11.5 percent from tuition and fees; 20 
percent from the UK Hospital; and 
12.4 percent from affiliated corpora-
tions such as the UK Athletics Associ-
ation and UK Research Foundation. 
The $157.7 million allocated in the 
capital budget included improvement 
projects funded by special state ap-
propriations: $12.5 million for the 
Animal Science Research Center; 
$11.5 million for the Hopkinsville Re-
gional Technical Training Center; and 
$5.5 million each for classroom build-
ings at Ashland, Prestonsburg and 
Hazard community colleges. 
The budget also provides for a 3.2 
million salary increase pool for the 
Lexington campus and 13 community 
colleges. 
A decline in community-college en-
rollment and a decrease in the num-
ber of community-college students 
transferring to other public universi-
ties in the state were among categor-
ies needing improvement. 
"It's encouraging considering the 
budget restraints we've had," board 
chairman Edward Breathitt said of 
the report.· 
In another presentation, Wething-
ton also said that UK has made pro-
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Athletic directors consider 
\mys to· pay college players 
AsSOCIATEO PRESS 
MARCO ISLAND, Fla. - The 
nation's college athletic directors 
yesterday wrapped up their annual 
meeting, a session that included 
discussions on paying student-ath-
letes. 
One possibility could be giving 
money to athletes as a loan to be 
repaid from eventual professional 
earnings or from a trust paid for by 
endorsements, said NCAA execu-
tive director Cedric Dempsey. 
He. emphasized that the idea 
was only in the discussion stages. 
"The athletic grant-in-aid today 
is not as good as it used to be," 
Dempsey said Tuesday ·at the 
National Association of College Di-
rectors of Athletics annual conven-
tion. "It's a changing world, and 
we've got to change our thinking." 
The NCAA is a member of the 
athletic directors' group. 
Dempsey and ·many athletic 
directors think giving athletes 
money beyond scholarships and 
other financial assistance might 
slow the growing tide of student-
athletes turning pro and diminish 
the increasing influence of agents. 
"We have to understand that 
sports agency has become a 
growth industry because of the big 
money involved," said Bob Minnix, 
a former NCAA enforcement offi-
cial and now associate athletic 
director at Florida State University. 
"The kids see what the shoe con-
tracts bring, what the coaches are 
making, what TV is !Jlaking. 
Minnix estimated that 20,000 
agents were now in business. 
"I called one of my agent 
friends to find out just what the lay 
of the land is today," Minnix said. 
"He projected that 75 percent of the 
underclassmen right now have re-
ceived either cash or gifts from an 
agent." 
The loan idea would allow 
high-profile athletes to get an un-
specified amount from their schools 
that would be repaid from future 
pro earnmgs. 
.,Ju.ne 1'+1 l'1't~ 
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The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, Thursday, June 13, 1996 That should bring in $180,000 ~c PCC acted, said Charles Dassance,· at ACC. The money will be 
, president of Ashland Com- spent to replace computers in 
teachers get munity College. two laboratories and to extend 
"We already knew what the hours in labs. raises· building legislative appropriation was, Students at some community 
' • and we'd told the faculty what colleges have complained plans begin to expect in the way of in- about the fee, which is $4 per 
creases," he said. The raises credit hour up to $40, but Das-
By GEORGE WDLFFORD 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
ASHLAND - Community 
colleges in Ashland and 
Prestonsburg got the raises 
and new buildings Tuesday 
they had been expecting. 
Ashland Community College 
will take bids this week for its 
new $5.5 million classroom 
building. Prestonsburg will get 
the same amount for a health 
education building. . · 
The 9 percent raises teachers 
in the system will get next 
year was the product of heavy 
lobbying in 1996 General As-
sembly, said Jimmy Jack Mill-
er, an ACC professor who rep-
resents faculty from across the 
state on the Univer~ity of Ken-
tucky Board of Trustees. 
The -pay. boost came . .mthe 
form of $2.2 for regular in-
creases and· $2.4_ in, catch-up_ 
money. 
The trustees' approvals were 
expecte.d once the legislature 
will also include 3.2 percent sance said he's heard nothing 
for staff·members. negative at ACC. 
Dassance said the increase "We've been talking about 
for faculty will "bring them this for two years, and the idea 
closer to the average of their has been recommended across 
peers, and even with this, tlie board by student and fac-
they're still below that."- ulty groups - but it boils 
Assuming bids for the new down to the idea that ·no one 
ACC building come in close to wants to pay. 
expectations, ground could be "We think that technology is 
broken for the project in July, so pervasive, with every class 
Dassance said. making use of computers, that 
PCC is not that far along on our students will recognize the 
its project. need. And it'll be even more 
"We're still trying to get a positive because they'll be sure 
final design," said Mark Fran- where every cent of this 
cis, spokesman at the school. money is going." 
The PCC building will. be To make the idea even more 
connected to· the Martin· Stu- palatable, ACC plans to give 
dent Center, he said. each student an E-mail address 
The community college bud- and access to World-Wide Web. 
gets include state and local "And the fee itself is gradu-
money for technology - main- ated on a per-hour basis. Not 
ly new computers. UK put in all students will have to pay 
$200,000 to be divided among the full $40," Dassance said. 
the community colleges and "It's a mixed blessing, but I 
each has laid on a technology don't know any other way to 
fee for students. keep up with student technol-
ogy needs." 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL • FRIDAY, JUNE 14, 1996 Francis said he's not heard 
any complaints from PCC stu-
dents about the fee. A taste for justice drives 
director's career 
Associated Press 
PRESTONSBURG, Ky. _; John 
Rosenberg acquired his taste for jus-
tice the hard way. 
Rosenberg was 6 years old in No-
vember 1938 when he, his parents 
and younger brother were driven 
from their home next to the syna-
gogue in Magdeburg, Germany. It 
was Kristallnacht - the "night of 
broken glass" - and the start of 
Adolph Hitler's persecution of the 
Jews. 
"They rousted us out of our apart-
ment," Rosenberg, 64, recalled. 
"They dynamited the synagogue and 
turned our apartment upside down. It 
was in the night. Ther burned all the 
books. I remember al that very vivid-
ly." 
The next day, Rosenberg's father, 
Rudolph, a teacher, was carted off to 
Buchenwald, one of the Nazis' most 
notorious concentration camps. 
After he spent about a week in the 
camp, city officials and Jewish lead-
ers secured his release. The family 
fled to Holland and spent a year in a 
Dutch internment camp. 
The Rosenbergs eventually made it 
to the United States on one of the 
last ships to leave Rotterdam before 
war was declared. They arrived on 
Feb. 22, 1940, George Washington's 
birthday. -
"We passed the Statue of Liberty 
and the flags were flying," said 
Rosenberg, who now lives in Pres-
tonsburg and is director of the Appa-
lachian Research and Defense Fund 
of Kentucky. "And we thou~ht they 
were flying, perhaps, for us. ' 
But Rosenberg said it was a much 
later event that led him to a law ca-
reer focused on human and civil 
rights. 
Before attending the University of 
North Carolina law school, Rosen-
berg did a four-year stint in the Air 
Force. He and a black radar operator 
delivered an airplane to New York. 
While heading back to the South by 
train, the radar operator excused 
himself and headed for the rear com-
partment. 
"I think I always remembered 
that," said Rosenberg, whose family 
had settled in segregated Gastonia, 
N.C., after fleeing Germany. 
In 1962, Rosenbefll went to work 
in the civil-rights diVISion of the U.S. 
Department of Justice. 
"It was an opportunity, I thought, 
to address the issues of segregation 
in the South ... and to hopefully cre-
ate a better s~ciety there," he said. 
In the summer of 1964, Rosenberg 
found himself in the middle of one of 
the formative incidents of the civil-
rights movement - the murder of 
three activists in Neshoba County, 
Miss. He and his wife, Jean, had just 
married in 1967 when Rosenberg had 
to leave to prepare for the trial. 
"We came back from my honey-
moon and I said, 'Goodbye. I've got 
to go to Mississippi,' " he said. 
In 1970 Rosenberg went to work 
for the Appalachian program, known 
as Appalred. When it separated from 
its West Virginia counterpart three 
years later, he was named director of 
the Kentucky operation. 
Rosenberg and his staff have spent 
their time and energy fighting for in-
dividual rights. They have taken on 
large coal companies that wanted to 
strip-mine families' property and 
small cities that were denying equal 
services to black residents. 
"What I had hoped to do is have a 
first-class law firm for the low-in-
come citizens of this area," he said. 
"I hope we're doing it. I hope we've 
done it." 
Rosenberg watched this year as 
Congress tried to eliminate funding 
for Appalred and other programs like 
it. And he is dismayed by the recent 
burnings of Southern black 
churches. 
But Rosenberg said the memories 
of Kristallnacht and Buchenwald 
keep him where he is. 
"I think you're influenced by yqur 
past,'1 he said. "Obviously we've al-
ways been really grateful for being 
able to come to the United States. 
And to some extent, I've always 
wanted to be able to give something 
back and make it a better place.'' 
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Court blocks Co~erence USA from· expelling U of L 
School's opposition 
to football expansion 
creates rift in league 
By DAVE KOERNER 
Staff Writer 
Less than four months before its 
first Conference USA football game, 
the University of Louisville is fighting 
to avoid being expelled from the year-
old league. 
The issue turns on U of L's opposi-
tion to C-USA plans to expand mem-
bership among football-playing 
schools. Yesterday that disagreement 
spilled over into Jefferson Circuit 
Court, where U of L sought - and re-
ceived - a temporaiy restraining or-
der blocking C-USA's other 11 mem-
ber. schools fn_,m expelling it for op-
posmg expans10n. 
U of L has opposed football expan-
sion - in this case plans to add East 
Carolina and Army - because it felt 
such growth would limit flexibility to 
schedule strong non-conference foes, 
Although U of L President John 
Shumaker said Wednesday that no 
preliminaiy votes on expansion had 
been cast, court documents filed on 
behalf of U of L said the issue was put 
to a vote Monday. U of L voted "no " 
which was sufficient to kill the pr~-
posal because of conference bylaws 
requiring 100 percent approval by 
football-playing members. 
After that vote, according to court 
documents, a motion was introduced 
to expel U of L without cause, but it 
was tabled pending another vote 
scheduled for Monday. 
League presidents are to vote via 
teleconference at that time on wheth-
er to invite East Carolina and Army as 
football-only members. Assuming that 
U of L again opposes expansion, 
U of L said, the other 11 league mem-
bers could vote for expulsion. 
During a brief news conference 
yesterday, Ray Nystrand, special as-
sistant to the president on intercolle-
giate athletics, argued that C-USA is 
violating its own bylaws regarding 
football expansion. 
When discussions to form the 
league began in 1994, the six eventual 
charter members - all football-
playing schools - moved toward a 
five-game league schedule with no 
plans to expand football membership. 
U of L officials, Including athletic 
director Bill Olsen and coach Ron 
Cooper, had stressed that any expan-
sion would limit the Cardinals' desire 
to play an intersectional schedule. 
"One issue we felt especially 
strongly about was the number of 
football-playing schools in the confer-
ence and the number of games that 
any football-playing institution would 
be required to play as conference 
games," Nystrand said. 
"We were pleased when the bylaws 
view of all the other conference mem-
bers, are of substantial benefit to the 
incorporated a r.rovision that would conference as whole and necessary to 
give any footbal -playing member the the continued success of (C-USA)." 
right to veto the aildition of additional Slive noted that football expansion 
football-playing schools." is only the latest instance in which 
However, Memphis President V. U ofL has "taken·a position diametri-
Lane Rawlins indicated that U of L is cally opposed" to the remaining 
ignoring a bylaw that allows a mem- members. 
ber to be expelled without cause. Shumaker did not attend the news 
"I am amused by the continual ref- conference and attempts to reach hint 
erences to adhering to the bylaws be- through the school's department of 
cause one of the things that is most news and public information failed. 
clear in the bylaws is the right to ex- According to an affidavit by Shu-
pe! any member without cause," Raw- maker, C-USA representatives be11an 
lins told the Memphis Commercial in early March to consider addmg 
Appeal. East Carolina on a football-only basis. 
-rn the event of expulsion without At that point, Shumaker srud that 
cause, a 75 percent majority of the U of L likely would exercise its veto 
full ~embe~hip of the board of direc- rights as allowed by league bylaws. 
tors 1s required. • Nystrand said that after several dis-
However, such expulsion can be cussions with member schools and 
costly to the league, with the expelled league officials, "it is pre!!¥ clear we 
member entitled to numerous mone- have a serious agreement.' 
tary benefits, including its share of fu- Regarding the court action, he said 
ture conference revenues. U of L "wants very much" to remain 
The aftermath of yesterday's law- in the conference. It simply wants the 
suit also indicates there may be some league to act within its bylaws. 
resentment toward U of L, which ar- "We're sorry we had to take this 
guably at one point was the comer- step, but we believe under the circum-
stone of the conference. stances (that) it was the most appro-
"l think what this tells eveiyone is priate thing to do," he said. 
there are tensions within the confer- After the news conference, Olsen 
ence family, and we've 1101 to resolve noted that expulsion would seriously 
(them)," Southern Mississippi presi- affect U of L's entire athletic program. 
dent Aubrey Lucas told the Commer- "If we weren't in this conference, 
cial Apl?eal. "The other 11 institutions we feel there's potential. damage to 
are saying we are tired of accommo- our programs," he said. "We can't 
dating, making adjustments and al- · r91l back the clock and go back to · 
lowances for one of our number, and where we were a :iiear or two affo, 
we want them to become full and when we were looking at options. 
competing members.'' . The restraining order was signed 
C-USA commissioner Mike Slive, in by Circuit Court Judge Ellen Ewing, 
a statement, said, "(U of L) has re- whose action prevents C-USA from 
peatedly opposed actions that, in the expelling U_ of L, periding a hearing. 
CONFERENCE USA 
The conference has 12 mem-
bers. In order to include more 
football teams in the conference, 
the vote must be a 75 percent 
majority of all the members. Of 
that majority, the vote by all six 
of the current football-playing 
schools must be unanimous. 
The six football-playing 
schools are University of Louis-
ville, Cincinnati, Houston, Mem-
phis, Southern Mississippi and 
Tulane. 
The other members are Ala-
bama-Birmingham, DePaul, Mar-
quette, North Carolina Charlotte, 
Saint Louis and South Florida. 
No date was set for the hearing, 
which will be held in Judge Thomas 
Knoprs courtroom. 
In the meantime, Nystrand hopes 
that C-USA officials and representa-
tives from the other member schools 
will "sit down and talk through this 
issue" with U of L. 
It is believed that U of L is the only 
school opposing football expansion. 
In recent days, there had been 
speculation that U of L would leave 
the conference, especially late last 
month when the school was not rep-
resented at the final day's sessions of 
the league's annual spring meetings 
in Destin, Fla. 
However, Shumaker said Wednes-
day that U of L was "not making any 
n01se about walking away" from C-
USA. . . 
He also said noted that U of L is 
"OK , •• in principle" with expansion. 
Information for this story also was 
gathered by Mike DeCourcy of the 
Memphis Commercial Appeal. 
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Patton ke...lr ~irector of th~ State ~igher Edu~-:3 t1on Executive Officers, which 
t h 
works with state coordinating o C anges boards around the country. 
"W!1at'~ happening in higher . . w·. gh.. education IS what's happening in 
Ill er ot~er sec1ors with restructuring," Mingle said. 
d 
• Patton so far has refrained from 
e Ucation advoc:iting specifi~ ideas, saying he · • doesn t want to Jump to conclu-
sions without getting the facts. 
Newest task force To do that, _he has ~id, he will 
· ask for suggestions and ideas from 
starts work today a variety of groul!s: faculty mem-
bers, students, busmess leaders, ex-
perts from other states. He also set 
up a subgroup, a commission com-
posed largely of university presi-
dents and experts on distance 
learning, that will report this fall to 
the governor's· task force. 
BY ANGIE MUHS 
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER 
Higher education in Kentucky 
has lacked many things over the 
years, .but studies and task forces , 
haven't been one of them. 
Today, the latest one - a task 
force headed by Gov. Paul Patton 
and made up of legislators and 
cabinet secretaries - will begin its 
work. · 
The task force's first meeting 
will feature former North Carolina 
Gov. Robert Scott as a guest speak-
er. Scott served 11 years as presi-
dent of the North Carolina Depart-
ment of Community Colleges. 
. Patto!1 has . said repeatedly 
smce takmg office that he wants to 
reform higher education - and he 
I has compared the 1 
magnitude of the 
changes he 
thinks are needed 
to the Kentucky' 
Education Re-
form Act, which 
radically altered 
elementary and 
secondary educa-
tion. · 
It's nothing new, botli in Ken-
tucky and nationally, for governors 
to say that they want to make ma-
jor changes in higher education. 
It's also nothing new to set up task 
forces - many of which change 
nothing. 
"Almost every governor comes 
in and almost automatically seems 
to feel that another study of higher 
education needs tO' be done" said 
Donald Swain, the retired pr~ident 
of the University of Louisville. 
But in some other states, gover-
nors actually have pushed big 
changes forward. 
Whether it actually happens 
here depends on Patton, said sever-
al national experts and Kentucky 
higher education observers. 
"The presidents and the board 
chairs and faculty members have 
got to realize he's dead serious and 
he's got the power to do it - if he 
can work with the legislature," said 
former Gov. Edward T. "Ned" 
Breathitt, chairman of the Universi-
ty of Kentucky board. "But he's al-
ready demonstrated he knows how 
to do that" 
Kentucky isn't alone in its talk 
about "reforming" higher educa-
tion, said Jim Mingle, the executive 
Patton also has said he wants 
to call a special legislative session, 
probably early next year. The task 
force's findings ------
and conclusions 
could provide the 
underpinnings 
for any changes 
the General As-
sembly might 
make. 
N or m a 
Adams, the 
chairwoman of 
the Kentucky 
Advocates for 
Higher Educa-
tion, said she 
thinks that Pat-
ton's task force 
could be differ-
ent because he 
seems committed 
"I would be 
really dis-
couraged by 
another task 
force If 
there were 
not the en-
thusiasm 
from the 
governor's 
office and 
the legisla-
ture." 
Norn!A ADAMS 
Kentucky Advo-
cates for Higher 
Education 
to the issue. -----• 
"I would be really discouraged 
by another task force if there were 
not the enthusiasm from the gover-
nor's office and the legislature for 
really looking at higher education " 
said Adams, a Somerset lawy~. 
''But the interest is there. Legisla-
!ors are ~lking about it, and seeing 
!t as an issue that's going to be big 
m the next four years." 
As far as issues, there are plen- , 
ty that the task force could tackle. · 
Funds to be carrot or stick 
One issue that the universities 
and their supporters hope will be 
on the table will be the state's fi. 
nancial support for higher educa-
tion. · 
The university presidents and 
ivoups like the Advocates point to 
figures that show that higher edu-
cation institutions have absorbed 
about $82 million in budget cuts 
since 1991-92 school year. 
Funding may be Patton's carrot 
or stick, depending on the task 
force's outcome. He said during this 
year's General .Assembly that he 
would be inclined to iisten to the 
universities' pleas for more money 
- but only if they were willing to 
change and cooperate with each 
other. 
Swain, the retired U of L presi-
dent, compared the situation to the 
aftermath of KERA. Back then, the 
state demanded change from the 
school systems, but it also gave 
them more money, he said. 
"The institutions could buy into 
making changes, and- the state 
could make a long-term commit-
ment for support," he said. 
But A.D. Albright, the retired 
president of Northern Kentucky 
and Morehead State universities 
said the state also has to recogn~ 
that there probably will never be 
enough money to do everything 
that higher education wants to do. 
That means the state has to set 
priorities, he said. 
"We've been rather interested 
in getting larger," said Albright, 
who also served as executive direc-
tor of the Council on Higher Educa-
tion. "It's a worthy ambition but 
only if you can feed the flock.',' 
Duplication, turf wars 
One perennial issue that Patton 
has hinted the task force would 
tackle is the issue of whether 
there's unnecessary duplication 
among university programs. 
A companion issue is the accu-
~ation that schools guard their turf 
mstead of trying to cooperate. 
But this time around even 
some university representati~es are 
acknowledging there's a problem. 
"It's plain and simple. There is 
absolutely duplication," said Sonny 
Jones, the chairman of Morehead 
State University's Board of Re-
gents. 
In 1994-95, the eight state uni-
versi(\es offered a total of 532 bach-
elor's degree programs, 84 associ-
ate degrees, 316 master's or special-
ist degrees and 82 doctoral pro-
grams, according to the Council on 
Higher Education. 
Adams, of the Advocates 
group, said she's not sure whether 
there is too much dupliaatibn. But 
it's something that members of the 
public often ask her about she 
said. . ' 
"I think it's hard for an outside 
observer to know," she said. "It 
may be perception rather than real-
ity, but i~ needs to be investigated.'' 
One 'extremely effective' 
Kentucky universities offer a 
wide variety of programs and get 
involved in a smorgasbord of com-
munity service activities. 
But aside from their basketball 
programs, look at academic rank-
ings and you'll find relatively few 
Kentucky programs in the highest 
echelons. 
UK, for instance, ranked 67th 
among U.S. research universities in 
funding and support. Its perfor-
mance there is on the upswing - it 
ranked 72nd in 1991-92 - but it's 
still shy of the goal of No. 60 that 
the university set for itself. 
EDUCATION: 
Post-secondary 
changes -at issue 
FROM PAGE ONE 
In the area of doctoral pro-
grams, a study by the National Re-
search Council last year rated 38 of 
UK's and U of L's doctoral pro-
grams. It looked at the year 1992-
93 .. 
Among the criteria used was 
"effectiveness in educating research 
scholars/scientists." 
Here's how the UK and U of L 
programs stacked up: 
■ Only one program, UK's 
pharmacology program, was 
deemed "extremely effective." 
■ Twenty programs were de-
scribed as "reasonably effective." 
■ An additional 13 programs 
were rated "minimally effective," 
and four were described as "not ef-
fective." 
Albright said he thinks the 
state needs to look at how it can 
boost UK, its flagship. 
"The University of Kentucky is 
a good university, but it has yet to 
reach a national-class university 
status," he said, 
Role of Councll 
The task force also might look 
at the role of the Council on Higher 
Education ~ .a question that was a 
consistent theme during the guber-
natorial campaign. 
Patton has said in the past that 
he wouldn't want a "superboard" 
- one board to run all the state's 
colleges. 
But he has said repeatedly that 
he wants someone "to be in 
charge." 
It's a sentiment that has been 
echoed by others as well. At one 
point last year, legislative leaders 
told the Council to solve a dispute 
between UK and Murray State Uni-
versity over engineering education 
in Paducah or risk holding up other 
higher education projects. 
"There's got to be an umpire 
someplace," said.Breathitt, the UK 
board chair. · 
But Swain criticized past Gen-
eral Assemblies for doing things 
based on political reasons - some-
thing he said the Council can't al-
ways stop. 
"When (former House Speaker) 
Don Blandford wanted a communi-
ty college in his hometown, he got 
one, no matter what the Council 
said or thought," Swain said, refer-
ring to the creation of Owensboro 
Community College. "That was not 
higher education's mistake. That 
was the General Assembly's mis-
take." 
Merge with tech schools? 
• Questions about the state's 
post-secondary Kentucky Tech vo-
cational schools, which are run by 
the Workforce Development Cabi-
net, and the 14 community colleges, 
run by UK, also are likely to be dis-
cussed. 
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Patton has said that he wants 
to see the Kentucky Tech schools 
have the same respect and status 
that colleges get. 
Others have questioned 
whether there's overlap between ' 
the two systems, both of which are 
being called upon increasingly to 
help train the state's work force. 
One legislator on the task force 
- Rep. Freed Curd, chairman of 
the House education committee -
· introduced a bill during the 1996 
General Assembly that would 4ave 
merged the two systems under an 
independent board. But the bill 
died without ever getting heard in 
the House committee. 
However the task force decides 
. to proceed, business leaders will be 
watching to see how it improves 
worker training programs, said 
John R Hall, chairman and CEO of 
Ashland Oil. 
The state also has to get more 
young people to enroll in post-sec-
ondary education, whether it's at a 
community college or a technical 
school, Hall said. 
"Industry is becoming more 
and more complex, and people just 
have to have that kind of back-
ground," Hall said. "The work force 
preparation side of this is critical." 
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College ~tatistics show· affirmative_ action works 
This is no time 
to burn bridges 
to racial progress 
BY TOM TEEPEN 
Affinnative action is accom-plishing for this country -¥es, for all of it - exactly 
the gqod ends that were hoped for 
when the policy was eased into 
place a generation ago. · 
If we quit it now, as many 
· would have us do, we will do so in 
quite conscious knowledge of the 
damage we would be doing to our-
· selves. 
A slew of recent studies reports 
good news. Take education. 
African Americans are earning 
. college and graduate degrees in 
-record numbers. (Ditto Hispanics 
and Asian Americans.) 
Yes, black students remain un-
der-represented in colleges and uni-
versities and have higher dropout 
rates. Black men trail black women 
in gains. 
Still, blacks logged 1,287 Ph.D.s 
last year, a record. Black college 
enrollment was up another 2.5 per-
-cent. Between 1990 and '94, it in-
creased 16 percent. . 
. Overall, ·minorities in the '90s 
have increased their number of as-
sociate degrees by 8.6 percent, 
bachelor degrees·by 9.3 percent, 
· masters by 10.4 percent and prD-
fessional degrees (medicine, law, 
dentistry) by 13.9 percent. 
In 1970, there were five times 
more school dropouts than college 
~ 
WE WERE PLANNINq 
1b 1'\tl: OVER "ffil\1', 
grads in the black work -force. By 
~ggo; it was. about even. In· the 
same period, the percentage of 
blacks age 2/j-4-4 who had atteqded 
college for any time rose from 14.2 
to 442. · 
The payoffs are an abler work 
· force ancj an upgraded economy 
for everyone. , 
Credit, first, the ability, grit and 
ambition of the students them- . 
selves, but credit affirmatix!! action 
as well for creating the opportuni-
ties. · · . 
It has opened routes clotted at 
one end by the habits and calcula-
tions of racism and at the other by 
a fatalism born of the failure of the 
common cause-and-effect formulas 
to deliver for black America: hard 
work didn't usually - didn't even 
very often - get you places. Why 
try? 
One of the triumphs of affirma-
tive action - quiet and unquantifi-
able but in the long run potentially 
the most telling - has been the 
revolutiori .it has wrought in black 
· expectations. Ambition finally· 
makes sense. . 
These gains, however, are frag-
ile, and they are under assault on . 
several fronts. 
Political: Opposition to affirma-
tive action has become the current 
Republican Vl!fsion of Richard 
Nixon's hateful "Southern strate-
gy." The GOP can't stop dealing . ' . 
the race card. 
Legal: A federal appeals court . 
in Texas has held that race may · 
not animate a college's interest in a 
. student; it is the sole excluded fac- •. 
tor. Another federal appellate court : ,:: 
bas barred publicly funded race-
specific scholarships, though other, :. 
privately targeted scholarships (for 
Italian Americans, caddies, you 
nanie.'lt) are OK. 
. ,J, 
And financial: Congress is, in 
the trendy word, defunding affir- · 
inative action. This year it killed 
the Patricia Harris fellowships that . ,. 
were providing $20 million in aid · 
to about 1,200 minority graduate 
scholars. 
·where affirmative action some-
times creates specific white vic-
tims, the injustice must be re-
" 
dressed, but the policy deserves to , , , 
be judged on its broad success, ·not 
by its rare missteps. 
In the South, white louts have 
gone back to burning black 
churches. This is no time for the 
rest of us to be burning bridges, 
too. 
NEW YORK TIMES NEWS SERyicE 
', 
··• 
• 
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for evaluation of NKU Floyd leads with dignity 
Please add my voice to those who be-
lieve that President Deborah Floyd is doing 
an outstanding leadership role at Prestons-
burg Community College. She Jeads with 
dignity and honor. I respect her for her de-
termination and grit. 
Those who would like to see her re-
moved from office are probabiy doing 
themselves in with their own tactics. We 
don't need their shameful behavior in Ken-
tucky's educational system. 
RONALD C. WILSON 
MT. STERllNG 
"'Daily indignities' at PCC 
The Kentucky Community College Fac-
ulty Alliance-AFT is growing increasingly 
concerned over intensifying strife at Pre-
stonsburg Community College. Two years 
ago· community college faculty called on the 
American Federation of Teachers for help 
with chronic problems in the community 
college system. We could not have antici-
pated then the severity of problems that 
would emerge and be allowed to fester at 
PCC. 
The daily indignities our members at 
Prestonsburg increasingly report endanger 
the quality of education at the school. Many 
excellent faculty have left. Student enroll-
ment is dropping. Recently, a few spray-
painted words on a campus sidewalk re-
sulted in the interrogation of faculty and 
staff by an armed security guard. Faculty 
mailboxes are locked and monitored by 
video camera. Many faculty say that when 
they must.meet wi_th college president Deb-
orah Floyd, they now take take a tape 
recorder or a witness. 
To help our members through the up-
heaval, KCCFA has worked with our attor-
neys to provide legal advice, consultation 
and moral support. Throughout the tur-
moil, we believed that UK administration 
could and would take the steps necessary 
to resolve the problems. 
UK administration has known about 
this situation all along. The faculty told 
them. And, as it turns out, administration 
also knew about allegations made against 
Floyd by her 'previous employers, allega-
tions very similar to many made by the 
Prestonsburg faculty. Whether this is a pat-
tern or coincidence, it merits attention. 
When UK finally hired consultants to in-
vestigate, the brief report they issued vei:i-
fied the problems but offered no real solu-
tions. 
Trivialization of serious issues and inef-
fectual action have brought us to a point 
where working conditions at Prestonsburg 
are appalling and the college itself is threat-
ened. The students, faculty, staff and the 
Eastern Kentucky community deserve a 
great deal more than this from public offi-
cials hired to oversee their state institu-, 
tions. · 
HIGHLAND HEIGHTS (AP) 
- During his year as North-
ern Kentucky University in-
terim president, Jack More-
land said he wi!l push an eval-
uation of the university. 
· Moreland, who officially 
takes office July 1, has been 
· 1aying groundwork for the 
evaluation by asking the 
Northern Kentucky Chamber 
of Commerce to help find busi-
ness volunteers for the teams. 
He also has discussed the con-
cept with Gov. Paul Patton, 
who has offered his support. 
Moreland, who is calling his 
initiative NKU Partnerships, 
considers it a way to answer 
Patton's call to make higher 
education more efficient and 
more responsive to economic 
and community needs. 
The plan calls for every de• 
partment in the university to 
be evaluated by a team of rep-
resentatives from the business 
community, alumni, elemen-
tary and secondary educators, 
faculty and staff, students and 
area leadership organizations. 
The teams wi!l begin meet-
ing after Moreland takes office 
and finish before •his interim 
presidency ends. The teams 
will produce reports on each of 
NKU's 76 departments, out-
lining what the departments 
do well, where they fall short 
and how they can improve, 
·The documents that will be 
produced will be available to 
NKU's new president, who will 
· replace Leon Boothe. Boothe is 
retiring effective June 30. 
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NKU interim head plans to evaluate school 
IUGHLAND HEIGHTS, Ky. - During his year as Northern Ken-
tucky University interim president, Jack Moreland said, he will push 
an evaluation of the university by teruns of business, community, 
alumni and education representatives. 
Moreland, who officially takes office July I, is calling his initiative 
NKU Partnerships. He considers it a way to answer Gov. Paul Pat-
ton's call to make hiiiber education more efficient and more respon-
sive to economic and community needs. 
"By putting all of the players In the same room - those who send 
students to Northern, those who have students while they are there, 
and those who receive them - we hope that we can create a better 
product," Moreland said. . 
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"'P"citton to Join talks on Paducah center: Gov. 
Paul Patton will meet Monday with the presidents of 
Murray State University and the University of Ken-
1:ticky to discuss a proposal that would allow Murray 
State to take possession of the Crisp Education Center 
ip Paducah. The building was donated to UK three 
years ago by Marion, Ill., businessman Harry Crisp. 
Paducah Community College uses it as for its extended 
campus programs. Murray wants to use the building as 
a permanent home so that it can expand the number of 
four-year degree programs it offers in Paducah. The 
agreement .is the next step necessary in a plan that will 
provide more educational opportunities in Paducah. 
'Fhe expanded programs include engineering degrees 
· that would be offered by UK and other four-year 
degrees that would be offered by Murray State. 
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11 MOREHEAD 
BARBARA ASHLEY, 
KCCFA-AFT ORGANIZING PROJECT DJRECTO~ 
PROSPECT 
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150 convene at Boys State: Kentucky Adjutant 
General Russ Groves told delegates to Kentucky Boys 
State yesterday to step forward and lead now because 
they will be the leaders of the future. Groves chal)enged 
the delegates to use their week to learn and practice 
skills necessary to live in a democratic society. "People 
come here from other countries by the thousands, want-
ing only their chance at the rights and freedom that 
you have now," he said. Throughout the week: the 
youth will take part in mock government sessmns. 
They will develop their own two-party system an~ 
elect state and city officials as well as serve as legisla-
tors and introduce, debate and enact laws. Nearly 150 
high school seniors from_ across the state ~r~ partic!pat-
ing in the American Legion-sponsored act1v1ty, which 
runs through Friday. 
■ PRESTONSBURG 
College changes plans for new entrance: d 
Prestonsburg Community College announced yester ;{ 
that it will change its plans for~ ne~ campus ;htran 1_ .ff Ky 1428 also known as Umvers1ty Dnve. e co 
~ge pians a'new entrance ~o provide access fc a n~w 
classroom building that will be shared_ b_y p an l 
Morehead State University. But the·ongmal proposa 
would have required The Episcopal1Church of St. 
James of the Apostle, which is adjacent to the campus,n 
. ·move The new plan will move the entrance north o 1u0 · . :ty Dr'ive so that the church will not be affected. 
mvers1 • · · · onve 
"We're doing everything we can to i:n1':11m~e I?C -
nience to the church and its congregation, said PCC 
'1 I J.\- :-J.;;). - 1...1- I 9 -9 
JV/SU Clip sheetES 
A sample of recent articles of interest to Morehead State University 
INSTITUTIONAL RELATIONS MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY . UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40361-1689 606-783-2030 
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Patton may change. education structure 
BY ANGIE MUHS 
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRrTER 
Gov. Paul Patton yesterday 
said that there might be some 
changes in who governs Kentucky 
higher . education when his task 
force finishes.its review of post-sec-
ondary education. 
But Patton· also was quick to 
add that he hasn't made up his 
mind on what those changes might 
·be. 
"I would expect there would be 
some modification of the system of 
governance," Patton said in an in-
terview after the first meeting of 
the Task Force on Post-Secondary 
Education. "But·as to speculating 
on what form that would take, I 
don't even begin to have an idea. 
That's the task force's responsibili-
ty." 
Earlier in the meeting, though, 
Patton spoke bluntly about higher . 
education's. problems, -~!ling _th!! 
system "another ailing patient that 
will not be cured by a Band-Aid ap-
proach.!' -
"We have a problem," Patton 
said. "We "need to fix it." 
The task force's work plan calls 
for writing a.final report or legisla-
tion by March. Patton has suggest-
ed he would like to have a special 
session on higher education then. 
Yesterday, ·the task force -
made up of Patton, several Cabinet 
secretaries and top •leaders of the 
General Assembly - heard testi-
mony from a former•North Carolina gove,-
nor about that state's higher education struc-
ture. 
North Carolina has three boards: one for 
elementary and secondary education, one 
that governs the state's universities and one 
that oversees the state's community colleges, 
which include post-secondary technical 
schools. 
In Kentucky, each of the eight state uni-
versities has its own governing board, while 
the Council on Higher Education is supposed 
to serve as a coordinating body. The state's 
community colleges fall under the University 
of Kentucky's control. . 
Setting up North Carolina's structure 
wasn't easy, in part because of entrenched 
political interests, said former Gov. Bob 
Scott, who served as governor from 1969 to 
1973, when the state revamped its system. 
Scott said he was pleased at how the sys-
tem functioned in North Carolina - but he 
was quick to caution task force members 
that he wasn't advocating that they jump to 
any conclusions. 
"It works for us. It may not work for 
you," he said. "But it's an option you ought 
to put out on the table and talk about." 
-Patton also said that ·he did not invite 
Scott to speak because he Wj/S in favor of a 
system like North Carolina's. 
,;The purpose of having him. in was to 
demonstrate the kind of dramatic and sub-
stantial change that we want to be talking 
about," Patton said. "It doesn't mean their 
specific dramatic change is the dramatic 
change that we ought to do." 
Gary Cox, the executive director of the 
Council on Higher Education; said he wasn't 
surprised by Patton's comments about a 
change (n governance structure. 
"I think it's consistent with what he's 
been saying," fox said. "The open question 
is whether it's a fine-tuning or an overhaul." 
University of Kentucky President 
Charles T. Wethington Jr. said he didn't 
think• that structural change was the only 
answer. 
"Many different kinds of systems can 
work," Wethington said. "There's no 
panacea as a result of any one system in a 
state." 
In other aspects, Scott told the task force 
members that they should include the busi-
ness community in tlieir discussions of po-
tential changes because "they're your cus-
tomers:" 
.He also warned the task force that legis-
lators would have to stick with the process if 
they wanted to accomplish any meaningful 
changes. 
''You don't want to dive in and suddenly 
decide the water's too cold," he said. 
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State is taking 
anew look 
at universities 
Governor hopes 
to end waste 
and duplication 
By MARK SCHAVER 
Staff Writer 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Should Ken-
tucky universities govern themselves, 
or should a "super board" oversee all 
of higher education? 
That's the kind of fundamental 
question Gov. Paul Patton wants the 
Task Force on Postsecondary Educa-
tion to consider, even as he warned 
that such thinking might "shock and 
frighten" some. 
"We must commit ourselves today 
to examine every facet of this system, 
every concept, every principle, even 
those held to be sacred by some ele-
ments of society," Patton said at the 
task force's first meeting in Frankfort 
yesterday. 
The task force, which was Patton's , 
idea, is made up of lawmakers and 
administrative officials; the governor 
is chairman. Its goal is to recommend 
legislation on how to reform higher 
education in time for a special session 
next spring. 
Patton invited former North Caroli-
na Gov. Robert W. Scott to describe 
how 25 years ago he helped restruc-
ture his state's fragmented university 
system into one ruled by a single gov-
emim? hoard. 
Scott told them Kentucky is now in 
a situation similar to the one faced by 
North Carolina when he became gov-
ernor in 1969: Universities were ruled 
by largely autonomous boards and 
would compete against each other for 
funding by "harassing the legislators 
to death." 
No one was held accountable for 
how money was spent, he said. 
'7here were a number of sacred 
cows that badly needed to be loaded 
nobody wanted to load them on the 
truck," Scott said. 
Patton said· he did not invite Scott 
because he was endorsing North 
Carolina's approach to governing 
higher education, but he wanted to 
use it as an example of the far-reach-
ing changes he wants the task force 
to consider. He said North Carolina is 
often held up as a model of a state 
where its educational system has 
fueled economic growth. 
Patton called a better education 
system essential if Kentucky's econo-
my is-going to compete international-
ly, and he repeated his call for 
changes equal to those in elementary 
and secondary schools prompted by 
the 1990 Kentucky Education Reform 
Act. 
"Now we face another · ailing pa-
tient that will not be cured by a Band-
Aid aomoach..~ he said~ 
House Speaker Jody Richards, D-
Bowling Green, co-chairman of the 
task force along with Senate Presi-
dent John "Eck" Rose, D-Wmchester, 
said afterward that what is important 
is improving how students are educat-
ed. not the o_rganizational scheme. 
Each public university in Kentuc1<y 
is governed by its own appointed 
board, with the state Council on High-
er Education loosely coordinating 
them. The state's community colleges 
are under the control of the Universi-
ty of Kentucky, while the state's voca-
tional-technical schools are run sepa-
rately. 
It has long been argued that this 
. system is unwieldy and leads to 
wasteful duplication of programs and 
administration. 
Some have argued for an organiza-
tional scheme similar to North Caroli-
na's Board of Governors, a "super 
board" that oversees the state's entire 
four-year public university system. 
(Its community colleges, which also 
do vocational-technical trainiog, are 
governed separately.) 
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- After the · meetirig, Robert Sexton, 
executive director of the Prichard 
Committee for Academic Excellence, 
said, "You could drop into the middle 
of this meeting from outer space and 
not know whether its 1980 or 1990 or 
maybe the year 2000." He said his 
non-profit group discussed such ques-
tions 15 years ago. 
UK President Charles Wethington 
said afterward that it was not appro-
priate to give his opinion on a super 
board before the task force had begun 
its work, although he agreed with tes-
timony before a previous higher edu-
cation task force that many different 
orl!anizational structures can work 
well. "I think the governor was mak-
ing the point that we should be will-
ing to discuss anything," Wethington 
said. 
Sen. David Williams, R-Burkesville, 
alluded to the political difficulty of 
changing the way higher education is 
governed in Kentucky when he asked 
Scott who should make decisions on 
issues such as whether UK should 
rule the community colleges. 
"That's where we're going to get 
the bug mashed, if you understand 
what I'm .saying," Williams said. 
Scott, who later oversaw Nortn 
Carolina's Department of Community 
Colleges, said that no organization 
scheme is perfect, and the important 
thing is "the result that comes out of 
the end." 
UofL. 
approves 
land swap 
for stadium 1 
Groundbreaking 
set for tomorrow 
One of the last legal obstacles to 
construction· of a new University of 
Louisville football stadium fell yester-
day as the university approved a land 
swap giving it title to the stadium site. 
The action by the U of L trustees' 
executive committee paves the way 
for groundbreaking tomorrow for the 
45.000-seat_stadium complex near the 
campus' southeast corner. 
Papa John's Cardinal Stadium -
named for the pizza chain whose 
owner, John Schnatter, made a late, 
$5 million gift for, the J'roject - is 
scheduled to be finishe in time for 
the 1998 season's opening game. 
against the University of Kentucky. 
The trustees approved the project 
May 20, and construction is expected 
to start in August. Yesterday's action 
giw?:-; the university title to the land, 
but 1 ;K. former owner, CSX, must still 
remove diesel fuel from the site. 
which was fonnerly a rail yard. 
U of L President John Shumaker 
said final adjustments in the contract 
involved environmental issues and a 
42.5-acre parking lot south of Central 
Avenue that the stadium will share 
with Kentucky Kingdom. 
In return for the stadium site, CSX 
gets title to state land along Hurst-
bourne Parkway, plus $3.5 million. 
payable with interest over 20 years. 
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Engineering school 
cleared for Paducah 
Murray State 
will now get 
McCracken site 
By JAMES MALONE 
Staff Writer 
An agreement signed y~ster~ay 
clears the way for an engmeenng 
school in Western Kentucky and 
should end a three-year squabble 
between Paducah Community Col-
lege and Murray State University. 
The agreement was signed in Gov. 
Paul Patton's office by Murray Stat~ 
President Kern Alexander and Uni-
versity of Kentucky President 
Charles Wethington. 
The key to the deal was. Murray's 
~ to buy the Crisp Higher · 
Educatlllk Center building in Padu-
cah t•im, UK, which will let Mu1:ay 
ect1blish a long-sought extension 
campus in McCracken County. 
The agreement allows work to be-
gin on a privately funded $8 million 
technical-education center on the 
PCC campus, through w'!-'ch UK wifl 
offer four-year degrees in mecharu· 
cal and chemical engineering. 
"We're thrilled it's finally signed," 
PCC President Leonard O'Hara said. 
"We now have a green light.'' 
For three years, Murray had tan· 
gled with UK and PCC, claiming (hat 
the engineering plan was . a !hinlY 
veiled step toward establishing a 
four-year university in Paducah. 
Murray also said the plan would du-
plicate the engineering p~ogr~m 
Murray offered with the Uruvers1ty 
of Louisville. 
PCC and UK had argued th~t 
there was an unmet need for_ engi-
neers in the region_ and th~t indus-
tries could not retain recruits. 
The engineering center in Pa~u-
cah will be build by Paducah Jumor 
College Inc., a tax-supported foun-
dation. It will take 12 to 18 ll!onths 
to complete and could open in the 
fall of 1997 at the earliest. Mun:ay 
then gets possession of the Cnsp 
Center through a 20-year lease-
purchase contract. 
O'Hara said the junior college 
board will take bids on parts of the 
engineeringschoolsoon.Backers~-
ready have secured about $6.2 mil· 
lion of the $8 million that was 
pledged for it. 
O'Hara estimated it will cost 
about $1.5 million a year to operate 
the school. 
One concern in the agreement 
was that Murray would actually 
have to pay for the Crisp building. 
Groundbreaking 
When: 5:30 p.m. 
tomorrow. 
Where: Stadium site -
former CSX rail yard on the 
west side of South Floyd 
Street. 
Cost: Free. 
Who"s Invited: All 
University of Louisville 
football fans. 
Who'll be there: Elected 
officials and former U of L 
coaches and players. 
What you'll get: First 
5,000 people will get a 
miniature shovel in U of L 
colors. Free refreshments will 
be provided by Pepsi-Cola 
and Papa John's pizza. 
Where to park: On 
Belknap Campus (best spot: 
lots near Floyd Street). 
Buses will shuttle fans to the 
site, where there will be no 
public parking. 
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CORRECTION§, 
- '" · · A · box in yesterday's· Herald-
Leader should have said there were 
5,32~ full-time faculty and 15,572 
~ll-t,me staff at Kentucky universi-
lles and 1,119 full-time faculty and 
· • ~· ... 1,078 full-time staff at community· 
colle_ges in 1995. ' 
•• I I• 
Murray had objected to paying for 
a building that had been donated to 
UK. UK's Wethington had insisted 
that the building had been a "restrict-
ed gift" and that it or the proceeds 
had to be used for UK's benefit. 
It's been appraised at $4 million, 
but the Finance Cabinet will set the 
selling price and the state will reim-
burse Murray's costs. 
PCC has been using the building 
for training classes and interactive 
television instruction in education and 
engineering. 
Under the new agreement, Munay 
will lease an undetennined amount of 
space back to PCC. 
Jlut Murray Mayor Bill Cheny said 
he thinks the agreement is good for 
both cities. 
"I believe people here are pleased." 
he said. "As far as worrying about 
losing students, that's not one of the 
problems with this. Let's try to put it 
.behind us." 
Patton called yesterday's agree-
ment a "major milestone in solving 
what has been a very difficult prob-
lem." 
• 
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UK, MfilTay end building fight 
, , d al 'mil t , specific purpose. Alexander said it Patton· En<tn1eermg e es one was appropriate for UK to be paid The agree-
• ._lb-'-'-• for its asset, even though state tax- ment settles 
BY JACK BRAMMER · Center · eventually will be trans- payers will pay for a building that the debate 
HERALD-LEADER FRANKFORT BuREAU ferred from UK to Muuay by a 20- UK already owns and got for free. over the use 
FRANKFORT - The Universi- · year lease-purchase agreement. The agreement also stipulates of facilities 
ty of Kentucky and Murray State The agreement takes effect that Murray faculty will teach but leaves 
University have reached what Gov. upon completion of an $8 million abo~t o~e-half of the upper \eve! unanswered 
Paul Patton calls "a major mile- privately financed new instruction- engmeeru;1g courses offered m a d tails of 
stone" to help end their wrenching al facility on the Paducah Commu- program m the western part of the e 
turf battle over engineering educa- nity College campus. It will house a state. But UK will oversee the actu- what engi-
tion. professional engineering program al program. . ... , .. neerl_ng 
With Patton looking on in his · supported by the governor. Also, the Council on Higher Ed- classes WIii 
Capitol office yesterday, UK Presi- Construction on the building ucation is to resolve all disagree- be offered 
dent Charles T. Wethington Jr., can begin immediately, Patton said. ments that UK and Murray cannot. by which 
Murray President Kern Alexander It is expected to ta~e 12 to 18 But it has been reluctant to get into schools, Pat-
and ·council on Higher Education months. the dispute. ton said. 
Executive Director Gary Cox "It puts Murray State into Pad- UK initially wanted to offer its 
signed an agreement on the use of ucah with a home," Alexander said. own engineering education pro-
the UK-owned Crisp Education Murray will make leased space gram through its Paducah Commu-
Center in Paducah and a new pri- available in the Crisp Center to Pa- nity College facility. 
vately financed building on the Pa- ducah Community College. Murray countered that it is re• 
ducah Community College campus. Murray will have to pay for the sponsible for providing undergrad-
The agreement. settles the de- center with state appropriations uate degree programs in the area 
bate over the use of facilities but · even though UK received it as a and already offers an engineering 
leaves unanswered details of what gift. The state Finance Cabinet will program at its campus. 
engineering classes will be offered determine the purchase price of the The disagreement has deeply 
by which schools, Patton said.· center. divided the communities of Murray 
"We haven't solved all the prob-
lems," Patton acknowledged. "This Wethington said the Crisp cen- and Paducah. 
solves the facility issue.• ter was a "restricted gift" to the Patton said last month that he 
Under the agreement, the Crisp university that had to be used for a wants the dispute solved: soon. 
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Groves addresses 
Boys Stat~ camp 
MOREHEAD - Kentucky 
Adjutant General Russ 
Groves told delegates to 
Kentucky Boys State on · 
Sunday to step forward and 
lead now because they will 
be the leaders of the future. 
Groves challenged the 
delegates to use their week 
to learn and practice skills 
necessary to Ii ve in a 
democratic society. 
"People come here from 
other countries by the 
thousands, wanting only 
their chance at the rights 
and freedom that you have 
now," he said. 
Throughout the week, the 
youth will take part in 
mock government sessions. 
They will develop their own 
two-party system and elect 
state and city officials as 
well as serve as legislators 
and introduce, debate and 
enact laws. 
Nearly 150 high school 
seniors from across the 
state are participating in 
the American 
Legion-sponsored activity, 
which runs through Friday. 
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.THE STATE 
ff ask force starts study 1 
· of colleges, universities 
Official says higher education bloated with waste 
By M ARK R. CHEUGREN 
THE A SSOCIATED PRESS 
FRANKFORT - When he 
was asked to speak to the first 
meeting of a high-powered po-
litical group that is studying 
Kentucky's higher education 
system. former North Carolina 
Gov. Robert Scott found a fa-
miliar landscape. 
Scott said he sees universi-
ties competing with each other 
instead of cooperating, hound-
ing the General Assembly for 
money for their own interests, 
a system rife with waste, du-
plication and wasted talent, 
and no accountability. 
The result, Scott said, is a 
system that is actually a drag 
on the economy of Kentucky 
and its potential. 
The Task Force on Post-
Secondary Education on Mon-
day began the daunting task of 
outlining a new system of uni-
versities. colleges and voca-
tional and technical education. 
"We must approach this as if 
it was a blank page and refash-
ion our system to meet not 
only today's needs, but to meet 
the changing needs of the fu-
ture." said Gov. Paul Patton, 
who has taken on reform of 
higher education as a quest 
since the day he was inaugu-
}·ated. 
Patton is chairman of the 
task force, which is made up of 
five me mbers of his ad-
ministration, six senators and 
six representatives. During his 
own remarks to the first meet-
ing of the group on Monday, 
Patton said he is aiming for a 
special session of the legisla-
ture in the spring to install the 
Robert Scott 
reforms that will come from 
the task force. 
He compared the effort to 
the 1990 Kentucky Education 
Reform Act, but noted there is 
no court order to overhaul the 
system as there was then . 
"We have only our con-
science, our oaths of office, our 
sense of responsibility to drive 
us to seize this moment and do 
the right thing," Patton said. 
Scott, governor of North 
Carolina from 1969-73, oversaw 
a similar overhaul of the high-
er education system that has 
made it the envy of the South. 
He offered some political ad-
vice for the battles to come. 
The private sector must be -
included in the discu-ssion. 
"They're your customer." he 
said. 
Public support must be gen-
erated, especially to add re-
solve to legislators. The effort 
must be tied to economic ben-
efits. 
"Whatever you decide to do, 
the legislature must discipline 
itself to stick with it," Scott 
said. 
Under the terms of the reso-
lution from the 1996 legisla-
ture, the task force is to ad-
dress such topics as common 
course numbering systems 
across higher education, the 
transfer of credits among insti-
tutions, the equity and ad-
equacy of funding and gover-
nance. 
But there may already some 
confusion about the work. 
Patton was specific in men-
tioning that the role of voca-
tional .and technical education, 
plus proprietary schools and 
private colleges must be in-
cluded in the mix. 
House Speaker Jody Rich-
ards, a Bowling Green Demo-
crat and close ally and sup-
porter of Western Kentucky 
University, mentioned only 
public colleges and universi-
ties in his opening remarks. 
"We must dedicate ourselves 
to the establishment of a world 
class system of colleges and 
universities," Richards said. 
Richards, the only task force 
member other than Patton to 
make opening remarks, said 
the effort must be witn the 
goal of increasing the number 
of people who attend colleges 
and universities and encour-
agement to complete their de-
grees. 
Patton said the traditional 
view of a four-year degree pro-
gram is not for everyone. And 
retraining of people already 
working is a critical issue. 
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UK is fined 
$18,000 in 
fatal work· 
• 
accident 
School might contest state action 
BY ANGIE MUHS 
HERAUrlEADER EDUCATION WRITER 
The University of Kentucky could face up to 
$18,000 in penalties as the result of an accident in 
which a worker was crushed to death in December. 
The state Labor Cabinet's Occupational Safety and 
Health Program found four "serious" safety violations 
during a five-month investigation at UK's central heat-
ing plant on South Upper Street, according to the 
state's final report. The school was fined $4,500 for 
each of those violations. 
The state also. cited UK for another violation, but 
classified it as "other than serious," a lesser charge. 
UK will have 15 days to decide whether it wants to 
contest the state's report, said Don Cooke, executive 
staff assistant in the Labor Secre- _____ _ 
tary's office. 
"We go In . 
to look at 
UK spokesman Ralph Derickson 
said yesterday that the university 
was in the process of reviewing the 
report. not Just the 
Derickson - who said that UK fatality Itself, 
has already made several changes in but at the 
the wake of the accident - said it safety 
was too soon to say whether UK measures 
would formally contest the state's re- and whether 
port. OSHA 
. But he said t~at the university standards 
~1d want to talk with the Labor Cab- are being . 
met · 
"There are several things we'd compiled 
like to negotiate and discuss further with."· · 
with them," Derickson said. DoN CooKE : : 
The investigation was automati- executive staff 
cally triggered after a UK worker, assistant in•:, 
Erik Grayson'Peake, was killed on the Labor :: 
the job December 13, 1995. Secretary's:-,_ 
Peake, 18, was crushed to death office ·: 
after he got entangled in a conveyor 
belt while shoveling coal onto it. He -----• 
had worked at UK for six months. 
Derickson described the metal conveyor belt as 
about 2 feet wide and about 3 feet off the ground. It 
had been in use since the late 1970s. 
Cooke said the state Labor Department's investiga-
tors looked at all conditions that existed at the time of 
the accident. 
"We go in to look at not just the fatality itself, but 
at the safety measures and whether OSHA standards 
. are being complied with," Cooke said. "Our findings 
just reflect that we found these violations to exist." 
Derickson said that UK has already made several 
changes since the accident and investigation. 
"We need to sit down with the state and see if 
we've followed through in the way they intended," Der-
ickson said. "We hope we've gone 
beyond what they intended" 
Since the accident, UK · has 
changed its policy to forbid em-
ployees from even being in · the 
room while the conveyor is run-
ning, Derickson said. 
UK also has installed a safety 
guard on the conveyor belt, he said. 
In addition, UK has started a 
formal training program for all em-
ployees, including annual refresher 
classes, Derickson said. 
The university also is' in the 
process of hiring a safety officer for 
the physical plant division, Derick-
son said. 
The accident was the first in-
dustrial death at UK since 1915, 
when a worker died from bums af. 
ter trying to extinguish varnish 
that had caught fire, Derickson 
said. . 
',- .. <, • \'..J' . 
. . ~erlous . defined -
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Woman accused of harassment 2nd time 
Georgetown College named in lawsuit 
BY CHERYL POWELL 
CENTRAL KENTUCKY BUREAU 
GEORGETOWN A second 
woman who worked in Georgetown Col-
lege's cafeteria has accused the college 
of allowing a female supervisor to sexu-
ally harass her. 
In a lawsuit filed Monday in Scott 
Circuit Court, Rebecca Draper says that 
her supervisor, Elonda Hinson, proposed 
marriage to her and tried to persuade 
her to leave her husband so the two 
women could live together. 
The suit, which names Hinson and 
the college as defendants, also accuses 
Hinson of touching Draper and making 
unwanted sexual comments to her. 
Draper, a Georgetown wife and 
mother of one, says that she was forced 
to resign in April because of mental 
stress after refusing those sexual over-
tures. 
Draper's suit comes after a similar 
complaint was filed against the private 
Baptist college and Hinson in February 
by Helen Roderick of Georgetown, an-
other former cafeteria employee. 
"We believe they have a problem," 
said Lexington attorney W. Keith Rans-
dell, who is· representing Draper and 
Roderick. "It's more than surprising. It's 
upsetting to me. I grew up Southern 
Baptist." 
Hinson and the college have denied 
all claims in the first lawsuit. In fact, 
both insist that Hinson is not even a su-
pervisor. 
"I still don't know why anyone 
would make those allegations," said Hin-
son's attorney, J. Guthrie True of Frank-
fort. 
Georgetown College spokeswoman 
Leigh Anne Hiatt said that Draper sub-
mitted a letter of resignation in April 
stating that she "wanted to spent more 
time with her child." No mention was 
made of sexual harassment by Draper, 
who has worked for the college since 
September 1989. 
"It's certainly taken us by surprise," 
Hiatt said. 
Neither True nor college officials 
would comment further about the latest 
lawsuit because they had not been 
served with it yesterday afternoon. 
Hinson, 28, who lives in Falmouth 
and has an unlisted phone number, 
could not be reached for comment. 
But in her responses to the first law-
suit, Hinson denies that she ever made 
any sexual comments to Roderick. She 
also insisted that she is not a lesbian. 
In her suit, Roderick, 55, says that 
Hinson called her "girlfriend," blew in 
her ear, kissed her and made other un-
wanted overtures. 
Because Roderick, a wife and mother 
of two, refused those advances, she was 
fired in October, the suit says. 
Iri its response to that suit, the col-
lege said that Roderick was fired be-
cause she failed to perform her job du-
ties. 
"There has certainly been some mis-
interpretation about what has gone on 
and some misinterpretation on the part 
of Ms. Roderick," said True, Hinson's de, 
fense attorney. 
The two former employees are ask• 
ing the college to give them their old 
jobs back and to fire Hinson and her two 
supervisors. The women also are seek-
ing an unspecified amount of compen-
satory damages for humiliation and em-
barrassment. 
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Four appointed to higher education council:\ 
Gov. Paul Patton yesterday made four appointments to 
· the Kentucky Council on Higher Education: 
• 
Boys State officials elected: A Fort Campbell 
Sl\ldent was elected governor of Kentucky Boys State 
be!ng held this week. Miguel Otero was elected to the 
tol' post by he more than 125 delegates attending this 
year's program at Morehead State University. Brad 
Tl)omas of Beechwood High School was elected lieu-
te!)ant governor. Patrick Stoffel of Reidland High 
~~ool was elected secretary of state; William Moore of 
Sn;n?n ~entucky High School was chosen auditor; and 
~ue Rivers ill of Franklin County High School was 
p1¢ked for commissioner of agriculture. The group 
ch9se Alvan Jackson of Fort Campbell High School as 
att,omey general and Terry Cahill of Louisville DeSales 
H1~h. School to be treasurer. The Boys·State governor 
appomted R. Aaron Mears of Beechwood High as adju-
~t general. Those elected go to Frankfort today to 
!'l~t their real-life counterparts. 
· ■ Susan Snowden North of Lexington replaced J. 
David Porter .of Lexington for a term to end June 30, 
2002 • 
.II Marlene M.' Helm of Nicholasville replaced Lucy 
T.' Hammond of Lexington for a term to end June 30, 
1997. . . 
· ■ Ronald Greenberg of Louisville replacecj Dr. 
Robert M. Blake of Maysville for a term to end June 30, 
2002. . 
■ JoAnne James of London was reappointed for a 
term to end June 30, 2002. 
Patton also appointed.Otis Reed Jr. of Elizabeth-
to;.,n to replace Joe Walters of Jenkins on the School 
Facilities Construction Commission, 
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Boys State picks 
student governor 
1 MOREHEAD -A student at Fort Campbell High School was elected 
governor of Kentucky Boys State, 
which is being held this week. 
Miguel Otero was elected by the 
more than 125 delegates attending 
the program at Morehead State 
University. 
"I enjoy the thrill of the hunt," 
Otero said. "But eveiyone needs to 
get involved." 
Brad Thomas of Beechwood 
High School was elected lieutenant 
governor. 
Also elected were Patrick Stoffel 
of Reidland High School, secretaiy 
of state; WIiliam Moore of Sinton 
Kenton High School, auditor; Louie 
Rivers ill of Franklin County High 
School, commissioner of agricul-
ture; Alvon Jackson of Fort Camp-
bell High School, attorney general; 
Terry Cahill of Louisville DeSales 
High School, treasurer, and R. Aar-
on Mears of Beechwood High, ad• 
jutant general. 
Those elected will go to Frank-
fort today to meet their real-life 
counterparts. 
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Rick Arena? 
Money would be wasted on new UK basketball home 
T
om Minter is asking the right 
questions. Every time a rumor 
circulates about building a 
ne-..y on-campus basketball arena 
for the University of Kentucky, he 
wonders, "What are our priorities? 
Do we as a society want to invest 
$100 million to have another 23,000-
seat arena right down the street?" 
:'.Minter is president of the Lex-
ington Center Corp. and could be 
accused of a conflict of interest. The 
corporation is the non-profit' entity 
that operates several publicly fi-
nanced facilities, including Rupp 
Arena, which UK basketball has 
leased for 20 years. 
ter's revenue and have vast ripple 
effects on the adjacent shops, hotels 
and downtown restaurants. 
■ The city still owes about $25 
million on the project's original 
bond debt, which will take another 
10 years or so to pay off. If Lexing-
ton Center is no longer able to sup, 
port the debt, the city's taxpayers 
will be left holding the bag. . 
· ■ The city's current budget al-
locates $1 million for a basketball 
museum adjacent to Rupp Arena. If 
UK is thinking of playing its games 
elsewhere, someone better call city 
hall pretty quickly. 
'.But the relationship 
between UK and the 
downtown arena was un-
easy even before the first 
basketball was bounced 
there. Coach Joe B. Hall, 
who succeeded the leg-
endary Adolph Rupp as 
UK's basketball coach in 
1972, opposed the off-
campus site from the be-
The city. still 
■ As Minter sug-
gests; Lexington and 
Kentucky do have better 
uses for their resources 
- whether public or pri-
vate - than building a 
second mega-arena with-
in a few miles of Rupp. 
Although the arena is 20 
years old, it's still one of 
the largest. and finest fa-
owes about $25 
mllllon on the pro-
ject ... If Lexing-
ton Center Is no 
longer able to sup-
port the debt, the 
city's taxpayers 
WIii be left holdlng 
the bag. 
ginning. The university, he said, 
would "grow to dread the day they 
made the decision to go down-
town." 
.And sure enough, rumors of an 
on-rampus arena have resurfaced 
recently after a speech this month 
by Coach Rick Pitino. Athletic Di-
rector C.M. Newton acknowledges 
that "some athletic director is going 
to have to make a decision to take a 
hard look at an on-campus arena. 
That time gets closer all the time." 
If that's true, perhaps now's a 
good time to point out a few rea-
sons why building an on-campus 
arena is a bad idea: 
■ When the city and university 
forged their agreement to. build 
Rupp more than 20 years ago, it 
assumed UK would play its home 
games there. Eliminating UK bas-
kf1ball from the arena's tenant mix 
w~dld leave a huge hole in the cen-
cilities in college basket-
ball. 
For example, how about: 
■ Building a 5,000-seat theater 
for concerts and touring theater 
productions; 
■ Constructing an extensive 
network of bike paths; · 
■ Endowing a couple dozen 
academic chairs at UK; 
■ Creating a comprehensive 
program for preventing juvenile 
crime; 
■ Buying land for more public 
parks. · 
Don't get us wrong, We-believe 
UK basketball plays an essential 
role in Lexington's civic life and 
pride. And we're as pleased as any-
one that Pitino decided to stay here. 
If Rupp Arena has shortcomings 
- and we're hard-pressed to think 
of many - surely UK and the city 
can find a way to overcome them 
and avoid redundant arenas. 
~~ne 2./J /<f'JIP 
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MSU to celebrate 
Appalachian arts 
BY LANCE W IWAMS 
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER 
The hills of Appalachia will be alive with the sound of music next week as the 
20th annual Appalachian Celebra-
tion kicks off in Morehead. 
The weeklong event spon-
sored by Morehead State Univer-
sity will feature workshops, ex-
hibits and concerts that celebrate 
Appalachian arts and entertain-
ment, said MSU spokesman 
Pauline Young. 
In addition, exhibitors from 
Kentucky and several surround-
ing states will set up craft dis-
plays and demonstrations. 
The free demonstrations will 
take place Monday through 
Thursday from 10 a.m.-5 p.m. in 
the Laughlin Health Building. 
"It's a come-and-go type 
thing," Young said. "People may 
see something they like and then 
come back later to purchase." 
The daytime workshops will 
explore many topics, including 
folk-song history, storytelling and 
puppetry. There will also be tours 
of covered bridges in nearby 
Fleming County and a route in 
Mason County that was used by 
the Underground Railroad. 
Nighttime events will focus 
on a different concert each night, 
including a free gospel concert 
Thursday and a free folk music 
night next Saturday. 
Young said the weeklong 
event draws thousands of people 
each year. especially because it 
coincides with a dulcimer camp 
being held at MSU. 
Event schedule 
Sunday 
■ 6:30-8:30 p.m. - Opening recep-
tion and presentation of Appalachian 
Treasure Award to Morehead resident 
C. Roger Lewis. Free 
Monday 
■ 11:30 a.m. - Celebration of 
Appalachian Women. $15 
■ 12-5 p.m. - Mark Dvorak, "Old 
Songs and New People.· $5 
Tuesday 
■ 9 a.m. - The Origins and Pio-
neers of Bluegrass Workshop. $35 
■ 3 p.m. - "Brooms Bootsie and 
Me.· $3 
Wednesday 
■ 9 a.m. - "Fleming County: Land 
of Covered Bridges· tour. $25 
■ 10 a.m.-noon - Petting zoo for 
Children's Day. 
Thursday 
■ 8 a.m. - Underground Railroad 
Tour and Workshop. $35 
■ 3 p.m. - "The Wonderful Whirl of 
Puppets.· $3 
June 28 
■ 11:30 a.m. - Dusty Valley Grass 
Band. Free 
■ 1:30 p.m. - ·spreading Bones· 
with James Good. Free 
June 29 
■ 8:30 p.m. - 5K run. $10 pre-reg-
istration, $12 in advance 
■ 9 a.m.-5 p.m. - Arts and crafts 
market. $2 
■ Folk Fest '96. Free 
"It's really interesting, be-
cause it can be a family outing or 
a senior citizens' outing," Young 
said. "It just depends on what 
day you come and what you 
want to see.'' 
For more information, call 
(606) 783-2077. 
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WKU, Louisville auto dealer 
606-783-2030 
to make payments iif bias cases 
Western Kentucky University and 
Oxmoor Toyota in Jefferson County 
discriminated against employees be-
cause of their religious beliefs, the 
Kentucky Commission on Human 
Rights said yesterday. 
The university will pay Alfred Cook 
Jr. $5,000, reinstate hun to his plumb-
ing job and pay him back wages and 
Jost benefits. 
Cook, an ordained United Baptist 
minister, was fired in November for 
refusing to work on Sundays. He said 
that he told Western that Sunday 
work was against his religious beliefs 
and that he had been told Sunday 
work was not required. 
When Western changed its policy 
and required Cook to work on Sun-
day, he again stated his religious be-
up for his first Sunday assignment. 
Western said Cook was given the 
chance to trade hours with a co-work-
er but wouldn't because he believed 
no one should work on Sundays. 
Oxmoor Toyota will pay $500 to 
Larry Lee, a Seventh-day Adventist 
who alleged that the dealership re-
fused to hire him as a salesman be-
cause his religion prohibits work on 
Sunday. 
Oxmoor Toyota said it will inter-
view Lee for a position and hire him if 
he meets the minimum qualifications. 
In other cases: 
"" Dry Ridge Motor lnn will pay 
$500 to Tony Roe of Valley Park. Mo., 
who alleged that he was denied ad-
mission there because of his iruirlP 
"" The Pantry Inc., a convenience 
store operator based in Sanford, N.C., 
will pay $2,000 to Rose Gray, who al-
leged that she was fired from her job 
at The Pantry in Princeton because of 
behavior similar to that of a male em-
ployee who was not aismissed. 
"" Owensboro Daviess County Hos-
pital will pay $748.60 to Stephanie 
Williams, who alleged she was fired 
because she took part in an Equal 
Employment Opportunity Commis-
sion study. Williams alleged that the 
hospital reduced her work hours and 
claimed she owed it money. 
"-' Cinemark USA, which operates 
the Danville Cinemark 4, agreed to 
pay $2,000 to Elizabeth Marlowe, who 
alleged that she was sexually ha-
rassed by a fellow employee. 
.A tt - ~ ._L • ---- - - • -
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Low bid, not favoritism, won 
.company contract, WKU says 
Associated Press ''This isn't a situation where The The Melky Co. from gaining any un-
BOWLING: GREEN K -W, t . ~elky ~o. had any favoritism," W!l- fair advantages, he said. Bids were so-. , y. es em kins sBid licited Dec. 15 and opened Jan. 11. 
Kentucky University says no favorit- . · . . Th M lky ail bl • 
ism was shown when it hired a com- W!lkins SBid she spoke With the e e s were unav a e ,or 
stat ti ra1 d d t · ed comment, Robert Grant, the com-pany started by a· school employee e a omey gene. an . e ermm pany's marketing manager, said, "It 
and her·husband. · there was no·confl!ct of interest. 
.should be apparent we were the· low 
'n!e Melky Co. was awarded a con- The Melky Co. was incorporated by bidder _ certainly that was the rea-
tract after it submitted the lowest bid, the Melkys in February 1995. Huda son it was awarded to us." 
$39,845, for installing 36 sets of hand- Melky had been chairman of the 
rails on campus. Its bid was nearly board, but in October resigned and University architect Paul Morgan 
$10,000 less than companies from gave all her shares of interest in the said The Melky Co. will install the 
Louisville, Alvaton and Bowling company to her husband as a gift, handrails cheaper than other compa-
Green. making him the sole owner. nies because it can do its own pipe 
Th~ handrails W!1l help ~- co'!'• John Osbourne, Westem's assistant work and welding. The project is ex-
p\Y with the Amencans with Disabil- vice president for finance·and admin- pected to .be completed within 30 
'ties Act . -be~ . 
H da ·M. lky • th . 'ty' , ' istration, said the contract was award-u e 1s e uruvers, s a.- d I th fairly Huda Melky has worked for the firmative action ADA compliance offi- e O e company · university for several years and be-
cer. Her husband, M. Carl Melky, is "We would not have allowed it to CBine ADA coordinator in July 1994. 
president of the company, but Huda proceed if there was a conflict of in- She was promoted to affirmative ac-
lky · · terest,
11 ·he said. Me IS not an owner, uruversity at• tion ADA compliance officer in Octo-
tomey Deborah W!lkins said. ~ bids were sealed, preventing her. · 
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Panel finds WKU showed bias 
tow·ard worker's religious b~liefs 
"' ~ 
ASSOCIATED PRESS 
LOUISVILLE - The Kentucky 
:commission on Human Rights 
:found yesterday that Western Ken-
;tucky University discriminated 
·against an employee based on reli-
; gious beliefs. 
· The decision requires Western 
:to pay Alfred Cook Jr. $5,000 in 
:damages for embarrassment and 
· humiliation, reinstate him and pay 
:back wages and lost benefits since 
:he was terminated in November 
:1993. 
. Cook, a Park City maintenance 
;plumber at the university and a li-
·censed and ordained Baptist minis-
: !er, alleged that the university 
:tailed to accommodate his religious 
beliefs by requiring him to perform 
:Sunday work. 
the opportunity to trade hours with 
someone else, but Cook testified it 
would be against his religion to ask 
someone to work on Sunday for 
him. 
Western has the right to appeal 
to Warren Circuit Court. 
In another case, Oxmoor Toyota 
of Louisville agreed to pay Larry 
Lee of Louisville $500. Lee alleged 
that the dealership refused to hire 
him as a salesman because his reli-
gion, Seventh Day Adventist, pro-
hibits work on Sunday. 
In other cases: 
■ Dry Ridge Motor Inn agreed 
to pay Tony Roe of Valley Park, 
Mo., $500 to settle a charge of dis-
ability discrimination. Roe alleged 
he was denied admittance because 
he is blind and hm.:; a sPPinP--PvP elm,. 
agreed to pay Rose Gray of Prince-
ton $2,000 to settle her charge of 
sex discrimination: She alleged that 
the convenience store dismissed her 
based on behavior similar to a male 
employee who was not terminated. 
■ Owensboro Daviess County 
Hospital agreed to pay Stephanie 
Williams of Owensboro $748.60 to 
settle her charge of discriminatory 
retaliation. She alleged that the hos-
pital retaliated against her for par-
ticipating in an Equal Employment 
Opportunity Commission study by 
reducing her work hours and al-
leged that she owed it money. 
■ Danville Cinemark 4 agreed 
to pay Elizabeth Marlowe of 
Danville $2,000 to settle a charge of 
sex discrimination. Marlowe alleged 
~PYII~ 1 h::ir;:i_~i;::,mpnt hv ~ fPllnw Pm. 
vi I /\;;lo>. - ,_,_ 1_'1- s Tvf\/~ l 
fh,".ku( ~ a lfJ ('{'{b MSUARCHIVES 
MSU Clip Sheet 
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~ Elusive solutions 
It's time to slaughter the sacred cows of higher ed and workers' compensation 
Gov. Paul Patton last week put his weight behind the reform of two Sisyphean problems: the struc-ture of higher education and the cost of workers' 
compensation. 
setting deadlines, but not rushing the process.· 
But he has a hefty rock to push; a permanent solu-
tion to either has eluded the state for decades. _ 
Members of both the education task force and the 
Workers Compensation Advisory Council should now 
heed the caveats of former North Carolina Gov. Robert 
W. Scott, who spoke at the education group's meeting. 
As one education veteran noted at the first meeting 
of the Postsecondary Education Task Force last Mone 
day: ''You could drop into the middle of this meeting· 
from outer space and not know whether it's.1980 or 
1990 or maybe the year 2000." Workers' compensation 
· regulars know that been-here-before feeling too. · 
Scott was governor. 25 years ago, when North Car-
olina revamped its higher education governance, and 
he acknowledged it wasn't easy. "There were a number 
of sacred cows that badly needed to be loaded and sent 
to the \Slaughterhouse," he said, "but nobody wanted to 
load them on the truck." · : •' 
• • ,,-;:'O.<~. 
With both ·problems, though, Patton seems to be 
taking a productive approach. He is framing the dis-
cussions broadly:He is involving a broad spectrum of 
people and urging them to find consensus. And he is 
hitractable bovines have .been part of the problem 
in KeI\tucky, too, whether grappling with higher ed or 
workers' comp. In both·.cases, now's a good time for 
our_ policymakers to start serving up roast beef. 
\ 
' 1.ixiNmaifA?RAfflei,;~,ffi~ --:'K- , . -_ -
j Ky, ~;~~;;;;A~1'~JTll()Ntil~?>z"':":'"'~"'~g"';'"''i**~!n~;Pi~rtthis~f!t/Y~ ·_t 
~ ... . . that the diploma their child receives ·more on_ ~er completing 12 years of school 
m Kentucky costs more, but is 
worth less · than ever before " .. d ti Cothran said in a news release ' ·e uca on But Jim Parks, a spokes~ for 
•. , th~ state Education Department, 
.said the report doesn't mean that. ·d_ets . 'less The factors the study used to judge l, the states' education performance 
haven't changed much in 20 years 
he said. ' 
National report .cited 
by KERA opponents 
BY LUCY MAY 
HERAIJ>.lEAoER EDUCATION WRITER , 
Kentucky is investing inore 
money in public education than 
· most other states but getting less in , 
return, according to a recent nation-' 
al report. 
The study, called .the "Report 
Card on American Education 1995," 
was done by the American Legisla-
tive Exchange CounciI; a conserva-
tive national association of state 
lawmakers based in Washington, 
D.C. 
Get your 
own copy 
To order a copy 
of the report for 
$20 call the 
American Legisla-
tive Exchange 
council at (202) 
466-3800. 
Martin 
Cothran, a public 
policy analyst 
with the conserv-
ative Family 
Foundation in 
Lexington and a 
vocal critic of 
Kentucky's school 
reform efforts, 
----- called the report 
one more sign that Kentucky is 
putting too much money into public 
education and getting too little 
back. 
"H you !!o -b~ck' 20 or 30 years, 
the same thmg -1s true not only in 
Kentucky but across the nation " 
Parks said. "The productivity 6f 
public schools has not gone up as 
fast as the spending, and that's one 
of the reasons 'Kentucky adopted 
the Kentucky Education Reform 
Act in 1990 - to change that" 
The report used three indicators 
· to -measure educational perfor-
mance: states' scores Qn the 1994 
• National Assessment for Education 
: Progress fourth:gr!ig_~ reading test; 
,-1995 scores on either.the ACT or 
, SAT, depending on which most of 
--: each state's college-bound students 
: ~ook; ·and 1994-95 high school grad-
' uatiori rates. · 
· ..:. .. Tim ·Beauchemin, the council's 
direi:tor·of policy, said the group's 
third annual study found that most 
states are putting more into public 
education than they're getting out. 
. Kentucky's scores on the na-
. tipnal reading test basically stayed 
· the-. same; its scores on the ACT 
· also stayed stagnant; and its gradu-
. ation rate fell slightly, according to 
the report. . 
In terms of expenses, Kentucky 
had the third-highest increase na-
. tionwide- in spending per student 
o_ver the past 10 years. It also had 
increases in the number of teachers 
and other staff per· student~ 
. The report concludes that states 
dorl't have to spend a lot to get 
good· results and that the nation's 
public schools aren't making the 
best use of the resources they have. 
It suggests introducing competi-
tion, such as allowing parents to 
form charter schools or use public 
funds to pay for private schooling, 
a system referred to as vouchers 
'thathas faced vehement opposition 
from,teachers' groups. · 
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~ talenie·d TA i 
I 
At the end of the school year, Hester 
Shuns bl•·g b ks receivei:I .teaching fellowship offers from · . UC several other universities. Mississippi State 
to Stav at .UK , tried to woo her with-a stipend of $9,000 'J I and the use of a 1987 Honda. U Mass 
Wh'I h h , promised $10,500 plus an efficiency apart-
,~ I ere ave be~n re~~nt, front- , ment l6 miles from campus. And Syracuse 
p~ge stories 11:bout coach R_,ck P)lmo s dee,- , ·University topped everybody with a salary 
s10n to remam at the University of Ken- \ of $l 4,ooo, free tuition, health benefits, 
lucky, not even a back page se?lenc~ has which UK does not provide, a room in the 
been d~voted to _Hes_ter Crynne_ s dec1s1on I graduate dorm with unlimited visitation to contmue teachmg m the E~hsh Dep~rt- hours, and a year's supply of food for 
ment. Hester, a freshman Enghsh teachmg , p I H 1 , 1 assistant is th · f UK' TA d ear , es er s ca . · . • e wmi:er o s . awar , On June 2, when Hester returned from 
m 1996 fo~ outstandmg m~truct10n. Sixty-
1 
her vacation backpacking in the Gorge, she 
four candidates were nommated from all announced that she would stay at UK. She 
departments on the Lexmgton campus for. said that it was a matter of following her 
t_h,s _hono~. Hester won beca!-'se ~f_ "her head. First, it would be expensive to move 
chansm'.111~ style, ~er dynam!c ab1hty to all her books. Also, she had signed a lease 
foster thm~mg, her mtellectuahsm, and her and would lose money, which had a chill-
~:::'~e~~;.?110n and concern for each of her ing effect. In addition, Pearl enjoyed it in 
· Lexington, where there is a stellar cat vet. 
Finally;,ihere were Hester's students, ·near= 1 
ly all of whom had gathered in her Tates 
Creek attic room, sprawling on her rickety 
furniture, to implore her to stay for at least I 
four years. 
Hester· also wants to continue lier re: 
sear~h at the Margaret King library con- , 
~ernmg the Hawthorne effect on·the teach- ' 
mg of novels with Southern heroines, such , 
as Scarlet O'Hara. · · 
. Finally, Hester, who had formerly lived 
m Boston, Providence and New York, said 
that she ~ad fallen in love with Kentucky 
and that 1t would probably take a million 
dollars or more to get her to leave. 
S? Hester is following her head and 
headmg back _to the Classroom Building 
next fall, lookmg forward to inspiring a 
new group of students to win the coveted 
A that they all seek. UK is the ·richer for 
her presence on campus. 
MICHAEL E. ADELSTEIN 
LEXINGTON 
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1fU of Us tutoring chief hQ1iored 
for· helping athletes in studies· 
By MICHAEL JENNINGS 
Staff Writer THE MISSION 
While public attention was focused The University of 
on the limited but glaring failure in the Louisville's office of 
classroom of some University of Lou•· academic services for 
isville athletes, Steve Milburn's peers athletics provides academic 
were taking note of a broad, long- · · support, counseling and . , 
standing p~ttem of success. ·· guidance to student athletes. 
. _Acadenuc problems kept two prom- Among other services, the 
1smg P. of L basketball players, Jaso\\... office's staff tutors athletes, 
_Osb<_>):ne and ,µex Sanders, fyom,'; · monitors.their progress and 
playmg at all last season. And for . eligibility provides personal 
years,· the basketball program has . · ' 1· d 
been tarred with its players' poor _ and career counse ing an 
. graduation rate. - . helps coaches and 
But last week the National Associ- professors. 
ation of Academic Advisers for Athlet- '-------------' 
ics -whose members represent about 
300 schools nationwide - honored the Studx, of Sport in Society, called 
Milburn, who has headed U of L's pro- Milburn· 'one of the veteran leaders in 
gram of tutoring and other special the attempt to assure the academic 
academic selVices for athletes ·since preparation of student athletes." 
1982, as the year's top practitioner of Milburn and his eight-member staff, 
his trade. · three graduate assistants and 50 tu-
A look beyond the cases of Osborne tors, working with a $400,000 annual 
and Sanders makes Milbum's selec- budget, serve about 350 student-alh-
tion for the Lan Hewlett Award seem !etes. In addition to providing tutors in 
less ironic. In Februa,y, U of L report- the evenings after practice,· Milburn 
· ed to the National Collegiate Athletic monitors and reports on athletes' aca-
Assoclation the university's best-ever demic progress· and checks their 
graduation rate for student athletes. grades against NCAA eligibility rules. 
Of the 88 male and female scholar- "Now we try to front-load our serv-
ship athletes who enrolled in the fall ices toward freshmen" in the hope 
ofl989,55-63percent-hadgradu- that with the·rigbt start, they won't 
ated by the end of last summer. Mil· need intensive academic help later, 
bum said the average six-year gradu- Milburn said. Ray Nystrand, dean of 
ation rate for student athletes nation- the U of L school. or education and 
wide is about 57 percent, and the rate special assistant for athletics to the 
for all students is about 50 percent. · university:s president, said Milburn 
Only one male basketball player en- developed a successful "academic tri-
rolled in 1989, and he didn't graduate. age system" that differentiates among 
But10.ofthe20UofLfootballplayers athletes in their need for academic 
who were freshmen in 1989 got de- support. . 
grees within six years. Milburn said each year his staff 
Milburn, 45, said he was "pretty flags the 25-30 freshmen deemed most 
pleased'' -with the graduation record in need of help based on academic and 
for all athletes and hopes "we can stay test records and a survey that covers, 
at or close to that" in the future. among other .things, family economic 
Richard Lapchick, director of and educational. histories. These stu-
Nnrihto~ct-1:11rn T lnivtorc:itv',:: C.PntPr fnr dents ~et intensive coachiru? in studv 
and time-management skills, he said. 
Giving athletes the extra help they 
often need to keep up academically is 
a relatively new specialty. Hewlett, re-
~ed as its ·.founder, became aca-
aemic coach·to athletes at the Univer-
sity of Texas~Austin in the 1950s, but 
not until the-earltl980s did most col-
leges "recognize' the need to really 
work with studentathletes," said Fred 
Stroock, president' of the Association 
of Academic Advisers' for Athletics. , 
The Lan . Hewlett' Award was first 
granted in 1990/arid previous recipi-
ents include Elizabeth "Buzz" Kurpius 
of Indiana University and Bob Bradley 
of the University of Kentucky. 
Stroock, assistant athletic director for 
academic selVices at the University of 
Southern California, said Milburn was 
chosen this year in part because of his 
record as a mentor to colleagues. 
One of them, Heather Lowe, who 
was a graduate.assistant on Milburn's 
staff and is now an academic counsel-
or to University- of Maryiand athletes, 
said Milburn's reputation led her to 
choose U of Lover what she called the 
nation's top graduate program in ath-
letic counseling, at Springfield College 
in Massachusetts. 
"He has .immense knowledge of 
both NCAA rules and university poli-
cies," and he· generously helps junior 
members of his staff advance in their 
careers;she said. "I learned so much. 
from him." 
Milburn said athletes at a state uni-
versity with low admission require-
ments, such as U of L, may face a ' 
more daunting academic challenge 
than those at a private university with 
stiffer admission standards. 
At the private school, "once you get 
in, there's .a lot of support and almost 
a culture of having you get through 
and succeed;"'. he said. At a state 
school, he said, students of all sorts 
generally~encounter more problems : 
stavinl? il(t)imrnetting in. . 
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:'V 1v1usic ntaker ·to be honored 
Rowan man called Appalachian Treasure 
By MADELYNN COLDIRON 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
MOREHEAD - C. Roger 
Lewis never gave deliberate 
thought to preserving Ap- 1 
palachian heritage through 
his music, but he's glad it's 
been a byproduct. 
"I started out because I 
enjoy it," said the tall, loose-
limbed Rowan County na-
tive. "I like music pretty 
much, period. I don't like 
rock 'n' roll. I like something 
where the melody is heard 
and also the harmony." 
Lewis has been playing 
Southern gospel, country and 
bluegrass music with his 
group, C. Roger Lewis and 
Friends, for 25 to 30 years. 
That music, along with his 
business and dvic involve-
ment, prompted Morehead 
State University to give him 
its 1996 Appalachian Trea-
sure Award. 
The award, which recog-
nizes an individual with un- . 
, usual talents and dedication 
to promoting and preserving 
Appalachian culture, will be 
presented to Lewis at 6:30 to-
night in the Crager Room of 
the Adron Doran University 
Center. It will kick off the 
week!ong Applachian Cel· 
ebration at MSU. 
Lewis, 69, was atypically 
speechless about the award. 
"There's so many more 
that deserve it more than I 
do," he said. 
But his friends say Lewis 
is a natural for the award. 
"He never met a stranger," 
said Glenn Buckner, who 
plays guitar with him. "He 
loves people; he loves life." 
He also loves to talk, a fact 
that he readily jokes about. 
His conversation is sprin-
kled with humorous anec-
dotes and he's often the butt 
of his own jokes, particularly 
about his musical skills, 
which he began learning in 
childhood from his siblings. 
"I was the youngest of 10 
of them. I just fooled around 
and started playing when I 
was 13, 14 years old. I still 
haven't learned to play," he 
laughed. 
Belying that statement, 
Lew is has been a featured 
singer with the Jean Thomas 
American Folk Fest and has 
been a regular at several 
music festivals. His group re-
cently recorded its fourth 
compact disc. 
Lewis; instrument is the 
mandolin and his favorite 
style is Southern gospel. He 
loves songs that tell a story, 
and without hesitation sings 
an a capella rendition of 
"Pretty Polly," a somewhat 
morbid folk song in which 
the title character is mur-
dered. 
found time several years ago 
Impromptu performances to develop "Roger's Southern 
are not unusual for Lewis. Blend Fry Mix," a dressing for 
Overhearing in a restaurant chicken, pork, fish and veg-
that a couple was celebrating etables. 
their anniversary, Lewis asked Though he may hav~ slowe~ 
them for their favorite love down in some of his bus1-
song and proceeded to ser- nesses, Lewis continues pick-
enade them. He's also been ing and grinning. It's not un-
known to sing along with the common for his grqup, local 
piano player at the Campbell musicians :.in musicians from 
House in Lexington, spurred as far away ae North Carolina, 
on by requests from the crowd. west Virginia and Ohio to 
"One of my former pastors meet at his Ky. 801 home for 
said that I would, that Roger jam sessions. He has drawers 
Lewis would sing at the drop full of their tapes. 
of a hat, and if he had to, he'd "It doesn't matter whether 
furnish the hat and drop it we have an audience or not," 
himself," Lewis said with a 
chuckle. . he said. . 
His relaxed, slow-talking · Of late, Lewis' battle . with 
manner is at odds with one of lymphoma has forced him to 
his other skills: auctioneering. be careful around cr9wds, b~-
Though he sold refrigerators cause his immune syst~m 1s 
weakened. He has been m the 
• last stage of the cancer for ~e 
and cars in his youth, auction- past 18 months. Bgf:.he srud 
eering, he said, "is the fairest 
way to actually market any-
thing." · 
"I like people - I love peo-
ple. I love the feedback. I love 
the excitement of the auction," 
Lewis said. 
his oncologist has affirmed his 
belief that the soothing effect 
of music and singing is -~ ---
He still works auctions, 
though , he is now semiretired 
from the real estate and insur-
ance businesses he began in 
Morehead in 1957. He and his 
wife, Betty, have twq sons, 
Mark and Steve. 
-healthy. _ . . . 
"He said my music, my smg· 
ing, my attitude ha~ alot to do 
--· ,,. 
Lewis is a past president of 
the Lions Club, chamber of 
commerce · and the Kentucky 
with my well-b~ing and the 
way :rm doing as, well as I 
am," Le_wis said ... :_,;; . .. 
Auctioneers Association. He's 
also active in Gideons Interna-
tional, the Northeast Kentucky 
Hospital Foundation Board 
and the First Church of God of 
Morehead, where he's been a 
member since 1949. 
Lewis also enjoys antique 
cars, especially Packards, and 
• , A celebration I\ of Appalachia 
c,; Several Appalachian writers wil 
~ appear from 3 to 5 p.m. ThursdaJ 
z l, at a book signing at Moreheac 
::i !II 'State ~niversity's AppalachiaI :'. I Celebration. 
~ 1 • The authors include Marie 
1 ~ : ~radby of Loui~lle, author al 
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON. KY._■ SATURDAY. JUNE 22• 19 <J? · B. Goo.~e of Anderson County, who 
96 ::i ;f More Than Anything Else"; James 
•· wrote Up from the Mines"· Chris 
E,SVILLE 
:KSU chief Burse 
picked for post in Ala. 
Alabama A&M University's board of trustees voted 
yesterday to select former Kentucky State University . 
President Raymond M. Burse as the school"s new presi-
dent. Burse was not at the meeting, and the Huntsville 
school was trying to reach him yesterday to make the 
offer. He won the job from Alabama A&M Vice Presi-
dent for Business and Finance John T. Gibson on a 6-4 
vote, the third taken at the meeting. The board dead-
locked 5-5 in two previous votes after emerging from 
executive session. Burse is senior counsel for n-ansac-
tions at General Electric in Louisville. He had a private 
law practice from 1989 until taking the GE job. and 
was president of Kentucky State in Frankfort for seven 
;P,,..,<r'C' 'hafr.T"O 1 QRQ 
-1 Holbrook of Pippa Passes who will 
.;! read from his "Hell ar{d Ohio"· 
El§ Florence Castle Ison of Benham' 
:::, author of "Caney Girl"; and Caro~ 
0 lyn Hughes . Lynn of Stamping "J Ground, editor of "Kentucky 
!:!! Afiel~" ~d author of "Kentucky 
§ . Wildlife Viewing Guide." 01- Others_ include George Ella Lyon, 
U Don Miller, Lynwood Montell 
w , Lynn~ Taetzch, Ann Gabhart, Ruby 
;El- Vencill, Rebecca Bailey, J.D. Engle 
Jr. and Chuck Charles. 
The signing will be held in the 
I.au11hlin Health Building, at Uni-
versity Boulevard and Main Street. 
The Appalachian Celebration 
· runs today \~rough Saturday. It in-
cludes tradit10nal music dancing 
poetry, stoiytelling, demonstratio~ 
and arts and crafts. 
For more information call (606' 
738-2077. ' ' 
• + • .,. 
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rce1ebriti.On marks its 20thcYear 
Next week's Appalachian festival 
offers variety of family events 
from concerts to arts and crafts 
By CATHIE SHAFFER 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
MOREHEAD - Morehead 
State University will host its 
20th Appalachian Celebration 
Sunday through June 29, fol-
lowing the Iheme of "The Tra-
ditions Continue." 
The festival will open with 
the presentation of the Ap-
palachian Treasure award to 
Roger Lewis of Morehead. A 
real estate agent for more 
than 35 years, Lewis has 
made numerous appearances 
at noon and evening concerts 
during past Appalachian Cel-
ebrations as a member of C. 
Roger Lewis and Friends, a 
group of traditional musi-
cians. With mandolin in 
hand, he will make three ap-
pearances during this year's 
celebration. 
A former featured singer 
with the Jean Thomas Ameri-
can Folk Fest, Lewis has re-
corded for Monitor Radio and 
has been a regular member at 
musical festivals including 
the Fraley Festival in Carter 
Cave and Fiddlers Grove Fes-
tival in ,Union City, N.C. He 
has also sung with a gospel 
quartet, The Disciples, since 
the early 1960s. 
The award presentation will 
be during the opening recep-
tion at 6:30 p.m. Sunday in 
the Crager Room of the Adron 
Doran University Center 
(ADUC). 
Another important event 
during the festival is the an-
nual - Appalachian Woman's 
Luncheon at 11:30 a.m. Mon-
day in the Commonwealth 
Room of the ADUC, followed 
by the Gathering of Women 
in the Riggle Room of the 
ADUC. The cost is $15; reser-
vations are necessary by call-
ing (606) 783-2077. 
Lovers of "old time" music 
may want to attend the Dulci-
mer Camp in the Mountains, 
offering instruction for adults 
in hammered dulcimer and 
beginning guitar. A children's 
• 
dulcimer camp is also being 
offered for those aged 8 to 15. 
Beginning dulcimer musi-
cians may purchase or make 
a new instrument during the 
camp. The cost is $30. 
Other activities during the 
week include: 
►"Brooms, Bootsie and 
Me," Richard Henson; 3 p.m. 
Tuesday, Baird Music Hall. 
Cost: $3. 
►Storytelling with Donna 
Dettman, 3 p.m. Wednesday, 
Crager Room, ADUC. Cost: $3. 
►"The Wonderful Whirl of 
Puppets," Marilyn Price, 
Crager Room, ADUC. Cost: $3. 
► Facts on Cora Stewart 
and the Moonlight School, 
Yvonne Baldwin, 3 p.m. June 
27. 
The concert schedule for 
the week is: 
►Mark Dvorak, "Old Songs 
and New People," 7 p.m. Mon-
day, Button Auditorium. Ad-
mission: $5. Dvorak will offer 
a preview on Laughlin Lawn 
at 11:30 a.m. 
►The Special Consensus, 7 
p.m. Tuesday, Button Audito-
rium. Admission: $5. 
►Gathering of Traditional 
Musicians, featuring White 
Horse String Band of More-
head, Mule Band of Pikeville, 
Marvin Carroll of Owings-
ville, J.P. Fraley of Rush and 
Don Rigsby of lsonville, 7 
p.m. Wednesday, Baird Music 
Hall. Admission: $5. 
►Gospel sing hosted by 
Lynwood Montell featuring 
the Sammons Family Gospel 
of Prestonsburg, Gloryland 
Quartet of Bowling Green and 
C. Roger Lewis and Friends, 7 
p.m. June 27, Breckinridge 
Auditorium. Admission: free. 
► Bluegrass music by 
Stoney Creek Band and Larry 
Sparks, 7 p.m. June 28, But-
ton Auditorium. Tickets: $5 in 
advance, $8 at the door. 
►Folk Fest '96, featuring 
traditional and contemporary 
folk music by Clandestine 
from Kansas City, Mo., Dr. 
Ron Dobler and Jennifer 
Rose, 7 p.m. June 29, Laugh-
lin Lawn. Admission: free. 
Will move indoors in case of 
rain. 
Rounding out the celebra-
tion will be the annual arts 
and crafts market from 9 a.m. 
to 5 p.m. June 29 in Laughlin 
Health Building. Admission is 
$2. 
For additional information 
on any events, call (606) 783-
2077 . 
(0 
Cl> 
~ Art show 
is at MSU 
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MOREHEAD - "Im-
. ages from the Moun-
tains," a traveling ex-
hibit of. Appalachian art-
ists, is in Morehead. · 
The exhibit, sponsored 
by Appalshop, will be on 
display through July 6 at 
Morehead State Uni-
versity. It contains ,20 
paintings and prints by 
Eastern Kentucky artists. 
Local artists receiving 
merit awards were Pat 
Chapman, art instructor 
at Ashland Community 
College and Robert Fran-
zini, MSU art professor. 
Other regional artists 
in the show are AI Cor-
nett, formerly of Boyd 
County, MSU junior 
Michael Ousley, Tom 
Whitaker of Presto-
nsburg and Patricia 
Kowalok and Regina 
Smith, both of Pikeville. 
Boys State 
officers named 
MOREHEAD - A Fort 
Campbell student was 
elected governor of 
Kentucky Boys State this 
week. 
Miguel Otero was elected 
to the top post by the more 
than 125 delegates attending 
this year's program at 
M~reh~ad State University. 
I enioy the thrill of the 
hunt," said Otero, of Fort 
Campbell High School. "But 
~veryone ,?'eeds t6 i~i 
rnvolved. .,,, 
Brad Thomas oi';tf,,:-
- (:-.,.;~£,J • 
Beechwood High Scho.ol was 
elected lieutenant governor. 
Patnck Stoffelof.Reidland 
High School was.elected 
secretary of state; William 
Moore of Simon Kentucky 
High School was chosen 
auditor: and Louie Rivers 
Ill of Franklin County High 
School was picked,for · 
commissioner of .. 
agriculture. .,;'., 
The group chose Alvan 
,, ,., 
..... 
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Appalachian Celebratl~~ starts 
Morehead ~rate University's annual 
Appalachian Celebration_ featuring 
music, storytelling, arts and crafts 
exh1 bits, book signings and other ~vents_ 
gets under \\'ay today and continues 
through Sa1 urdav. 
. The conre11s. all starting at 7 pm. 
mclude !\lark -~vorak (Monday, $5, B~tton 
Audnonum), I he Special Consensus (Tues-
day, _$5, Bu1to11J, Gathering of Traditional 
Musicians (Wednesday $5 n-'-dM . 
H II) G .. • , D<lli US!C . a , . ospd Smg (Thursday, free, Breckin-
ndge '!uchtonum). Stoney Creek Band & 
I:ani:_Sparks (Friday, $5-$8, Button) and 
h,lk J•e.,1 '(Iii 1Sarurday, $5-$8 Button) 
Call (lilliil 783-2077. ' .. . 
\( 
~ I 1-\ d d- - !.,I - 19 - L/ 
MSU~lip S
I£. ~s-u ARCHIVES 
llt;dt 
A sample of recent articles of interest to Morehead State University 
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MSU trainer to assist 
.. ;.\.· 
cyclists at Olympics 
Will pro'Zide·'niedical treatment, counseling 
By DEBRA PETKUS 
FOR THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
.. I ,~ 
MOREHEAD - John DoRosario re-
members watching prci · football as a 
child and wondering ·who the guys 
were who came on the field and as-
sisted players wheri they were injured. 
Now, as an assistant athletic director 
and head athletic trainer for football 
and baseball for Morehead State Uni, 
versity, he is one of those guys who 
waits on the sidelines. 
DoRosario will be on "the sidelines of 
another athletic event July 6 through 
Aug. 3, but not at MSU. He will be as-
sisting the cycling teams at the 1996 
Olympics in Atlanta. \ 
He found out in January he had been 
accepted to participate, With the ap-
plication process taldng two years. he 
was excited to receiv1dife 'i)Jiws. 
"It was great," Dol!§sario said. "Tt 
had always been a goal.of mine. I'm 
looking forward to meeting the other 
medical personnel and "athletes from 
different countries." · '. ::.:"; 
Each applicant received: a thorough 
background check before being ac-
cepted. :. , ·,,1Ji,"·. 
DoRosario, 26 and single, was born 
and raised in Summers Point, N.J .. 
after his parents came t9· the U.S. from 
Br,zil. He said his par11nts gave him 
the exposure to all different sports in-
stead, of concentrating ,on one, and he 
"has played many slnrel!e 'was 8. in-
cluding soccer, _track, baseball 
and varsity_basketball. 
"It has helped me as a train-
er to relate," he said. Because 
he was interested in sports 
and had a love for science and 
medicine, a career as an ath-
letic trainer seemed the most 
perfect blend for DoRosario. 
He went to· Valdosta (Ga.) 
State University for his under-
graduate degree . in athletic 
training, and received his mas-
ter's of education with empha-
sis in sports admfoistration 
from the University of Louis-
ville. He has been with MSU 
for a year. i 
DoRosario chose MSU for 
his first job because the school 
was smaller and more per-
sonal. Other. reasons included 
an excellent staff and his lo\'e 
for the outdoors: 
DoRosarios's ·primary objec-
tive is to enalillH1. player to be 
their best when· they get to the 
field. Trainers are behind the 
scenes long before the game 
begins. It's his responsibility. 
among others;, to make an eval-
1103Hnn whpn :in iniurv occurs. 
along ·with the physicians, and 
determine what course to take. 
While he.is much more than 
a physical therapist, DoRo-
sario focuses on the care of in-
juries and the prevention of 
them, all9wing athletes to per-
form at their peak. 
His specialty is electrical 
modalities - stimulation and 
deep heating through elec-
trodes. He also works with stu-
dent trainers. · 
During football season, with 
a 1:30 p.m. game, his typical 
day begins at 8 a.m. Football 
players come in around 10 a.m. 
and. receive various services, 
such as electrical stimulation, 
muscle massages, stretching 
and therapeutic exercise. Then 
players are bandaged and 
braced, some with special pad-
ding to prevent further dam-
age to an existing injury. 
While football has much 
more trauma-related injuries, 
some of baseball's injuries are 
from repetitive use of a mus-
cle, including sprains and fa-
tigue, DoRosario said. 
Repetitive injuries are simi-
lar to what cyclists will be ex-
periencing. DoRosario chose to 
work with cycling because he 
knows the challenge of com-
petitive bike riding himself. 
"I've always loved cycling. It is 
the ultimate sport of man and 
machine working together." 
The Olympians will go for 
tM gold on a veladrum, an 
oval-shaped outdoor track at 
Stone Mountain, Ga. DoRo-
sario will be ready to assist 
U.S. and foreign athletes as 
needed. 
"My responsibility will be 
any medical treatment or care 
of cyclists while competing on 
the track," he said. Trials start 
July 6 and run through the 
19th. The actual Olympic cy-
cling event will begin im-
mediately after that. 
But DoRosario's work has al-
ready begun. 
.. He just returned from a 
briefing in Georgia and has 
been studying a manual sent 
to all personnel. 
"I have always loved the 
Olympic games," he said. After 
realizing his athlE!tic career 
was over, he made it a per-
sonal goal to serve at an Olym-
pics. 
His past experience with 
-~ ................. Hnn ndll c;:.PrVP, him 
"I· kind of under~tand what 
they go through - physically 
as they prepare in training for 
speed, and mentally, to go past 
when the body says 'no 
more.'" 
Because the track is rela-
tively narrow, the possibility 
of · crashes are high, he said. 
And the biggest challenge to 
· the athletes may not be from 
the cyclist inches away, but 
the sweltering sun above. 
He will be counseling ath-
letes about their diet and con-
sumption of liquids. Dehydra-
tion and cramping are serious 
problems. · ._ 
DoRosario will suggest ath-
letes eat a diet high in carbo-
hydrates and make sure the 
cyclists replace electrolytes.' 
He will help cyclists to warm 
up and stretch and be on the 
outlook for any signs of prob-
lems during competition. 
Kathy Worthington, another 
MSU assistant athletics direc-
tor, said DoRosario 's op-
portunity is a "once in a life-
time shot to be able to work 
with world class athletes of 
that caliber and it's going to 
benefit our program. What he 
learns there he can bring back 
and share with us." 
Ryan Kling, MSU's head ath-
letic trainer, also will travel to 
Atlanta, but two weeks after 
the regular games. He will par-
ticipate at the Sports Medicine 
Center as the chief trainer 
with the Paralympics for para-
plegics (not•Special Olympics). 
1 The Paralympics include cy-' cling, basketball, fencing, judo, 
I weight lifting, yachting, swim-
' ming and volleyball. 
Kling says DoRosario brings 
a "great deal of knowledge and 
a tremendous amount of en-
thusiasm to our program. It's a 
great opportunity for him to 
make contacts, to learn more 
athletic training at that level, 
and for us just to represent 
Morehead State University." 
What will be the highlight of 
the Olypics for DoRosario? 
:• Just knowing I was first 
able to represent my country 
in the profession I have cho-
sen, and then having assisted, 
not only athletes from the 
United States, but different 
countries and for them to com-
pete to their. potential." 
" 
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Le_w:is"has preserved region's music 
C. Roger Lewis never set 
out to·preserve Appalachian 
heritage through his music 
~ he just played the songs 
he liked. 
Lewis has operated a suc-
cessful real estate and insur-
ance business in Morehead 
and is one of the area's best-
known auctioneers. He also 
is a renown story teller who 
seems to have either a tale or 
a song for every occasion. 
· For his contribution to the 
music of this region, Lewis 
has received the 1996 Ap-
palachian ··Treasure A ward 
from Morehead State Univer-
sity. It's a fitting honor. 
Lewis is a past president of 
the Morehead Lions Club, 
the Rowan County Chamber 
of Commerce and the Ken-
tucky Auctioneers Associa-
tion. 
Lewis, 69, has been playing 
and singing Southern gospel, 
bluegrass and country music 
with his group, C. Roger 
Lewis and Friends, for more 
than a quarter of a century. 
The group recently recorded 
its fourth compact disc. 
Through his songs and his 
years of service, Lewis has 
given much to his com-
munity and this region. We 
congratulate him on his lat-
est award. When not playing music, 
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College forges 
link to Brazil 
CAMPBEllSVILLE - Camp-
bellsville University has formed a 
partnership with four Brazilian 
high schools that will bring a num-
ber of students from the South 
American country to the Southern 
Baptist university, school officials 
announced yesterday. 
The partnership will also bring 
Brazilian teachers to Campbells-
ville for summer classes, the uni-
versity said. 
Campbellsville is a private uni-
versity affiliated with the Kentucky 
Baptist Convention. 
Meeker, Frazer 
join Centre board 
DANV!llE - Churchill Downs 
President Thomas H. Meeker is 
one of two new members of the 
Centre College board of trustees, 
the school announced yesterday. 
The other is John W. Frazer, re-
tired executive director of the Asso-
ciation of Independent Kentucky 
Colleges and Universities. 
Re-elected to new terms at the 
board's annual spring meeting 
were Gordon B. Davidson, Randal 
B. Kell, Joseph H. Patterson and 
Jane L. Stevenson. 
UK alumni pick 
president-elect 
LEXINGTON - Hank Thomp-
son of Louisville, who earned a de-
gree in telecommunications from 
the University of Kentucky in 1971, 
has been elected president of the 
UK Alumni Association for 1996-
97. 
Other officers elected at the 
board of directors' meeting on Sat-
urday were Marianne Smith Edge 
a 1977 graduate from Owensboro; 
as president-elect, and Bob Miller, 
a 1962 graduate from Winchester, 
as treasurer. 
The alumni association also pre-
sented service awards to Preston 
Art of Walton; Mike Burleson of 
Henderson; Ed Hamilton of Louis-
ville; Barbara Letton of Kettering, 
Ohio; and C.M. Newton and Bernie 
Vonderheide, both of of Lexington. 
■ DANVILLE 
Centre College names two trustees: 
Churchill Downs President Thomas H. Meeker is 
among two new members ofthe Centre College Board 
of Trustees, the school announced yesterday. Also re-
cently accepting an appointment to Centre's board was 
.John W. Frazer, retired executive director of the Asso-
ciation of Independent Kentucky Colleges and Univer-
sities. Re-elected to new terms at the board's annual 
-spring meeting were Gordon B. Davidson, Randal B. 
Kell, Joseph H. Patterson and Jane L. Stevenson. 
■ CAMPBELLSVILLE 
:University to be host to Brazilians: Camp-
. bellsville University has formed a partnership with 
four Brazilian high schools that will bring a number of 
·students from Brazil to the Southern Baptist Universi-
. ty, school officials announced yesterday. The partner-
ship will also bring Brazilian teachers to Campbellsville 
·for summer classes. Campbellsville is a private univer- I 
,sity affiliated with the Kentucky Baptist Convention. 
LEXINGTON 
.UK Alumni Association names officers: Hank, 
Thompson, who earned a bachelor's degree in _telecom-
munications from the University of Kentucky m 1971, 
'has been elected president of the UK Alumni Associa-
.tion for 1996-97. Other alumni association members 
elected at the board of director's meeting on Saturday 
were Marianne Smith Edge, a 1977 graduate from 
Owensboro, as president-elect and Bob Miller, a 196? 
alumnus from Winchester, as treasurer. Thompson ts 
from Louisville. The alumni association also presented 1 
·service awards to Preston Art of Walton; Mike 
Burleson of Henderson; Ed Hamilton of Louisville; Bar-
\:>ara Letton of Kettering, Ohio; C.M. Newton o(L_exing-
ion; and Bernie Vonderheide of Lexington. 
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY. 
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More views on Floyd 
As someone who attended and who be-
lieves strongly in the community college 
system, I am growing increasingly con-
cerned about the University of Kentucky's 
indifference toward the escalating problem 
at Prestonsburg Community College. UK 
has almost completely ignored attempts by 
local community leaders and the PCC fac-
ulty to resolve problems with the local col-
lege administration. 
UK's only response lb this outcry is a 
$15,000-plus report issued by three consul-
tants hired by the university to look into 1 
PCC's problems. Although the report does 
point out that there are many severe prob-
lems at Prestonsburg, its only recommend-
ed solution is to set up a committee to look 
for solutions. Ironically, the report recom-
mends that these solutions be issued to the 
local campus administration. The UK ad-
ministration continues to follow a path of 
inaction toward the problem and unques-
tioning support for a local president who 
their own consultants say has failed in her 
leadership of the campus. It appears that 
failed leatlership extends to the top of the 
UK administration. While UK President 
Charles Weathington fiddles, Prestonsburg 
bums. 
UK must realize that this problem af-
fects far more than just the faculty and the 
president of PCC. This problem affects the 
community as a whole and the quality of 
higher education received by the communi-
ty's children. How long will the UK admin-
istration wait while this situation contin-
u~ to deteriorate? How much damage to 
the quality of education, provided by the 
college, will UK accept before it says, "no 
more"? How many students will suffer 
from the poisonous campus atmosphere 
before UK clears the air? What must we do 
to make UK take action before the damage 
becomes irreparable? 
CHARLES B. WELLS 
GEORGETOWN 
■■■ 
· I am tired of reading about the faculty 
clique .at Prestonsburg Community Col-
lege. Your recent article clearly shows that 
the clique is not interested in anything oth-
er than its own agenda and keeps crying 
about everything and then nothing. I think 
it's time that they cooperate and look to-
ward the future. Enough is enough. 
It is truly regrettable that in a tiny seg-
ment of higher education they would only 
think about themselves rather than PCC. 
Why can't the faculty clique keep its com-
plaints in-house and not air them in pub-
lic? · 
If some of the faculty are unhappy at. 
PCC, maybe they should look for work 
. elsew_here because a lot of people are un-
employed in Floyd County and would love 
to have the jobs, positions, and salaries 
they have at PCC. I think it is time that we 
get behind our leaders at PCC and help our 
community college grow. 
ERNESTINE SLONE 
PRESTONSBURG 
■■■ 
People are getting sick and tired of the 
same old whiners at Prestonsburg Commu-
nity College, whiners who appear more in-
terested in themselves than in their stu-
dents. This college has many fine and ded-
icated faculty members. It's a shame that a 
few are trying to disrupt. the progress be-
mg made there. 
ANGELA LITTLE 
PIKEVILLE 
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.Panel stresses community 
By MADELYNN COLDIRDN 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
MOREHEAD - Community-
based involvement is the key 
to solving problems, especially 
child abuse, panelists in a 
women's symposium said Mon-
day. 
The event, called "Women 
Making a Difference," was 
part of Morehead State Univer-
slty' s Appalachian Celebra-
tion. 
The panelists included Bon-
nie Eaglin, wife of MSU Pres-
ident Ronald Eaglin and 
founder of an anti-violence 
group; Melissa Lamb, a princi-
pal assistant with the Ken-
tucky Cabinet for Families and 
Children; Morehead/Rowan 
County Chamber of Commerce 
President Kay Stiner; and Ken-
tucky Court of Appeals Judge 
Sara Walter Combs. 
Lamb outlined the state's 
new initiative against child 
abuse, called "Not Even One." 
It's too easy to point fingers of 
blame after a child dies of 
abuse, she said. 
"The truth of the matter is, 
if a child dies in our com-
munity, It is the community's 
fault,'' Lamb said. "It is our re-
sponsibility to help and do 
what we can for families." 
Lamb suggested greater com-
munity involvement through 
churches and community 
groups, coupled with more 
public awareness of the prob-
lem. There were 202 substanti-
ated child abuse cases in 
Rowan County in 1994-95. 
"We have to be neighbors to 
people in our community, and 
we have to help them get to 
the resources," she said. 
Combs said her sta!I tells 
her daily that the number of 
child abuse cases is increas-
ing. She recall~,! •.:. ::.t her !.ate 
husband. former ('-ov. Bert 'L 
Combs, once illustrated the 
need for education reform by 
saying Kentucky w&s consum-
ing its seed corn. 
"We're not consuming our 
seed corn anymore - we're ed-
ucating our children. But now 
what we're doing, by this cycle 
of abuse and this tremendous 
weight of cases that we're see-
ing in the Court of Appeals· ... I 
can tell you, we're not consum-
ing it, we're burning it. We're 
pillaging it. We're destroying 
it." 
Eaglin lastsummer organ-
ized Partnerships Against Vio-
lence Prevention, Education 
and Mediation, also called 
PA VE. The group is just begin-
ning its e!Iorts with a conflict 
resolution and peer mediation 
program in Rowan County 
schools. The techniques will 
have a broader community im-
pact, she predicted. 
"It has a wonderful trickle-
down e!Iect" as children take 
the techniques into their 
homes and neighborhoods, she 
said. 
The .anti-violence group also 
plans to hold parenting classes 
for those who have faced crim-
inal charges of abuse. 
Stiner, who is director of 
community relations at SL 
Claire Medical Center, empha-
sized community involvement 
through volunteering. 
"We can make such a huge 
di!Ierence in this community," 
she said. 
-.,iDNESO<Y; JUNE :26, 1996 Ii LEXINGTON HERALO-LEAD~R, lEXJNGTON, Kv; ■ COMMUNITY ;+5 
Hicks to trade crown 
for radio news job 
HERAlD-lEADER STAFF REPORT 
Miss Kentucky Kristie Hicks, who is known for thinking on her feet, ap-
proves of the new interview for-
mat for this year's competition. 
"Having ·the contestants an-
swer on questions onstage wil! 
make it easier for our winner to 
compete national!,• ... thev'll have 
a sense of what to expect in At-
lantic City," said Hicks, who will 
give up her crown Saturday night. 
This year. five finalists will be 
asked a general question followed 
by an issue, or "platform" ques-
tion. 
"I like it being more conversa 
tional," said Hicks, who has had " 
l~t of practice _rea~ting quick!] w 
O'Brian on WMXL-FM 94.5. 
After filling in part-time on 
the 6. to 8 a.m. radio show for sev-
eral weeks, Hicks won the full- , 
time job of news director in mid-
February. "Part of it is providing 
the female viewpoint. but I have 
taken a lot of teasing about being 
Miss Kentucky .. . along with all 
the crown jokes." 
Hicks, who has managed to 
fulfill all of her Miss Kentucky ap-
pearances, is looking forward to 
getting more sleep after this week-
end's pageant. Bµt. first she will 
sing solos Thursday, Friday and 
Saturday nights and be in the 
spotlight of a large production 
number, "Never Too Late:· on Sat-
urday, hacked by the 30 conies-
. . . 
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, Tuesday, June 25, 1996 
Be· prepared 
6irectors of admissions offer sound 
advice for college-bound students 
The directors of admis-
sions at Kentucky's eight 
state universities recently 
joined forces to offer some 
sound advice to high· school 
students thinking of going to 
college: 
►Take challenging courses 
beyond the pre-college cur-
riculum, especially science, 
math and foreign languages. 
►Don't coast your senior 
year. Take strong electives 
that make you think. 
►Learn to . use your· time 
well; develop selr-discipline. 
►Participate in school ac-
tivities, organizations and 
volunteer work. Learn to be 
a good team member. 
►Accept leadership op-
portunities as they arise. · 
Leadership roles teach man-
agement skills. 
► Read and read some 
more - including books that 
are not class assignments. 
►Write, write, write. Prac-
tice the process of writing,. 
revising and rewriting to de-
velop this key skill. . 
The admissions directors 
know· of that which they 
~ 
It is possible to goof 
off ii1 high school and 
still succeed in college, 
but those who fail to 
take their studies 
seriously before 
reaching college often 
spend._ extra hours 
catching up with their 
classmates. 
speak. They annually evalu-
ate the academic records of· 
thousands of college-bound · 
students, and they have 
learned what it takes to excel 
in college. 
It is possible to goof off in 
high school and still succeed 
in college, but those who fail 
to take their studies seri-
ously before reaching college 
often spend extra hours 
catching up with their class-
mates. High school students 
would be wise to heed the 
Boy Scout motto and the ad-
vice of the directors of ad-
missions: Be prepared. 
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,YMI ruling called 'great win' 
for women; students dejected 
Fro!ll Washington Post stitutions have nothing to fear by gued that single-sex education pro-
and AP Dispatches. openin(! their doors to women, that motes diversity. Admitting women 
institutions will not be ruined." would destroy VMl's harsh training 
WASHINGTON - In ordering the But at the school, cadet Nick Lat• program, they argued. 
Virginia Military Institute to admit sios saw nothing good in the decision. The 4th U.S. Circuit Court of Ap-
women, the Supreme Court bolstered "We're no longer VMI," he lament- peals upheld Virginia's plan to keep 
protection against sex discrimination ed. "Now we're just any old school." women out ofVMI by creating a sepa-
by saying there must be an "exceed- Some cadets said they will soldier rate program for them at Mary Bald-
ingly persuasive justification" for any on, even if they don't like the change win College, a private women's school 
government action based on sex. at the 157-year-old school. in Staunton, Va. 
In a portion of her opinion· read "I'm sure we can handle it in a pro- The Supreme Court ruled, however, 
from the bench, Justice Ruth Bader fessional military way," said Jeff Col- that the separate women's program is 
Ginsb~ said the school violated the lier, 22, from Tampa, Fla. "significantly unequal" and a "pale 
constitutional guarantee of equal pro- Superintendent Josiah Bunting shadow'' of VMI. 
tection. said, ''We have argued the case for The Citadel had .. created an all-fe-
The majority's opinion,· however, single-gender instruction at VMI no- male program at Converse College in 
emphasized that states could still sup- bly, carefully, and I think we made . Spartanburg, S.C. · 
port single-sex schools as long as our point as well as it could be made. Ginsburg acknowledged that VMI 
they were "evenhanded" in making We fought the good fight." would have to make some accommo-
educational opportunities available. VMI's board of visitors will consid• dations for women, mainly in housing 
But the court made clear that no such er the option of taking the school pri- and physical-training programs. 
alternative could be created for VMI, · vate when it meets July 11-13. Such a But she added, "Estimates of what 
where the training emphasizes phys- move would require state approval is appropriate for most women no 
ical rigor, mental stress, absence of and cost tens of millions of dollars. longer justify denying opportunity to 
privacy and minute regulation of be- VMI, in Lexington, Va., and The women whose talent and capacity 
bavior. First-year students are called Citadel in Charleston, S.C., are the place them ·outside the average de-
rats and must shave their heads. nation's only all-male, state-supported scription." 
The majority generally relied on a military colleges. Justice Antonin Scalia, writing 
traditional standard for assessing sex Shannon Faulkner was admitted to · alone, blasted the majority for de-
discrimination, rather than invoke the The Citadel under court order last stroying an institution that had 
strictest judicial scrutiny. The latter year but dropped out days later, citing "served (Virginia) with pride and dis-
slalldard has been reserved only for stress and isolation. . tinction." But, he said, the court's rul· 
discrimination based on race and na- · "I'd do it again in a heartbeat," ing "does not leave VMI without hon-
tional origin. . Faulkner said yesterday. ''We were or." 
. !'This is a great win for women on skeptical (the ruling) would happen "In an odd sort of way, it is precise-
a number of fronts," said Marcia because it seemed to take so long. But ly VMI's attachment to such old-fash-
Greenberger, co-president of the Na- I feel it was the only way they could ioned concepts as manly 'honor' that 
tional Women's Law Center. ''Women have ruled." has made it, and the system it repre-
who want a shot at going to VMI now However, she said she had no plans sents, the target- of those who today 
will have this educational opportunity to try returning to the Citadel. succeed in abolishing public single-
and access to its alumni networks in The federal government sued VMI sex education," Scalia wrote in a 40-
politics and government. The opinion and Virginia in 1990. page dissent that nearly matched the 
also sets out in forceful terms that in- Lawyers for VMI and Virginia ar- length of the majority opinion. 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL • THURSDAY, JUNE 27, 1996 . 
Court~ orders VMI to admit women 
Associated Press 
WASHINGTON - The Supreme 
Court ordered the Virginia Military 
Institute to admit women or give· up 
state funding yesterday in a decision 
that shattered the school's 157-year 
males-only tradition. 
The 7-1 ruling also will affect The 
Citadel, South Carolina's state-run 
military school, which has a similar 
all-male policy and alternative pro-
gram for women. · 
''Women seeking and fit for a VMI-
quality education cannot be offered 
anything less, under the state's obli• 
gation to afford them genuinely equal 
protection," Justice Ruth Bader Gins-
burg wrote for the court .. 
A separate, unequal program for fe-
males offered by Virginia relies on 
stereotypes and doesn't provide an 
equal education, she added. 
-Justice Antonin Scalia, the lone dis-
senter wrote, "Today the court shuts 
down 'an institution that has served 
the people of the commonwealth of 
Virginia with pride and distinction for 
over a century and a half." 
"l do not think any of us, women 
included, will be better off for its de-
struction," he said. Scalia, wbo at-
tended a military-style high school in 
New York City, said the ruling could 
cut off all government support lor sin-
gle-sex education. 
Justice Clarence Thomas, whose 
son, Jamal, attends VMI, did not par-
ticipate in the case. · 
The court said there must be 
an "exceedingly persuasive 
Justification" tor government 
action based on sex. A3 
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, 
Wednesday, June 26, 1996 
PCC president .is 
target of abuse 
I am so ashamed of the way Debo-
rah Floyd has been treated. She 
· raised money for a community walk-
ing track, dental progr!l_lll, a new 
multi-million dollar building :with 
MSU, wellness center and health 
clinic, got design money for a new 
and safer college entrance, and even 
donated $10,000 of her own money 
for a scholarship. But, no matter 
what she does, it is not enough for 
her critics. What have her critics 
done for Prestonsburg Community 
College? 
Instead of thanking her, she has 
been abused with graffiti, nasty ru-
mors ·and gossip and adverse press. 
If she was a man, would we have 
made her king for her good deeds? 
Instead,-we allowed-he!' to be cruci-
fied while we sat on the sidelines 
and enjoyed the fruits of her labor . ... _ .. _ _._ ---------
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Ky. lawyer's 'wish list' 
is. long for_ Alabama.~ 
A&M president job ~~;/: 
ASSOCIATED PRESS 
HUNTSVILLE, Ala. 
.Trustees who voted to hire Ken-
tucky lawyer Raymond Burse as 
president of Alabama A&M Uni-
versity have learned recently that 
he hopes to-be well-compensated. 
Raymond Burse, a Harvard, 
educated· attorney for Gener~ 
al Electric In Loulsvm,i ;,; ·· 
seeks a salary of $175,0IJ0; 
$37,500 higher than the.1!!.!> 
of president now pays . . l:!J.$ · 
11st also Includes a Clil,., 
housing with staff and,i!.', . . 
$100,000 annual annuity. , 
Burse, a Harvard-educated at-
torney for General Electric in 
Louisville, Ky., seeks a salary of 
$175,000, which is $37,500 higher 
than the job now pays. board members about it." . . . 
Burse's requested salary almost A&M is a historically blacl1'c61, 
equals the amounts paid to the lege in Huntsville with about :;i,;iOQ 
presidents of the University of Al- students. , -.. ,. , 
abama and Auburn University. In a letter to Alabama A&M 
· His "wish list" also includes a Chairman Chris McNair of Birming: 
car, a country club membership, a ham, Burse said his list of 24' re, 
secretary for his wife, appointment quests "is designed to provide\iou 
to a tenured full professorship and, an indication of the type of .things l 
upon termination, a.job as an A&M .am considering. ·::.::~-
professor with a salary equal to his "I need for you to tell me ~hich. 
then-current salary or the salary of of these items A&M can do, tak,iP,g 
the school's highest-paid faculty into consideration what is legaliy, 
member, whichever is higher. fiscally, politically and institutional-
Burse made clear the items on ly possible," Burse wrote. ... "' · 
the list are for consideration by the · The list of requests also'.:ih-, 
board and are not a contract de- eludes a paid one-year sabliaiicaT 
mand. after five years in office; two .yeys 
A&M trustee Jesse Cleveland of paid sabbatical after seven r,~;. 
said he did not know the details· on housing with staff and child care 
Burse's possible financial package and a $100,000 annual annuity'.:":·, 
before the board voted last Friday Burse was a Rhodes Schoratin 
to hire him. 1973-75. He was president ofKen-
"I was shocked. I was not ex- tucky State University in 1982-B9 .. 
pecting that many items to be there He and his wife and three sons;Jive 
and the nature of them," Cleveland in Prospect, Ky. . .,,.., 
said. "I didn't ha,e any knowledge His wife, Kim, is a funner~-
of them or of him talking to other of the Kentucky Revenue Cabinet-; , 
